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SCHEDULING 

In order to determine an opt1mwn input IIchedule it 111 nocelleary tc have 

lome meanll 01' teetini varioul Icbedulee and to develcp a plan or technique tor 

tinding tbe beet one. 

The moet straight torward approacb to the evaluation 01' a labedule would 

seem to be tbe creation 01' a mathematical model wbich would 11mulate the 

behavicr o£ tbe tacto17 Wlder Itudy. Then, the next IItep would be an evaluation 

baled upon the reeultl 01' the tacto17 model operating on a certain input 

sabedule. 

With the £aoto17 model and the eValuation equation detennined, the only 

remaining variable i. the input schedule it.elf. In the tacto17, output is 

normall,y speo1tied in term. o£ oustomer wants or antioipated wantsl thll usually 

.. tabU.hee a quantity o£ a .peo1tic product deli~d at a lpacific date. There

tore, the end rellult, 1£ ~thin tbe capacity 01' tbe shop, is completely specified 

and flexibility exists only in the starting date ot a lot through tbe shop and 

in tbe priority Iystelll used within the 1'acto17 to determine individual job 

sequence. 

Let us look at each ot these three phases of schedule determination 

separately; tor convenience we shall start with the evaluation, tben discuss 

the tacto17 model and £inally the variation 01' tbe input scbedule it5el!. In 

general the aiscussion will be centered on a job control operation, since, witb 

eitber a batch control or a flow control set-up the problem becomes simpler and 

easier to ,analyze. 
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EVALUATION ' 

In evaluat1ng the effeots of an 1nput sohedule on the faotory foor 

measur1ng st10kl lelml mOlt 11gn1t1cantl 

1. Inventory Carry1ng oost for the lot be1ng manufactured. 

2. Equivalent penalt,. for late oomplet1on of the lot. 

3. Non-productive lIIIUl-maoh1ne t1me. 

4. Set~up oosts. 

There 18 a fifth function - that of the cost of Ichedul1ng 1tselfl 

however, this tends to be 1nversel,. depepdent upon the lot 11ze which for the 

lake of limplio1t,., 11 beinK omitted from th1. d110ua.ion. Thervfore, it will 

be alsumed that the actual OOlt of preparing a Ichedule will be identical in 

all oa .... 

The oost of oal'l'11nK 1nventory throuih the entire 0701e oan be represented 

in two different wa,... The more aoourate is as tollowsl 
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Cost or Canoying INV.; I {(Dcn- Dso) ~o I- (DC1-Dsl)(~1- RLl) 1 

Where, 

I- (Deu-Dcl)(Ll! RLl) I- (Do2- DS2)(~1- ~)1 I- (Dcn- DC2)(~I-~) 

I- ••• I- (Don_l - DSn_l)(Ln_l I- RLn_l )l I- (Don-Dcn_l)(Ln_ll- RLn_l ) 

I- (Don- DSn)(LnI- Rln)} I- (1£ Dd> Dc,,),(Dd-D~)(MJ L I- RL) 

Os • Date material received 
o 

DS1= Date start 1st operation 

Dc,= Date completed 1st operation 

Dd = Date due complete 

Me = Material Cost 

Ll = Direct Labor let operation 

R = Ratio or IME to Direct Labor 

" L=£,L... 
;,::.~ lo 

I = Cost or Canoying Inventory ratio per day. 

J. Good Approximation iSI 

Cost or Carrying INV.:= IAC 

A = the Average Inventory over the entire cycle. 

C = Entire cycle in days. 

Where: 
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Either ot the.,. two equations may be used tor inventory evaluation. 

The second IJlIIthod is ienerally to be pret:erred tor simplic1t1 and ease ot 

manipulation. 

There are three areas of cost which need to be investigated in order to 

determine the equivalent penalty tor late delivery. Ii' a finished product is 

being shipped directly to a oU8tOlJlllr,t~e customer disllatisfaotion may be measured 

through a penalt1 clause in the oontract, however, 1£ there is no such clause then 

an estimate must be made ot the 108ses whioh ma1 be sutfered through the customer'lI 

not obtaining a deUvery on the date deaired, this might bs obtained b1 estimating 

the amount whl,ch 10U wculd be v1lling to pay to avoid lete delivery. Where the 

product is used II a portion or a tinal usembly this tactor could be a measure 

ot the direct extra OOlLt 'Whioh would be oaused in the aillemb11 department in 

order to avcid lete delivery ot the tinal product. The net cost of customer 

dissatistaction can be expressed all (Dc- Dd) FR, 'Where Do equalll the actual date 

the part ill completed,Dd equals the date due complete, F equalll the tull value 

of the part,and R equalll the customer dissatisfaction ratio per unit product 

value per day. 

The second COllt or late delivery ill involved in the necessit1 for carr)'ing 

the inventory for this lot for a period or time longer than planned. This has 

been covered in the cost of inventor:y for the product, by including the time 

period (Dcn- Dd). 

The third area of cost ' for late delivery is the cost of carr,ying inventory 
• 

for other parts which are used together with this part. This is only applicable 

where the product is used in further assembly. The cost is equal to (Dc - Dd) BI 

where B eq~s the , inventory value, prior to asselllbl,-, of all parts held up pending 

delivery of this part and I equalll the cost of carrying inventory ratio. 
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The next basio function to be investigated is the non-produotive cost when 

the man-lII&ohine oombination is idle. The first area heN is the payment of tundll 

to operator. who have not baen able to produoe goods beoause of insufticient part 

avaUabllit,.. 'lb.ill can be evaluated &8 (Ti ) (Wm) • \iheN Ti equalll the idle time 

in minutes and w.a equal. the rate of pa,. per minute. 

The eeoond taotor ill .cnewhat more oomplex in that by the Jlll.ohines not 

having produoed ueeful goods during the time period Ti a oertain 10sII in output 

produot has baan experienced. Thill 10l1li in output ill 001,. lIign1ticant in that 

normal protit may have been 10llt and non-direot expenees not l1quicl&ted. Thill 

111&,. be exprusad &8 (VR f. Clb~) Ti 

Where I V _ Replaoement value of the maohine tool 

R _ Required return on Investment per minute and 

Oil- OVemead to Direot Labor ratio 

The fourth and last of the evaluation faotors is the needed set-up costa. 

This oan most readil;y be obtained through a direot oomparison of the total set- up 

dollarll expanded undar ona Ichadula al againlt the total set-up dollal'l expended 

under a dirferent schedule. In IIOme jobs, espeo1all;y those that use special 

purpose tooling, this factor ma,. be dropped since there are f ew opportunit1es for 

reduction in set-up costs, except through change in lot size, which has been 

omitted from this discussion. It should be understood that set-up costs are con

sidered to inolude not only make-ready charges but also tear -down, clean-up, and . . 
put-awa,. costs. Other ways in which this cost may be influenced is by the com-

bining of set-ups on similar jobs and the splitting of jobs for load purposes 

thereby causing additional unplanned set-ups. This can be expressed aSI 
n ~ 

.~ ~ S~j 
~,,' [;" 

\ihere S • actual set-up charge experienced on a given job and a given operation. 
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FACTORY MODEL 

In preparing a tactory model it was decided to imitate as clcsely as seemed 

practical actual operation, not the ideal or storybook version. This means that 

recognition must be made ot the eftect human errors have on the output ot the 

1'actory. In preparing the model the operation 01' a 1'actory seemed to divide 

itself into three areas. The 1'irst is the actual job selection method and is 

intimately related with the priority system associated with the schedule; this 

is trequently called dispatching or scheduling. The second activity is the 

actual transtormation 01' the product through physical, chemical, cr electrical 

means into something d11'terent trom its original state. This is usually known 

as machining, assembly, or procelllling. The third area is the physical movement 

or the material 1'rom one locaticn to another. This is material handling or , 
transportation. Each or these basic areas wUl now be analyzed. 

The dispatching method used in many job shops operates as followsl 

A man comes to the dispatcher's window and requests the assignment ot a new 

job; therefore, the man is the 1'orcing 1'unction. The dispatcher has a record by 

operation station 01' the various jobs which are available tor that station at 

that spec11'ic time. In accordance with the existing priority ~ystem the dis
I 

patcher selects the most urgent job and assigns that to the operator. At some 

later time the dispatcher will be not1tied that the job is ready to move to the 

next station; this may be done by having the operator come to the Window 1'or a new 

job. At this time the dispatcher determines what the next station is and directs 

a material handler to transport the material to that area. loben the material 

has been delivered to the next station the dispatcher is informed by the material 

handler and a record is made at that station that the job is available. This 

baSic selec,tion technique will vary somewha'~ between d1t1'erent tactories. However, 
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the key point is that no job can be moved until it has been operated upon and 

that no operation can be started unless the material is at that station. This 

can be IIIOd1fied by using "lap-phasing" instead of the more usual. "gap-phasing". 

They can best be differentiated by looking at a graph of factory progress under 

both planSI 

GA.P PHAS INO 

~ 
II 

/_-..:-..;.1 .. 'I-I _3---1 Ci'"p - __ 

Time 

lAP PHASINO 

1--;--'1 ~ ..- ... ~V~R..I--" p 
£ I 

3 

Time -_0-

In this discussion "gap_phasing" will be assumed. The problems of "lap-phaSing" 

are numerous such as detenn1n1ng the nwnber of individual deliveries and there

fore is not too frequently used in a job control shop; it is frequently employed 

in a batch control operation and reaches its ultimate in the flow control shop 

when the lot size is ~lity. The varia~le factors to be considered in the dis-

patching mechanism include the delay times in receiving infonnation. llispatching 

in the batch or flow control shop is of a somewhat simpler nature. There, the 

starting date may be determined a week or 1Il0re in advance and it is anticipated 

that the varinus consecutive operations will be performed on these jobs main-

taininf' t.he original sequence. Therefore in these areas a dispatcher only has 

to control the starting sequence selection. It is even possible to treat t he 

entire group of operations as being performed at a single station; this is 

especially true where conveyor belts are used. 

The station operation model predicts the perfonnan~e of certain specifi c 

tasks during a finite time interval. There are two basic phases to look at. 
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First is the fixed or pattern data suoh as 

Starting time = To 

In1t~l quantity = x 

Set-up time = e 

Time per unit • p 

It the operation were perfeot and there were no "lap phasing" or human or machine 

variations to deal With, it would be a simple matter to prediot the oompletion 

However we do not taoe alV suoh ideal situation. ibe following "noise" tactors 

slYerely afteot the oompletion time tor a lot and their specUio impaot is on a 

lomswha t random basis. 

Operator ef1'1oienoy ratio -1, f > 0 

Machine breakdown _ b, b _ 0 tor indicating machine availability. 

b) 0 indicates time delay until machine i8 available. 

Operator absenteeism: a, a = 0 for indioating operator availability. 

a ) 0 indioates time delay until operator is available. 

Spoilage ratio to original quantity = 8, s~ 0 

Re-work ratio to original planned time _ r, r ~ 0 

Material, tool, blueprint and paperwork availability ~ m ,m ~ 0 for 

indioating availabil1ty of all faotors. 

m > 0 indicates time delay.until all faotors will 

be available. 

Therefore, the actual equation which must be used for predicting the anticipated 

completion time (Tl c ),still omitting lap phasing is: 

TIc _ To I- '~ (e I- xp) I- b I- a I- m 

and at TIC) x'. (1 - s)>t 
J 
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where x' • completed quantity and each factor is determined b.Y an appropriate 

probability distribution. 

One important feature of this probability arrangement is that no single 

run-through of a schedule will be sufficient for evaluation. It will be 

necessary to use a statistically determined number of tries or samples in order 

t o predict with, say 90% accuracy, the mean evaluation for a given schedule. 

However, it should be noted that each of these "noise" factors can, with 

the data which is available, be statistically determined and need not be guessed 

or estimated. The accuracy with which the probability distributions for these 

noise factors is established will, to a great degree, determine the usefulness 

of the final results. 

The third function in the tactory. that of material handling, can also be 

analyzed statistically, it necessary. In a batch control or flow control 

operation where automatic or semi-automatic movement exists. this transportation 

mechanism is exceedingly simple in that it is an essentially predictable function. 

However, in the job oontrol shop, indications are that this can be a random 

relationship not fixed b.Y the source station and delivery station or b.Y their 

distance, time of day, or any other determinable factor. AJ..1 this means :I.e 

that the transportation time may have to be derived and used in the sllll\e manner 

as the noise factors. 

VARIATION OF INPUT SCHEDULING 

The basio objeotive of all this evaluation and faotory simulation is the 

improvement of the input schedule itself. Two basic approaches .uggest themselves I 

one is the possibility of random variation of the sequence of items in the input 

sohedule. thereby providing a set of d1!ferent priority syatems. Each new sequence 
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that is attempted should result in some change in the net evaluation. However, 

the difficulty here arises in the tremendous magnitude of the available per

mutations. b'or instance, for just 100 jobs the total number of arrangements for 

a single operation is 10158 • If there were, say 10 operations to be performed 

on each job, then this number would have to be raised to the tenth power to cover 

all of the various possibilities. Even with the fastest computer on the market 

today such a number of trials is not economically feasible especially since the 

time consumed would be such to make the data old before an answer was obtained. 

A second possible fallacy in this random arrangement approach is ,the absolute 

magnitude of the noise factors compared to the average cost variances. It 

should be possible statistically to compute at what magnitude of the noise 

factors the cost variances are insignificant. 

However, this above technique might be applied through random arrangement 

of stratified data. For instance, if the various jobs to be manufactursd were 

arranged in sequence based upon their due complete date and the amount of work 

lett to be performed then it would seem rational to establish rules that no 'job 

may be moved more than n positions down this stratified table. This approach 

oan be even further simplified by dividinC the jobs into a set of groups of n 

items each. Then, within the group random arrangements might be tested, but no 

job could be shifted to a different group. However, even this approach leads 

to voluminous triall sinoe if there were 100 jobs and 10 jobs to each sub-group 
:1.0 

there would be (3.6 x 106) : trials. Another possibility is testing of each 

group independently and then fixing permanently the results of this group prior 

to the testing of the next group. However, this would have to be proven aa 

.tat1Bt1o~ valid. All o! tb .. e approach .. require the weekly (or other .bort 

l period) re-analy.i. in order to determine the oomparative priority numbers. 
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The second basic way of approaching the variation of the input schedule is 

by using an Operat i ons Research type analysis. This involves a study of the 

effect that various input factors have on the output factors and by appropriate 

correlation establishing the anticipated variation in output from a specific 

change in input. Certain examples may be cited which explain more clearly this 

approach. As stated previously, an input schedule specified certain factors. 

First, it establishes the quantity desired at a certain date. Next, it provides 

for each item a starting date supposedly selected so as to meet the due complete 

date. Third, assooiated with the schedule, is a basic priority system whioh 

gives eaoh job in the faotory a oomparative preferenoe. Since, in normal 

operation the quantity and finieh date are fixed the only variation that can be 

made ill the starting date and the nature o! the priority .ystem itself. Now if 

an adequate factory model exists it should be possible tc intelligently vary 

the basic manufacturing cycle. (hence the starting dates) for the various item •• 

The examination of theae results should give excellent clues as to ..mat the 

optimum oyole should be for eaoh item. Another .eries of tests might be conduoted 

having the faotory model choo.e the job. in aooordanoe with different priority 

systems such a. dispatohing by due complete date, by starting date, by .tartin& 

date for eaoh operation, by seleoted numbers, or by a oomhination o! due date 

and anomt o! work to be done. Upon oompletion of these studiell it would seem to 

be IItatilltioally possible to determine for a specifio plant the best priority 

system to use. These studies need not be done every week, but could be performed 

at .em1-annual intervals or as the key faotors changed. 

There i. a further advantage to this approaoh in that once an ,freotive 

faotory model exists it would be relatively easy to pre~oompute the .frlot 

l.. ohanging product mix or changing output would have on the faotory. 
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ANALYSIS 

From the foregoing paragraphs it seems reasonable to conclude 

that excellent savings might be realized from the creation of an effective 

factory model associated with a good evaluation plan. This entire plan 

must be converted to a detailed computer program in order to obtain a 

realistic test. It is essential that the time per run be very brief so 

that multiple reviews will be physically and economically feasible. 

The potential gain seems great and further investigation using 

a computer appears to be extremely desirable. 

In order to provide experienoe on the application or computers 

to this basic scheduling problem it was decided to try to imitate manually 

the computer operations on a simple set of data. A concept of the overall 

flow of information is on the .following pagel 
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SCHEDULINO INSTRUCTIONS 

Search tor next unoccupied station at ti 
Search tor availabllitv in 

'1\ Sear~h tor next unoccuP1ed~ / next time interval t .i" 1 
s't.a't.l.on a't. 't.i ~ I 

~:' 
Search Table 1 at time ti tor machine 
availability station Sl < S2,------Sn 

Si unocoupied I All occupied 

II ~ ~v 
Search Table II stations :>i Reter to table VI tor Job I. 
tor avail. jobs Jl. J2 --In Part I & next oper.N ot job 
Not Avail. I Ava e available at time ti 

~ 
val. a e I Not ava1 

III ~ VI 
Compare preterenoe n08. of jobs llB1"er to 't.ab~e III l'or s't.a't.l.on at 
JI. J2 .... Jn \fi1ch next oper. is to be oerformed 
Seleot lowest pret. no. oaloulate I Ope~ 0i at::li I AU operat10ns complete 
planned oyole time ot Ji 

VII~ ~ --- VIII 
Noise calo. new pret. no. Enter Poat in table VII 
Factors Data trom Table VI & III Ji. time oomplete 
Use Tables IV & V into table II under 61 quantity .... , 

IV '" \ 

Caloulate completed time ot 
J1 on S1 - ~nter in Table I IX 
time S1 is occupied. Delete Ji trom Table VII 

IVa I_ r 
Calc. time Ji will be avail. It 
tor next operation. Calc. 
next oper. #. 

!Vb t 
Enter data into table VI getting . 
data trom table II 

IVc ~ , 

~ 
Delete entry ot J1 
under Si in table II 
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The tables required are included as exhibits and numbered as follows: 

I Machine utilization and status by station number 

II Waiting operation file by station number 

III Planning and routing data by part number 

IV Random number generation function accumulator (not included as an exhibit) 

V Noise factor statistical selection (not included as an exhibit) 

VI Parts in process by time available 

VII Evaluation data 

VIII Input schedule 

The operations required are desoribed briefly with the result" qbtained in 

the spec1i'ic problem IItudied. These results are posted in the tables concerned 

With asterisks to indicate the added l:I.ata. For the sakB of s1mpl1cit;r the n01lle 

factors are assumed to have lOO~ probability for the listed valuel 

Step 1. 

f • 1.0 s • 0 

b. 0 

a. 0 

r.O 

n • 0 

Examine t1me .1 in table I. for example machine availabilit11 

All machines occupied. 

Step 2. 

Search table VI. for parts available at time .11 

None available 

step 3. 

Repeat for time .21 

All machines ocoupied, no partll available., 

. , 
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Step 4. 

Search tablB I. tor machine available at time .): 

Station 03 is available. 

Step 5. 

Search table II. for station 03 for parts available: 

Jobs M and 0 are available. 

Step 6. 

Compare preferenoe number jobs available and lIelect that job with lowest 

preterence number' 

Job 0 hal a preferenoe number ot f 47.0J theretore job M with a lower 

preterenoe number will be plaoed on '.tation 0). 

Step 7. 

Caloulate length or time .tation 03 will be oooupi.d in lIIIJlutaoturina job MI 

To • e f xP • 2.; 
step 8. 

Indioate on table I. maohine hour. uti1i.ed at .tation 0)1 

Machine will be ocoupied tfOlll t1M 0.3 thro\1ih time 2.7J To : (T~ - .1) I- To' 

Step 9. 

Caloulate time that part will be avilabl, tor mao~ine operation 1 

Job M oomplete at station 03 at t~ 2.7. Transportation time a. obtained 

trom random number table a .SJ therefore time available tor next operation 

= 3.2. 

Step 10. 

Obtain next operation number, 

Add operation number ill; table II. to the Quantitr lJ theretore the next 

operation number a 2. 
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Step 11. 

Enter data in tabl e VI . and results of calculational 

T1Jne available, job number, part number, quantity, next operation number 

and preference number. 

Step 12. 

Del ete entry in table II. under station 03 for job H: 

step 13. 

Continue searching table I. for available machine capacity during time .31 

, All machines occupied. 

Step 14. 

Search t able VI. for parts availAble at time .31 

Job F. availAble part 006 tor operation 6. 

Step 15. 

Refer to table III. tor 006, operation 6. 

Operation 6 .ay. deliver to dllt1nation - part i. 'oomplete, part 11 

complete at t1me .3. 

Step 16. ' 

Post to table VIII 

Part 006 oompleted. 

Step 17. 

Delete job F from table VII 

Step 18. 

Continue narching table VI tor parts availAble at time .31 

No part. availAble. 

Shp 19. 

Searoh table I. and table VI for t1llle .4. 

All maohine. ocoupied, no part. availAble. 
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Step 20. 

Search table I. and table VI. for time .5: 

All machines occupied, no parts available. 

Step 21. 

Search table I. at time .61 

Station 01 available. 

Step 22. 

Search table II. for station 01 for parts available: 

Jobs A., C., J., L., and N. are available. 

Step 2.3. 

Compare preference numbers and select job with the lowest preference number: 

Job A. I- .32.8 

Job c. I- 71.5 

Job J. - 15.6 
Job L. I- 5.0 

Job N. - 2.3.9 

Therefore job N. is selected for assignment. 

Step 24. 

Calculate length of time station 01 will be occupied in manufacturing job NI 

To = .3.6 

Step 25. 

Indicate on table I. maohine hours utUized at station 01: 

Tc : 4.4 
Step 26. 

Caloulate time job M wUl be available for next operation 1 

4.4 I- .1 : 4.$ 



Step 27. 

Calculate next operation number: 

2 " 1 = 3 

Step 28. 

~nter data in table VII 

Step 29. 
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Delete entry in table II. tor station 01 under job N: 

Step 30. 

Continue to search table I tor unoccupied machine at time .6: 

All machines occupied. 

Step 31. 

Search table VI. tor parts available at time .6: 

No parts available. 

Step 32. 

Search tables I and IV tor time .71 

All machines occupied, no parts available. 

Step 33. 

Search tables I and IV tor time .81 

All machines occupied, no parts available. 

Step 34. 

Search tables I and IV tor time .91 

All machines occupied, no parts available. 

Step 35. 

Search table I. tor machines available at time 1.0: 

All machines occupied. 
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Step 36. 

Search table VI for parts available at time,l.Ot 

Job D., part 006 available for operation 13. 

Step 37. 

Refer to table III for part 0061 

Operation 3 to be performed at station 02. 

Step 38. 

Calculate new preference numberl 
I ..,r • 1i f. SF(e2 f. XP2). -3.3 

Step 39. 

Enter data under station 02 in table II. 

Job number, part number, preference number, operation number, set up, 

time per unit, and quantit:n data obtained fr'1l'l table II and table IV. 

Step 40. 
Delete Job D. from table IVI 

This proceBs is oontinued until the week's Bchedule has been planned. 

For thill problem the priority lIystem ill based on the Wle of a preference 

number calculated from the due complete date of the job and the amount of work 

remaining to be performed. The formula uBed for calculating the preference 

nwnber ill I 

i\: Dd - SF(e f. xp) 

Dd : date due complete 

'ff : preference nwnber 
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SF: 1 
Mfg. cycle efficiency 

e = set-up time 

x = quantity 

p = per unit time 

M = Mfg. Cycle Ef!1ciency 

,. 
t, M· M • J where there are lOrn jobs possible to manufacture. 

M· J 

Tj 

\'"' 

• i! 
'" - l- Ii ~ - ~·I 

-- D - D. whirl thlrl are n oplrationl plr plrt. 
on 0 

Thi. 10 Ittlat oom~re. thl total pl&n¥~ machlol t1lall to thl 

aotual t1ml that the job wa. 10 thl prOOI .. ot IIl&nu!aoture. 
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This simple approach to the problem of scheduling production through 

the use of an electronic computer should provide a good beginning for 

computer programing. Additional studies will be performed in the near 

f uture in an effort to determine the computer time required for performing 

the necessary calculations as well as an evaluation of the potential 

savings to be realized. 

Burton Grad 
Production Control Services Seotion 

BGID 2/lS/S4 
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TABLE II 

WAITING OPERATION FILE 

Job Number Part Number Pref. Number Oper. I ~ Time /Unit 9uan • 

Station tal 
A 003 ~32.S 1 .2 . 7 2 
C 004 ~7l.S 4 .S .7 1 
J 007 -lS.S 1 .5 .2 4 
L 002 ~ 5.0 S .5 .9 5 
N 001 -23.9 2 .3 .9 4 
M· 004· ~42.0· 2· .2· .S- 3-
H- 005" ~ 9.0- 4- . 2" . 4" 5-
0" OOS" ~Sl. 7- 4- .1* . 4" 1* 
E" 002- -/olS.9" 5- .4" .2" 4* 
B" 010- g,0.7- 5- .5- .9- 5-
L" 002" ~34.1 .. 5" .4" .2- 5* 
R" 001" -/052.4* 2" .S" .9- 3" 

Station t02 
0* OOS" - 3.3" 3* .1" . 2- 3-
N- 001* - 7.3- 3" .4- .9" 4" 
M* 004* ~Sl.S* 3* .1" .S- 3" 

Station t03 
M 004 ~31.S 1 .1 .S 3 
0 OOS ~47.0 3 .2 .9 1 
J- 007" -10.0" 2* . 5- .4- 4-
N- 001" -/0 9.S- 4- .3- .S" 4" 
0- OOS" ~ 4.0" 5* . 4" .2- 3-
H* OOS- ~18.4- 5* .2- .S- 5-
Q- 002" -/oS2.S" 1· .5· .S- 2-
S· 010- ~34.1· 1- .3- .5- 4-

Station t04 
I 007 ~S1.7 S .1 .2 5 
B" 010· ~33.2- 4- .1" .S" 5" 
0" OOS" .3" 4" . 1" .S" 3* 
K" OOS- -/054.7" 5- .1- .1- 2" 
J- 007- - 1.0- 3- .1 · . 2- 4-
J- 00'" ~13.S" 5- .2* .1- 4" 
p* 001* ~SO.l* 1" .1- .5" 2" 
R- 001* ~4S.S" 1" .1* .5* 3* 

Station tos 
E 002 -/012.5 4 .3 .3 4 
1:: OOS ~44 .9 4 .5 .9 2 
G* 009" -/040.9* 5* .2* .3* 5" 

l J* 007" ~ 2.S" 4" .5" .5" 4" 
L" 002" ~26.4· 4" .3· .3· 5· 
I· 007· -/056.4- 4- .5- . 5- 5-
N- 001" ~21.S" 5" . 5" .5" 4" 
A" OOS .. -/038.6" 2" .1" .9" 2" 
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Table III 

Part Number Operation Station Number ~ Oper. Time/f'" 

Part I. 001 
1 04 .1 .5 
2 01 .3 .9 
3 02 .4 .9 
4 03 .3 .6 
5 05 .5 .5 

"'T.6 3.4 

P~rt , 002 
1 03 .5 .6 
2 02 .4 .9 
3 01 .5 .9 
4 05 .3 .3 
5 01 .4 .2 

IT 2.9 

Part I. 003 
1 01 .2 .7 
2 05 .1 .9 
3 03 .2 .9 
4 01 .1 .4 
5 02 ;1 .4 -:r r.3 

Part I 004 
1 , 03 .1 .8 
2 01 .2 .6 
3 02 .1 .6 
4 01 .3 .7 
5 05 .2 .8 

""79 3.S 

Part I 005 
1 01 .3 .6 
2 03 .5 .2 
3 02 .4 .8 
4 01 .2 .4 
5 03 .2 .6 r.s rs 

Part t. 006 
1 03 .3 .7 
2 01 .1 .4 
3 02 .1 .2 
4 04 .1 .3 
5 03 .4 .2 

. , r.o l.i , . 
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TABLE III (Cont. ) 

Part Number Operation Station Number ~ Oper. Time4-. 

Part # 007 1 01 .5 .2 
2 03 .5 .4 
3 04 .1 .2 
4 05 .5 .5 
5 04 .2 .1 

1.8 1.4 

Part I 008 
1 01 .5 .7 
2 04 .1 .3 
3 01 .5 .3 
4 05 .5 .9 
5 04 .1 .1 

l.7 2.! 

Part # 009 
1 03 .2 .2 
2 02 .1 .6 
3 05 .3 .2 
4 04 .1 .9 
5 05 .2 .~ -;g r.I 

Part t 010 
1 03 .3 .5 
2 04 .1 .5 
3 05 • 3 .6 . 
4 04 .1 .8 
5 01 rl .9 

T.l 

• 

Opel'. a _ aoro.. the board 
del1y.ri •• to de.tination 
J:&rt oompl.t. 
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TABLE VI 

, , PARTS IN PROCESS 

Time Available Job t Part t. Quantit~ Next 0l:!!r. t Pref. t. 
.3 'F 006 1 6 1-61.4 

1.0 D 006 3 3 - 8.9 
2.9 B 010 5 4 1-19.1 
3.8 H 005 5 4 - 9.8 
4.2 G 009 5 5 1-21.3 

• 3.2 M 004 3 2 1-31. 3 
• 4.5 N 001 4 3 -23.9 . 
• 3.9 0 003 4 4 1-47.0 
• 4.3 E 002 4 5 1-12.5 
• 4.5 D 006 . 3 4 - 3.3 • 8.3 B 010 5 5 1-33.2 
• 6.0 G 009 5 6 1-40.9 
• 6.1 J 007 4 2 -15.6 
• 8.7 N 001 4 4 - 7.3 • 10.9 L 002 5 4. I- 5.0 
• 8.3 J:: 008 2 5 44.9 
• 8.3 J 007 4 3 -10.0 • 9.3 D 006 3 5 - .3 
• 11.9 N · 001 4 5 I- 9.8 
• 10.3 J 007 4 4 - 1.0 • U.3 I 007 5 4 1-51. 7 
• 13.0 J 007 4 5 -/- 2.8 
• 13.4 H 005 5 5 -/- 9.0 
• 11.6 J:: 008 2 6 -/-54.7 
• 12.6 : D 006 3 6 I- 4.0 
• 15.6 N ·001 4 6 1-21.3 
• 14.5 E 002 4 6 1-18.9 
• 13.8 J 007 4 6 1-13.5 
• 17.1 H 005 5 6 1-18.4 
• 16.1 A 003 2 2 1-32.8 
• 17.3 L 002 5 5 1-26.4 
• 18.2 M 004 3 3 -/-42.0 
• 18.0 R 001 3 2 1-45.6 
• 20.1 H 005 5 6 1-18.4 
• 19.0 A 003 2 3 1-39.6 
• 19.3 R ,001 3 2 1-45.6 
• 19.5 L 002 5 6 1-34.1 
• 20.4 M 004 3 4 1-51.5 
• 21.8 I 007 5 5 1-56.4 

-. 
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EVALUATION DATA mElLE 

TABLE VII 

Wkq. 
Days time Qty. 

Job , Part , Dat. Du. A Dd - D. B opt. opt. 

A 003 8 $ 42.42 10 $2596 
B 010 9 "102.55 10 1703 
C 004 " 10 48.90 10 " 8674 
D 006 1 155.40 10 1857 12.5 3 
E 002 3 62.8"2 10 7585 14.5 4 

, F 006 8 53.30 10 8482 .3 1 
I" G 009 6 236.78 10 5099 6.0 5 
I H 005 4 92.85 10 H99 17.1 5 

I 007 9 104.80 10 1030 
J 007 2 84.65 10 9235 13.8 4 
J:: 008 7 34.18 10 6738 11.6 2 
L 002 5 77.35 10 9458 
M 004 10 142.65 10 " 6990 
N " "001 4 118.20 10 7767 15.6 
0 003 7 22.00 10 3861 
P 001 12 10 
Q 002 12 10 
R 001 12 10 
S 010 12 10 

" " 

\ 

l 
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' ~ TAB .... £ 'llU-I',, " 
I • INITIAL s:HEDULE 

, AVAIL. 
JOB t PART # QUANTITY DATE DUE AT cmt STARTED AT STA'l3t 

A 003 2 8 1 01 
B 010 5 9 3 - .6 05 
C 004 1 10 4 01 
D 006 3 1 2 - .8 01 
E 002 4 3 4 05 
F 006 1 8 5 - .4 03 
G 009 5 6 4 - .5 04 
H 005 5 4 3 - .1 02 
I 007 5 9 3 04 
J 007 4 2 1 01 
J:: 008 2 7 4 05 
L 002 5 5 3 01 
M 004 3 10 1 03 
N 001 4 4 2 01 
O~ 003 1 7 3 03 

Xddit. P 001 2 12 1 04 
Job. Q 002 2 12 1 03 

R 001 3 ' 12 1 04 
S 010 4 12 1 03 
T 009 5 13 1 
U 005 3 13 1 
V 002 II 14 1 
W 008 1 14 1 

l X 003 5 15 1 
Y 008 2 15 1 
Z 009 5 16 1 
AA 007 4 18 1 
AS 010 4, 11 1 
AfJ 009 4~ 17 1 
AI) 009 4 18 1 
AE 003 3 18 1 
A:P 001 5 19 1 

" 
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INTRODUCTION 

The information process charting which is discuss ed in 
this write-up is aimed at helping to analyze the so-called 
"office automation" aspect of the project . It is a technique 
to be used during the data gathering phase of the project. 
when we are trying to find out as much about the present busi
ness as time will a llow. It should be emphasized. however. 
that this process charting technique is only part of the over
all data gathering phas e . In addition to this charting. we 
must also obtain a considerable amount of statistical data 
about such things. as the flow of information and the size of 
the files. Similar types of studies must be made of the fac
tory operations. too. 

The sequence of presentation in this Information Process 
Charting write -up will be: 

I Description of the charting symbols used. together 
with a brief discussion of some of the less obvious 
points. 

II D escription of the charting form used. 

III Discuss ion of the overall charting technique. 

IV Definitions of terms. to aid in understanding the dis
cussion. 
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I. PROCESS CHARTING - GENERAL 

We are interested in learning what the mechanized system 
must be able to handle. For the "office automation" aspect of the 
Project, then, we are interested in the following types of infor
mation: 

1. The logically necessary alternative procedures which are 
needed in the business , for handling the main flow as 
well as the so-called "exception" cases . 

2. The management control reports that are developed by 
the organization, and method of use. 

3. The reports and other pieces of information that must be 
transmitted outside of the organization, for legal or 
other reasons . 

4. At first, a preliminary pin-pointing of all complex com
putation operations and decision areas . Later, we will 
need a more detailed understanding of these operations. 

Conversely, there are certain types of information in which we 
are not interested; ) 

1. We are not interested in the manual procedures that are 
used, per se--e . g. how many clerks and typists work 
on a form during its preparation, or points along Its 
route where the form Is stored temporarily. 

2. We are not interested in the fact that several people are 
involved in an operation, each doing part of the overall 
Job . 

3. We are not interested in the layout of the clerical work 
area or the types of office eqUipment used. 

4. We are not interested in the "exceptions" which arise 
due to internal clerical errors (however, we are inter
ested in the types of errors in information transmitted 
into the organization from outside, over which the 
organization has no control). 
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The more conventional charting techniques have not proved 
themselves adequate for uncovering the types of information in 
which we are interested, Such conventional techniques have 
generally been aimed at one of two objectives: (a) trying to find 
out where human clerical time is being spent, so as to shorten 
the overall process time, or reduce the man-hours to do a job, 
or (b) layout a prescribed sequence of operations in a reason
ably complex job, for the guidance of the clerks and operators-
e. g. flow charts of punched card operations. We are not yet 
interested in either of these objectives, in this study, so it is 
not surprising that their associated charting techniques turn 
out to be relatively ineffective for our present purposes. 

Rather, to obtain the understanding we require, we must 
learn the flow of information throughout the business, for di
recting manufacturing and the other activities, and for feedback 
and control. All uses of the information must be accounted for, 
so we soon find the scope of the project spreading throughout 
the entire organization. 

To accompUsh this objective, we have designed and tested 
a new technique which we call Information Process Charting. 
This technique is based on (a) reasonably precise definitlons of 
basic data processing operations, represented in the form of 
symbols, and (b) a charting procedure to make sure that the 
necessary descriptive information accompanies each symbol, 
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PROCESS CHARTING- SYMBOLS 

Fundamentally, there are only seven symbols in this tech
nique, five of them representing "operations" (where someone 
does something), and two representing conjunctive, or connec
tive devices . These basic symbols are shown below: 

OPERATIONS 

o 0 D 
Selection Arrangement Writing, 

Erasing VNNEC'I'ION6 
Entry Exit 

OD 
Comparison, Computation, 

Branching Decision 

As will be seen shortly, there are different variations for 
some of these symbols, so that in practice 11 different symbols , 
are used. Each of these 11 symbols is defined ,on the following 
pages . 



SELECT, SEARCH (SR) 

Find 

( 
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1. Search always means to look for a 
specific record in a file, and not 
to look for a field of information 
on a record . 

2. In searching, the file is always 
assumed to be present and avail
able. 

3. Indicate which file is being searched, 
the field(s) of information by which 
the search is made (the key), and ' 
which record the search key was ob
tained from. 

4. Search implies that the file is se
quenced by the key being used; 
otherwise, a Separate operation 
should be used. 

5. Always indicate both the Find and 
the No Find cases; even though the 
latter may be impossible, unlikely, 
or trivial. 

6. We are interested in analyzing those 
cases of No Find that are logically 
important - e . g. there has not yet 
been time for the record to reach 
the file, the record has not been 
created, etc. 

7. Both the input records and the selected 
file record are available at the output. 

8. If the record is a separate unit record 
(e . g. a separate form), it is assumed 
to be removed from the file by the 
search operation, and must be merged 
back with the file if that is its disposi
tion. If the record is simply an entry 
on a line, such as an entry in a log 
book, then it stays in the file but is, 
of course, available at the output also. 
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1. Separate means to select one or more 
records from a group or file accord
ing to some "key"-- e. g. separating 
copies of a form according to the dis
tribution field, or separating a batch
of incoming mail by type of document. 

2. Name what Is being separated - e. g. 
multiple copIes of a specUied record, 
records of a specified file, etc. 

3. Indicate the key by which the separa
tion is being made. It is generally 
sufficient just to name the type of 
document, without giving details 
about the key . 

4. A separate operation may have numer
ous outputs, one of which usually is 
the "maln line" being charted. Use 
exits for all the other outputs, and 
use a separate line on the chart for 
each such exit, so as to be able to 
describe it properly. 

6. If some outputs go to a simple filing 
operation, use the "fHe, then stop" 
exit described under Exits. 

6. If multiple copies of a form are being 
separated, the disposition of all 
copies must be shown. 

ARRANGE ,SEQUENCE (AS) 

1. Sequence means to arrange a group 
of records int.o ascending or de
scending order . It does not mean 
"sort into different groups", which 
is the Separate operation. 

2. Name the records being sequenced, 
and indicate the key on which the sort 
is being made . If more than one 
field, indicate their order . 

3. There is only one input and only one 
output to a sequencing operation. 



ARRANGE, MERGE (AM) 
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1. Merge means to combine two or more 
sequences of records into one sequence. 

2. Merging assumes that all records and/ 
or files are already sequenced by the 
key 

3. Merge also covers the operation 'of 
placing a record into a file in proper 
sequence . In this operation, the file 1s 
assumed to be present and available . 

4 . Name the records and/or files being 
merged and fields by which the merge 
is made . 

5. There are always at least two inputs 
to a merge operation, and always just 
one output. 

6. In a "file, then stop" operation (de
scribed under Exits) use a merge and 
a dead-end exit, both in the exit 
column. 



MODIFY, INSERT H-) 

+ 

MODIFY, DELETE (-) 
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1 . Modify insert means 

(a) To create a new record, e . g. 
a new Purchase order; 

(b) To add one or more fields of 
information to an existing record; 
e. g. signing a freight bill. 

2. Indicate the record from which data 
is taken, the record into which it is 
inserted and the field(s) being in
serted" 

3, If a new document is created, show 
the disposition of both old and new 
documents. 

4. It is usually not necessary to chart 
out the insertion of each field in a 
report (as discussed under Compute). 
Use one Insert for the whole report, 
or at least that amount which is done 
as one job. 

5. As discussed under Search, a record 
should not be Searched to obtain a 
field of information prior to an insert. 
It is assumed that the entire record 
is read "at a glance" and all fields in 
that record are available. If there is· 
a logical l1klihood that a certain field 
will blank, use a Compart and Branch, 
comparing the contents of that field 
with "blanltu • 

1. Modify delete means to delete one or 
more fields from an existing record. 

2. Indicate record and field deleted. 

3. Complete records are destroyed by 
means of a dead end exit, and not by 
means of a Delete operation. 
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COMPARE AND. BRANClL(.C:S) 

L Compare and branch is a basic choice 
operation involving a defined or pre
scribed decision; e. g. if x is greater 
than y, take one course of action, etc. 

2. Compare and branch is one of the op
erations to be used for showing how 
alternativ(~ processing paths are se- . 
lected - for locating the n exceptions". 
(other operations Which do similar 
but not identical functions in this re
gard are Separate', Search, and 
Decision- Making) . 

3. If at all possible, the two things that 
are being compared, x and y, should 
be expressed as numbers . For in
stance , "compare the number of 
copies with 1" to determine if there 
are zero, one, or more copies. Or 
"compare the contents of a certain 
field with blank" to determine if any
thing Is written in that field. 

4. Always indicate the record (s) and 
fields (s) involved. 

II. Y should always be the standard, if 
there Is one . 

6. There are two varieties of outputs 
from thIs symbol: (a) " and"", to indi
cate "equal" and "not equal" when this 
expresses the situation adequately; 
(b) >, <, and \:! , when each of these 
three alternatives must bo taken into 
account.. "> II. means "greater than", 
and ,,< '., means "less than~' . 

7. If one of the outputs is impoSSible, so 
mark it . 

8. If the same action results from two 
outputs, the two signs may be shown 
together on one output line. 

9. All outputs must always be accounted for. 



COMPUTE (CT) 

CT 
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1. Compute refers to arithmetic opera
tions; e. g. computing new shop lead, 
delivery schedule, etc. using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication or division. 

2. If the formula is easily expressed, note 
it down in the Remarks column of the 
charting form, or on a supplementary 
note sheet. 

3. If the method of computation is at all 
complicated, do mit spend the time to 
analyze it in detail, but simply group 
the whole computation into one com
pute operation. There is one exception 
to this rule: where significant branch
ing occurs between portions of the 
computation, each of these portions 
should be shown as a compute opera
tion, and the branching indicated by 
Compare and Branch operations. In 
either case, a detailed analysis of the 
computation will be made later , 

4. Likewise, it is not necessary to indi
cate how each field in a statistical re
port is computed; just show one com
putation for the whole report, followed 
by an insert, for recording it , 

6. If not too difficult, it would be de
sirable to have a two or three sentence 
write-up of the computation, indicating 
what is being done, for the more com
plex computations. This write-up can 
be on a supplementary note sheet. 

6. Indicate the records involved and the 
fields being computed. 



DECISION-MAKING (DC) 

DC ... ----.......... 
............. 
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1. Decision making generally involves 
judgment; e . g. estimating what will be 
the volume of customer orders during 
the next th:ree months . 

2. These operations are usually quite 
difficult to analyze, (because of the 
large number of factors involved), 80 
do not spend the time to analyze them. 
They wnl be analyzed at a later aate. 

3. However, it is desirable to chart the 
p,rocessing of information up to the pOint 
where the decision is made, and also 
after the decision is made. For instance, 
information is usually pulled together 
from a number of sources and often pre
sented in report fonn before the decision
making operation takes place. 

4. After the decision is made, indicate 
that the results are recorded, by an 
Insert operation. 

5. In some cases, alternative processing 
steps will be taken, depending upon 
alternative results of the decision . In 
this case, several exits may be shown 
from one decision symboL 

6. List the major factors involved in mak
ing the decision, in the Remarks column 
or on a supplemental note sheet if necEBsary. 

7. If there are well .. defined intermediate 
steps or computations during portions of 
the decision process, these should be 
charted in the normal manner. 

8. The decision symbol may also be used to 
represent non- routine activities of pro
fE!ssional and semi- professional person
nel which are difficult to chart. Examples 
might include data gathering and analysis 
prior to a decision, where methods of 
data gathering and analysis vary with the 
situation. 
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ENTRY (EN) 

From! L 
St.udy-
p-

Inter Activity Entry 

From W 
p- L-

Intra Activity Entry 

From 
p-

Main Line 

"And'· Entry 

F 

~
8inLine rom 

p- e j<A) 
r~(~t I 
l:'~~tl~ 

"Or'" Entry 
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1. An entry ind.iC',ates the beginning of a series 
of related ope rations (a routine). An entry 
may have inputs from more than one exit. 

2. There are four types of entries: 

a. Inter activity entry, (inputs from out
side the system, or from another ac
tivity study within the system). Letter 
such entries beginning with "A"'. 

b. Intra .. actl.vlty entry (entries from exits 
from wiUlin this same study). Number 
these entries, beginning with "1". 

c. "And" entry. If records A and B must 
go through a seri.es of steps together, 
and record A has been charted as the 
mal.n line, bring record B in with an 
"and" entry. This condition is repre
sented by connecting the entry to the 
main line, as indicated. 

d. "Or" entry. If record A or record B 
(but not both) can go through the same 
series of steps, an.d A has been charted 
as main entry . The entry symbol is 
connected to the next operation symbol, 
and not to the main line. 

3. On lettered entries, indlc.ate study, page,. 
and exit supplying the record, If possible. 
On numbered entries, specify the page num
ber of all exits which are inputs to the entry. 

4. The analyst will 'have to decide whether the , 
first entry is to be numbered or lettered. 
If the activity originat.es at point where the 
chart begIns, use number "1". If the activ
ity is supplIed by forms or information from 
some other activity, or from outside the 
system, use letter "Au . 

5. Indicate all entering records (but not edds). 

6. An entry may be initiated at any point on ii,a 
chart, but must be made to the main Une 
flow. A direct entry may not be made to a 
secondary flow. 

7. An entry does not necessarily have to have 
an entering document or form. Also, an en
tering record may be in the form of direct 
measurements or observations. 
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EXIT (EX) 

1 To study
~ P-

Entry-
Inter Activity Exit 

& ToP

Intra Activity Exit 

& 
Dead End Exit 

"FUe, then stop" Exit 
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1. There are four types of exits: 

a· Going out to ' some other study; letter 
sequentially, beginning with "A", in
dicate study and page number, if pos
sible. All exits going to the same out
side entry should use the same letter. 
It is desirable to name the exit on the 
chart in terms of the activity--e. g. 
copy to Accounts Payable 

b. Going to an entry within this same 
study (a "normal" exit); number the 
same as the entry to which it is gOing, 
and indicate page number of that entry. 

c. A "dead end" exit, either destruction 
of a record or ceasing to process a 
record, indicate by an X in the exit 
symbol. 

d. A "file , then stop" exit; use a "merge" 
operation, then a dead end exit, both 
in the exit column Name the file and 
sequence "Key" 

2. An exit should go to only one entry . 

3. Do not use an exit at the end of a page 
just so as to refer to the next page; just 
stop the line at the bottom of the page 
and pick it up at top of next page. Be 
sure page numbers are correct to pre
vent confusion. 

4. As discussed under the Separate opera
tion, use exits for all the secondary out
puts of Separate. Spread these exits 
vertically, not horizontally (to provide 
space for proper description) but take 
up as little space on the page as possible. 
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Secondnry - Record or 

Entries Main Line Flow Exils Fiow Records Field Fields Remad 

Name of 
Name of 

Record or By Key with 
File File 

AM 

1 

$ 
Name of 
Records By Key 
Beine 
Sequenced 

0 

$ 
Record 
onto which Fleld(s) Record 

data is being fromwhlch 
on 

being inserted from data 1. 

inserted obtained 
3 

I D Fleld(.) Record 
from which e being - from data I. I deleted 

e 

I 
deleled 

4 t -
( 

I Fleld(s) Field(s) Records 
being from s upplying on from which Formula, 

CT computed information field(s) if easlly 

were obtained 

I 5 obtained 

I 
Brief List of 

DC 
_. -- name of major 

dccisloh factors 

I 6 

I Record com· 

\i: 
using ~nvolvcd Field with Field 

pare. 
CB 

1- 7 
Record ond Record by Field(s) 

Name of Record Do not 
file rom which search a 
being by Key from key record fo 
searched was a field 

8 oUtlined 

Name 
l(ecords 

RP 0' file by «ey 

l 
~ 

Iwlng 

9 
Sopnrnled 

'1£ (llencrll'tlol of Ex I 8) 

(lJoacrlpliol of E II 9) 
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PROCESS CHARTING - DISCUSSION 

There are a few points of special interest that should be dis
cussed briefly, about the use of the above symbols. 

First, the operation of "reading" is impUed in all of the above 
symbols, and is not caned out as an independent step. It is assumed 
that the person doing the processing must first read the information 
from the documents . 

Next, it should be re- emphasized that whenever Compute and De
cision-Making operations are encountered, the analyst should not 
spend much time in detailing these operations. The process charting 
simply pin points the computations and decisions, and gives some 
understanding of what is involved. After the data gathering phase, 
many of these operations will be analyzed in detail . 

Occasionally an analyst will come across a "loop" operation, 
where a series of steps is performed on a number of items, before 
going on with the proceSSing. An example: computing the standard 
cost for each operation in malting a part, before the standard cost of 
the finished part can be determined. Indicate such loops as simply 
as poSSible; e . g. "steps through repeated for each item on the 
record. " --

Also, in some possible loop operations (where there may be 
one or more items on the list), a totalling or summary is performed 
afterward if there was more than one item on the list Do not try to 
chart this out, using conditional transfers. Simply indicate the 
totalling operation right after the last operation of the loop, and in
dicate in the Remarks column, that it is used if necessary. 

Occasionally a matching operation will be encountered, such 
as a group of time cards being matched against a payroll file. It is 
desired to know if there are any time cards for which there are no 
payroll records, and if there are any payroll records for which there 
are no time cards, as well as matching payroll records and time 
cards for computing gross pay. Such situations as this may be charted 
by two Search operations in sequence . In the case above , search the 
payroll file by the time cards employee numbers indicating Find and 
No Find. Then search the time card "file" by the payroll record em
ployee numbers indicating Find and No Find. 

The "and" and "or" concept should be mentioned briefly . Some
times two records must be brought together, so as to go through a 
series of processing steps: record A and record B. If record A has 
been charted as the main line , then record B can be brought in by 
using an "and" entry, as shown on page 12, by connecting the entry to 
the main line. 
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Note that this "and" entry is somewhat different from a 
Merge or a Search operation. If record A is being charted on the 
main line and B is located in a file, then B is obtained by a Search 
operation. 

Also, if two files are in a common sequence, they can be 
combined into one file of the same sequence by a Merge operation. 
Similarly, a record can be placed into Its proper place (in sequence) 
in a file by the Merge operation. 

The "And" entry implies no searching or no sequencing; 'There 
is no file; only records are involved. Two< or more records are 
brought together, so as to be able to form a larger record. 

For the "or" situation, ' record A or record B (but not both to
gether) can go through the same sequence of steps. There are two 
permissable ways to chart this . (1) Use an "or" entry for record B; 
draw the line from the 'entry: into the next operation box. Then, at 
the end of the sequence of steps, use a Separate operation to split 
the two types of documents apart. (A Compare and Branch operation 
is more correct logically, but the Separate operation is easier to use 
in the present case. ) (2) Sometimes, however, it would be confusing 
to use the method described above, since records A and B are so 
dissimilar. When charting the processing of record B, then, the 
analyst (when he comes to the same sequence as he used in charting 
record A) can leave a blank line on his' chart and insert the note 
"Use steps_throug1L-from page_. " 
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II CHART FORM 

Below is a sample of the chart form used, /Showing t:le column 
headings : 

,,-

MainlinE Second· Rec- ftecord Re-

-- r> 

~ntries Flow Exits .. ryflov ords prfield Fields marks 

.-

The meaning of the headings is reasonably self- explanatory. 
All entries will be shown in the first column, properly numbered or 
lettered and page numbers of pertinent exits shown. The next column 
is where the bulk of the charting will be done--the Main Line, or the 
sequence of steps being described. The exit column is similar to 
the entry column; in the case of a "file, then stop" exit, both the 
merge symbol and the dead end exit may be shown in the exit column. 

The secondary flow column has been provided to reduce the need 
for exiting and re-entry to handle minor variations in procedures. The 
use of this secondary flow column should be quite restricted. For one 
thing, no separate entries should be made to the secondary flow col
umn; rather, it is limited to branches out of the main line via Com
pare and Branch, Search, Separate, or Decision operations. In addi
tion, if the secondary flow involves over 6 operation symbols, an 
exit should be made to another page of the chart, and a re-entry pro
vided. 

There should be only one operation symbol per l1ne--either an 
entry, main line, secondary flow, or exit symbol--so that the proper 
notation can be made in the other columns of the chart. 

The three narrow columns which have no headings are provided 
for inserting prepositions, conjunctions or verbs. For example, 
"Insert on Record A Field X from Record B. " 

Recommended procedures for filling out the remaining columns 
are shown on page 10. The last column is for remarks; if the re
marks exceed the space provided, refer to a supplementary note 
sheet, as "See Note 1." 
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Following is a sample of the identification block at the bottom 
of the chart form: 

Subject Charted Procurement(DIrect Mtls 
Chart Begins Initiation of Purch. rd. 
Chart Ends PrtperBtion of Purch. Ora. 
Charted By-;..A:.;,. • .;::C.:.clo;..::5:..::e'--____ _ 
Page_l_ of 9 

Last Exit # 9 
Last Entry"""Hn4r---
File Code 
Date , 2"77-::;3"7~57!"6---

It is very desirable to have these blocks filled out completely, 
Indicating the activity being studied, who is doing the charting, the 
date, and so on. The blanks for "Chart begins" and :'Chart ends" 
are ' most helpful when searching through a group of charts to find 
a particular sequence. In these blanks, indicate roughly what part 
of the whole activity is being covered by this one chart. 

In some cases, the entry "Miscellaneous Exceptions" is as 
close as the analyst will be able to come to describing the subject 
covered by the particular chart. 
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ill CHARTING TECHNIQUE 

1. General Procedures 

a. Draw all charts (even preliminary ones) on the 
8 1/ 2 x 22 inch forms provided, using No.2 (soft) 
pencil. Do not use any pencil as hard as No.4, as 
this hardness will not reproduce well. When using 
a soft pencil, it will be necessary to be careful not 
to smudge the lines. 

b. It is suggested that both the senior analyst and the 
analyst draw charts of initial interviews. These 
charts should then be checked against each other 
for consistency of approach. 

c. The senior analyst should review all new process 
charts on a frequent basis. 

d. It is antiCipated that project review meetings will 
be held weekly dur ing the data gathering phase, to 
discuss the progress of the studies. Discussion of 
charting technique will be held at those meetings. 

2. Beginning a chart 

In beginning the charting of an activity, do not lump all 
possible types of transactions together artificially. It all types of 
transactions come in from a common source, such as the mail 
room, then this fact should be shown, followed by a Separate opera
tion to select out one type of transaction for analysis . But if the 
transactions come from different sources, just select the most 
common one and start charting it. 

It the information originates at the beginning of the chart, 
the first entry should be numbered ',' 1" . It the activity is started by 
the receipt of a document from another part of the system, or from 
outside the system, then the first entry should be lettered with'!A". 
It is hard to define this point too precisely, and it is somewhat 
arbitrary. For instance, the receipt of 'mail from outside the busi
ness can be considered as external to the system, so that the 
first entry should be lettered, not numbered. 

The objective of the letter ing is to quickly point out those 
entries (and exits) that tie in with other charts in the system. It 
the analyst knows that an entry is fed from some other chart, he 
should use a letter. 
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3. Ending a Chart 

When the analyst comes to the bottom of a chart, and is 
simply going to continue charting on the next page, he should not 
use an exit and a re-entry on the next page. Simply draw the line 
to the bottom of the chart, and pick it up at the top of the next 
chart. 

4. List of Open Exits 

After charting has been completed, the analyst should 
prepare a list of the exits that refer to other studies. Each exit 
should be described briefly, so that it can be understood from just 
the list (without having to refer to the charts), and the other study 
to which it refers should be indicated. 

5. Working from Other Charting Forms 

It is sometimes possible to do much of the charting from 
flow charts and procedures charts prepared for other purposes. 
The big difficulty here is that these other charts usually concen
trate on the main line flow only, and do not specify the condidit1ons 
under which alternative paths of processing are selected. This 
branching will have to be uncovered by interviews. 

Another example of charts that can be used is an IBM proce
dures chart. These charts have usually been developed for instruct
ing machine operators as to the sequence of machines to be used on 
a job. As such, they very much reflect the particular limitations of 
the machines. If a process chart were to be drawn from these 
charts directly, there would be a considerable waste of effort. For 
instance, a half of a page of charting would be needed to show the . 
insertion of an invoice number in a deck of billing cards, due to the 
way that this operation must be done on the machines. Actually, all 
that would be desired would be the one operation - "insert". There
fore, the person making process charts from IBM flow charts will 
have to do some abstracting before drawing the process charts. 

6. Control Totals 

The use of control totals is very common, both in manual 
and punched card operations. The purpose and technique of these con
trol totals are quite well understood, therefore, the analyst should 
not go to any pains to chart out tile method of preparing control totals, 
of segregating different types of control totals, or of specifying what 
is done when an error is detected. Simply indicate a Compute opera
tion, an Insert operation and later a Compare and Branch operation. 
For the "Not Equal" output of this last, simply add the note, 
"Correct Clerical Error". 
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IV DEFINITIONS 

File A collection of data , generally applying to one aspect of a busi~ 
--ness. A file consists of a group of "records" (to be defined), 

usually each of which contains the same type of information. The 
records are arranged (in most cases) in a specific logical se
quence . Example: personnel file, inventory file, model list file, 
etc. (Note that the word "file" is used as a noun, not a, verb. ) 

Record One member of a file; a record usually contains all pertinent 
information on a single item. Examples: a personnel record for 
one employee, an inventory record for a raw material type, or 
an entry in a log book. 

Field A sub-division of a record; one or more related characters of 
data referring to a single aspect of an item. Examples: date of 
birth of an employee , employee's name, etc. 

Character A character of data may be a numerical digit (0 to 9), an 
atphabetic cha'racter (a to z) or a special character ($, blank, ' 
@, etc.) 

Data Known facts; generally, recorded facts, as used herein. The 
--term "data" is often used synonymously with "information" al

though data generally includes redwidancy and errors as well as 
information. 

Information Communicated knowledge (more precise engineering 
dellnltlons are available but will not be presented here). It is 
important to know that infor mation can be measured in terms 
of "binary digits" (bits), where each bit is equivalent to one 
yes-no decision. 

Form A printed form used in manual data processing; generally is 
covered by the definition of "records". 

Transactions A record of an event, an action. Examples: a new 
customer order, a shipment to a customer, an employee clock
ing in at work, etc. 

Key One or more fields of data within a record used for controlling 
- the handling of the record ~- sequencing, merging, searching, 

and separating. Example: Employee name in sequencing per
sonnel records in the personnel file. 

Main Line The predominant flow of data in the specific area being 
charted. A sequence of operations which is a secondary branch 
and exit on one page of a chart will generally be the main line 
on another page where it is charted. 
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I NFORMATION Process Analysis is a new charting 
technique developed by the General Electric Company to 
aid the introduction of electronic data processing systems 
in the office. Actually, it has applications cunsiderably 
beyond this original purpose. However, the present discus
sion will deal primarily with its applicatioll tu electronic 
data processing. 

The introduction uf electronic d!\ta processi ng equip
ment. is forcing 0. greater awareness of the syste'ms aspect. 
of infol'lnntion processing than hus, say the introduction 
of punched card techniques. Because of their speed, cost, 
luul capabilities, these EDP systems al'C causing mallagc~ 
mcnt to cut across existing functional Jines in the develop
m~nt of new procedures. This is true not on ly of the differ
ent areas within the office but it is becoming equally true 
in the integration of office nnd factory. 

How is this sys tems concept diffe,'ent from what has 
been done in the past? In a relatively few cases, pro
cedural work has hurl n trlle systems approach. However, 
in the vast majority of cases, the emphasis hRs been on 
cost improvement projects designed to do n ccrtain part 
of the business in l\ more cfficicnt mallner: for exo.mpl c, 
better methods for dri ll ing a hole 01' for preparing fnetory 
paperwork: substituting n less expensive part which will 
pcrform the same function fiS the previous part, nnd so 
On. Most of these projects do not consider (01' conside,' 
only briefly) the illteT-relationships between the vorious 
activities of the business, Thc "bricks" fLl'C analyzed in 
gl'cnL detail but the composition of thc 1i1l1ortar" is too 
often ignored, 

Thcre nlways seem lo be IIUIll('l'ull l; vnlid l'Cfl.SUns fol' 
not studying these intel'l't'lationsilips. Fi. ::.t, Lilcy Clrc more 
difficult to analyze Ihull nrc the Ilr.tivitics themselvcs, I\nrl 
rcquire 0. broadel' knowledge of the totn l llUsinc~, The 
f'oystc m illLCl' l'c/ntionships cut across cxh;ting functiolla l 
and sub-funel ional lines so that no ellc is quite ~1I 1 '{' to 
whom they belong, Finally, their sludy takes lan geI' and 
docs not have the glo,'y of on immediate ,'eward . 

8vell in the face of these arguments, }loweVCl', cxperi 
(In(:e hns shown thnt th ~ Ubits and picces ll appl'OHl'1t by it
self cAnnoL fll'oduce the gains which can ue realized fl'OIH 0. 

study of the business fiS a whole- a systems study, Also, 
I he l\dvantnges of electronic data prol'cssing: lie, to n grent 

extent, in tying together logically related activities, Maxi
mum system speed and accuracy result from integration 
along lines 01 information flow, rather than within in
dividual functions, 

In a systems study, Cll re must be taken to make the 
analysis much mOl'e comprehensive thnn the usual u pro_ 
ccd ut'cs" nnnlysis, Il1'lpl'oving a particulnr process or ac~ 
tivity is not the primary goal, but rather examining the 
necessity lor hoving the process at all. This approach is 
no t hardware-oriented; it is an cffort to fllld out why 
Lhill~s nrc J,,"e Ilt a ll and Lhen, alter constructing a logi
"nl pUtiel'l1 for opcl'tlting the process, to determine the real 
equipment needs, 

, The Information Process Analysis technique to be de
scribed wns designed til meet the needs of such 0 systems 
stud y, 

'fIIE SYSTEMS APPHOACH 

In heginning 11n EDP systems study, we are more inter
esLcd in what is going on in th e business rather than in 
how it i::l being performed 0 1' who is performing it. For 
eXI\mpl C1 there arc cCl'tain types of information which, 
tllOllgh of interest in n cOllventional procedures study, nrc 
1I0t of interest in n systems study: 

I. We me not. interested in the mnnunl procedures thnt nre used 
pOI' se-O.g" how muny clerkH nnd typists work on l\ form dur
iug its prcpnrntion, or points nlollg its route whel'e t.he form 
is storcd temporal'ily , 

2. Wc nrc not intcrested in the (uet that IJcvera l people nre in
vo lved in nn opc l'ntion, euch doing PIl I't of thc oveNllI job. 

3. We are not intcl'ested in the layout or the clerical work nrea 
01' the types of omec eq uipment, uscd, 

4, We I1I'C not intcrested in the "exceptioDs" which nrise due to 
internal clericnl CI'I'orS; howover, we a l'C iDLcrested in t he LypCti 
of information crrOr~ trnnsmittcd ihLo the orgnnizlltion (rom 
otll.8ido over which the ol'g!lnizntion has no control. 

r nslcml, Hill(!C wc nrc interested in leal'ning what thc 
Illcl'hullir.cd Sy~lC lli IlHISt be nulc to hundle, we a1'C inter
ested in tile folluwing ty pes o f infonnntion: 

1. The log ica lly neC'CSSflI'y niternntive proced~re8 which are 
needed in the busincss for hundling nl!l.in line flows as wclt lUI 

so-ca lled "exception" cases. 
2. The mllnngcmcnt conLl'o l reports that nre developed by thc 

OI'gilDizntion, and the purposcs thcy se rve , 
a. The rcpOI'lo!! nnd other pieccs of information that mtlst bo 
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trnnsmitted outside oC tho orgoni1.ntioll, Cor legal or other 
reasons, 

4, AL first, 1\ prelimino.ry pin~pointillg of nil complex computntion 
opcrntions and deoision TtL'elLS , Latcr, we will nr.cd IL more dC'
to.iled undorRtllnd ing of these opel'nlion~, 

Conventional charting techniques usually involve sym
bols representing such clerical activities as transport, 
store, delay, inspect, and a general symbol representing 
all operations. These conventional teohniques have been 
aimed nt, and these symbols are useful for, one of two 
main objectives: a. to find out where human clerical I.ime 
is being spent, so il.S to shorLc)) the uver-nll process 'time, 
01' reduce the man-hoUl's to do a job, Or b. to lay out a pre
scribed sequence of operal,ions for a reasonably complex 
job, for the gll idanee of the clerks and operators-e.g., 
flow charts of punched card operations. Since our primary 
in t.erest in " systems study is not in either of these objeo
tives, it is not surprising thnt their associated charting 
tcchniques P"ovc relativcly ineITective in " systems study. 

Instead , we are interested in learning of tho flow of in
formation throughout the busincsl:I, fol' direcliing manufnc~ 
turing and other activities, and for feedback and control. 
All uses of the infol'lnat.ion must be accounted for, so we 
soon ftnd Lhe scope 0/ the systems study spl'eMling 
th roughout the cnt;"e organi""tion. The In/ormation 
Process AnLllysis technique dcsigned to mcet Lhis objective 
is based on: a. reasonably preciso dofinitions of basic data 
processing opcmtions, represented in the form 01 symbols, 
lind b. a charLing procedure La ll1L1kc sure thnt the ncces-
8lLI'Y descrjptive information o.ccompnnies each symbol. 

In othor words, conventional clllll'ting techniques treat 
information systems 0.8 though they wore mat.el'ial han
dling sysLml1s, whero t,ho mate"i,,1 is paper. Since this new 
technique deals with the informatioll itself, not tho paper, 
we Hl'e able t,O concentrate on the diITcl'cnt. d r~t£L processi ng 
operations. 

INFOllMATlON l'IlOCESS CHAIlTING TECHNIQUE 

Fumll\menl.ally, thcre orc only seven symbols used, five 
of them l'epresenting operations (whe)'o someone does 
something), a nd two rcprcsenting conjunctive, 01' conncc
Live devices. Thcse basic symbols arc ~hown bclow: 

Ol'gRA'rIONS 

<> o D o D 
Selection Arrangement Modtf!cuUon Comparison, Computation, 

(Writing, Branching DeciSlon 
EraSing) 

CONNEC'flONS 

V D 
Entry Exit 

In pracliice, there arc varintions fol' SOUle of Lh<.::-;c sym-

boIs, so that a total of 11 different te"ms arc used. Each of 
theso 11 terms and symbols is'deseribed briefly. 

Tho Chartinq Sytnbo18 

I , SelecL, Search 
(Sit) 

SR 
No Find 

find 

2, Select, S('lj)nrn le 
(SP) 

SP ">.,-

3, Arrange, 
Sequence (AS) 

4, Arrange, Merge 
(AM) 

5, Mod ify, InserL 
(+) 

6, ModiCy, Delete 
(-) 

7. Com pil le (CT) 

Search mCLlJlS to extracL a particular record 
from a file oC simi lar records which are se
quenced by the field 00 which t ho scarch 
is being conducted, JllusLraLion: Search the 
Planning File for the Planning Ca.rd cover
ing part number 374255-1. 

SC1JO.mto menns to sc lect one or more rec· 
ord~ from Il. group or file, according to a key 
field , Sequencing by lhe key is not Decee~ 
Sitl'Y, IIlustmtion: Scpnrate the copies of 
the Purchase Order by destination, 

Sequence meane to arrange (8ort) a grollp 
of recol'ds into ssccnding or descending 
OI'der Recording to n. key field, ll1uetrntion: 
Sequence t ime cardH by employee pay num~ 
ber, 

JIll crOc meuns to combine two or more 
gl'oups of records which are already in se
quence by one or more key fields into a 
single sequence on the snn1e keys, or Lo 
piMp, n. record in u. file , Illustrations: 
Merge new Parts T ... ist.s with the Parts 
Lists File by Pn.rts List number j morge 
the employee t ime cards with the em
ployee job cztrds b.v employee pa.y Dumber, 

ht8crt menns to cl'cate a. now record or to 
t\dd one 01' more fields oC information to nn 
existing record . ll lustro.tiOhiJ: Prcpo.rc a new 
PUl'cllnse Order; sign n Freight Bill , 

Delate mcans to rcmovt: one or more fields 
oC inforlllation Cl'om nn exis ting record, 11-
lustrnlion: Delete 1\ terminated employee's 
pay number Crom I,he neLive employee 
ledge l', 

r,om1ntlc refo l's to an lU'ithmetic fOl'mulo. 
incol'po rnting bl\8ic nritlttneUc opcrutions: 
Add, 8ubtmct, multiply, divide, exponcnLi~ 
aLion, tl'igononletl'ic fUlLl':tions, etc, It doe~ 
not contain ony eompnrisflil 01' choice oper
l\tiollS, H the rel!ul L of u computation iii 
uscd il! 8. comparison, this shnuld be indi~ 
ented Beparntely, IIIueLrll..tiOtls: Tot,al week. 
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8, Compn.rc /.I lId 
Branch (CB) 

-
g, DeciBion· MakinB 

(DC) 

coursefl 
of Ilctiou 

10. Connection, 
l~ n l. l·Y (EN) 

EN 

11 . Connection, 
Ex;' (EX) 

EX 

Iy pu.y equnls hourly mtc times humber or 
hours worked; stock on hand at. end of 
period equals initial stock plul'l receipts 
minufi disbursemcnts. 

Compare and Branch is the blUlic choico 
operilt.ion which involves n defined or fully 
prescribed deoision, llhlf!trfltjons: If the 
pl'oduct model number i~ incomplete, then 
puss the order to Engineering; if All em
ployee'a nccumulated salnry yeur-ta-dato is 
greatcl' than $4200, do not. deduct. sociu l 
secUl·ity. 

!)cci8io1t-MakifIO jij tI. h igher level than 
Com pure and BmDch. It is used when 8 

choice is not based on 8. clenr cut set of 
rules; in other words, judgment is involved 
in a decision-milking proccSH. It if! possible 
in !.L decision-making operation to indicate 
what fnctors nre considered nnd often even 
the relativo impol·tllllce of t.hese faclor3. 
To t.he extent tha t ~xacL "wcighta" can be 
determined ond all nJtcmate »ath8 nuted 
the OI>C!"lltioll reduces to Il BOriCI! of Com
PIU'C lind Bl'!lncli opel'a.tiOtlll. Ili ustl'ltlif)ns: 
DcLcl'lninc the qunntity of Model XYZ L1mt 
will be 80ld within the next 12 IllOu lh 
pOI'jod; decide whether it job npplil'lInt is 
suitable fOI' a particular task, 

An Entry scrvct:I to stnrt j~ I'outinc 01' to 
bring nddiliollll i informntion iuLo it. It 
may como from .tnother pilrt of the 8llme 
char t 01' from D. different, activity entirely. 
IIIustra tiolHt: Thf' 0\1810010I- ordel' entering 
the order s<:rvice routine ; IL pny vouchcl' 
coming to Coot Accounting from Pllyroli. 

An Exit is lhe I'l'I enns by which nn activity 
it! te rminnted . It mny go to another pUI·t of 
t he SHine chmt. it may go t.o "nother nc
Livity, 01' it nllLy be the end at the l'outiIlO. 
J ll ustmuolls: All requisitions I'equil'in" spe
oiul cngiuecl'ing review go to Engineering; 
u. puy check is givell to nn em ployee for his 
IJ I'evio118 week's work. 

The fo regoing descriptions fll'e necessl\"ily briof; more 
complete defi'nitions fur each opel'ntion symbol may be 
obtained from ( I ), A SUIIUMl'y of their lI.e on the chart
ing fOl'ln is shown in Figure 1. 

I~XAMPLES 01<' l'RO(;ESS ClIAR'l'B 

To give un ideu of the tec li nique in nctioil, wn have in~ 
eluded two examples, One t.rivial um1 ~ne from nil ll!;t'.lal 

systems study_ Figure 2 indicates SOIlIC of ~ltc f\latt~ proc
essing" operations whicll might be folioweLl by a young 
man in 8eo,rch of a clute, 

T he steps on the chart li re relutively self-explllllatory, 
Alphabetic entries nnd exil. p"uvid. connections to lind 
from othcr charts while numeric entries and exits refer to 

different parts of the same cbart, Liae 3 shows a rout ine 
decision step, involving a Compare and Branch operation, 
while Line 15 shows a difficult decision involving judg
ment, Line 8 shows the procedure for entering a new rec- , 
ord into a file (merging), In general, it will be seen t hat 
the technique brings out clearly the various alternative 
ciroumstanees that can arise, Also, spnee is provided for a 
brief explanation of each step in the process, Thus, charts 
drawn by one person may be easily read by others, 

Figure 3 is 8 reproduction of one part of 8 chart on 
tooling activities in Ii manufacturing ol'ganization, The 
particular operation being charted is the receipt of raw 
1!I!<terial at the tool crib, where the material is destined to 
be mnde into a tool. Line 4 shows a searching for a copy 
of the purchase order after the material is received; the 
charter may 01' may not chart the IInc find" situation de· 
]lending upon how significant it is, Line G indicates t hat 
the tool crib attendant checks to sec who the material is 
for; the "not equal" branch indicates that it is for some
one else, and Exit 3 connects to the churting of that con
dition, Line 7 here refers to the fact that "someone else" 
to whom the matm'ial is to go wishes it to be stored tem
porarily in the tool crib; after it has been suitably marked 
in the other operation, the infoJ'mation again enters the 
main line being charted, The remaining operations 
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shown here indicate the steps taken to determine where to 
store the material in the tool crib. The original chart con
tinues beyond line 10 for this one function, lind in fuct, 
cleven of these IS-line charts were used in charting the 
tooling activities. 

EVALUATION AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

The speed with which Information Process Charts can 
be prepared seems to bear a close relution to the speed of 
programming a problem for a large soale digital compu ter. 
Interviewing, chnl'ting, rechecking and Bummari zing re
sult in about 2 steps per hour, although this improves 
with experience. Remember though that, these steps are 
more powerful than the normal computer operution codes 
"ince each symbol may represent an entire subroutine like 
"Sequence," UMergc/' etc. 

As in any new technique there is a significant learning 
curve effect. As experience is developed, speed Rnd accu
racy improve considerably. It is also apparent that differ
ent types of problems require somewhat different view
poin ts and charting "tricks." 

In first applying the tcchnique the p"ocedure WlIS de
scribed with brief exalllpies to a group of trainees und lirst 
line supen,isors and specialists. Th e initial charting ac
curacy was substantially less than expected, probably bc
cause the training techniques were at fau lt. It is ou r con
clusion that the best tcuehing method would be a practicul 
cxample (like receiving of plll'chased parts) periormrd in
dividually by each member of the team and then dis
cussed and analyzed as a group. 

In choosing t he pa rtirtlia,' format and charting arrange
ment much considemtion was given to the locat.ion of the 
symbols. In contl'ast to the ustml computer chllrting wh ich 
uses a "large" sheet of papel' and writes in cllch block a 
description of the operation, we felt that the in-line page 
type arrangemcnt was mOre easily t.l'lIeed and IIndel'stood 
by the non-ehlll'ter, yct this produces its own problems in 
excessive ntlmbel's of sheets nnd a lack of "Gestalt" 01' 

total grasp. 
Since gmsp and insight are among t.he main reasons for 

choosing pl'ocess chartin g in the first place, it wou ld have 
been most unfortllnate if they had been lost because of 
difficulties of paper representation. Two apP"oaches were 
used to help solve this problem. First, the original process 
charting form8 were modificd to a llow thc paJ'a ll el indica
tion of a secondary flow heside the main line. This penniLs 
a visual continui ty ann. appa1'ently saves mn.ny exits and 
entries. Tho second solu tion was the intl'Odtlction of sum
,nn,'y churts which served to rcview the over-"II pattei'll 
of a pa''ti cular business activity. These gave a sort of 
index to the dctai l charts and helped significantly in 
g"lIsping and ahsorhing the majo,' implications of the 
activity . 

It is also evident that this stllTImnry process is vital to 
the desired insight into the ramification of the whole busi
ness. In othel' words, there needs to be a hierarchy of sum-
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marization eventua lly leading to a "Master Diagram" of 
the key processes in the business. 

To elaborate on the. charting, reference is made to the 
column headings shown in Figures 1,2 and 3. The mean-
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ing. ti re ren"onah ly self expl,,,,,,tol·Y. Thc fol lowing defin
itions of term" tire quoted frulIl (1): 

Pile A collection of dntn, gencmlly a.pplying to oDe Mpect of a 
businc.ss, A fi le ('ollsiHtS of a. group of "recol'ds" (LO be ciC'fin('d), 
u8llUily ench of which contnins the &\mo typu or information . 
The I'ecords Me llmmged (in most CilR('S) in 1\ 8pecifio logicnl 
eequcllcc, EXfII'l'Iplc: pNtlonncl file, inventory filC' , model list 
file, oLtl, (NOif! thnt the wurd "file" iM mlcd lUI n nOlin, noL 1\ 

verb,) 
Urea'll One IlICmbel' of a. filr,; Il rccord IISlInlly conlililll~ II 11 pCI,ti

nout infOl'mntion on u 8i n ~le item , EXllnLplcM: a j)C'l'IiOllucl l'Oc
ol'd fol' one employee, nn in von tory I'Ct'onl for 1\ rAW mlltel'io.l 
type, 0 \' an entry i ll n log book, 

Pichi A 8ub.di,viaion of I~ l'ccoI'd; ono 01' moro I'olu ted olml'lLu lcl'S 
of d!\tn. refen'ing Lo Ill>ingie IIH prc::t of I~n item , EXlunplce: t!t\to 
of bil,th of It ll employee, employee's name, etc:, 

Character A chnj'n.cter of dll tn. mny be ll. llulTIC l' icfti digit (0 Lo 9). 
nn Il.lphllbetic charac ler (n to z) Or a ::!PC{:illl (Ihilrlu::lcr (S, blAnk, 
@, etc,) 

Datll Known fneLs; gellemlly,l'ecorded fachl, I\~ lI.i:Lcd herein, The 
t.cl'm "dntn" is often Ullcd SYDonymoll~ l :v with "inrormnlion" 
nl though d nli~ gCllerll ll,v include l'eti u lldll lH',Y lind errol'S n!1 well 
[1,8 infol'm ll.tion, 

Information Communicnted kDow ledgc (moro Jll'ccisc engineer· 
ing defini tion8 a.re nvn ilnblc but wi ll not be presented here), 
It is importnDt to know thnt jnrol·mn.tion enn be mCll.~lUred in 
terms of IIbilUHY d igil.~" (bits), where eneh bit is equivalent to 
one Y08M no decision, 

Form A prin ted {ol'm used in mnnunl da.tn. processing; genera lly 
is oovered by the definition of "recOl'ds." 

Tronaoctiun8 A record of an event, nD action, Examples; a. new 
customer order, u. shipment to It customer, an employee clock
ing in at work, etc, 

Kev One or morc fields of dntn. within n record used for control
ling the hnndling of the ,'c(!ord-ecqucncing, merging, scarch
ing, l\nd scparntiDg. Exnmplc: Employee name in sequencing 
personnel recorda in the pel'tlonncl filc , 

Main Line The predomiDllnt flow or data in the specific area 
bciog charted . A sequence of operations which is [l secondary 
brMch nod exit on one page of n chmt wi ll genera lly be the 
ma.in line on llnothel' page whero it is charted, 

All entries will be shown in the first column, properly 
numbered 01' lettered and pagc numbers for pertinent ref
OI'ence exits shown. The next column is where the bulk of 
the charting will be don.~the main line, 01' the sequence 
of steps being desCI'ibed. The exit column is similar to the 
entry column. 

The secondary flow column has been provided to reduce 
the need for exiting and re-entry to handle minor varia· 
tions in procedure. We believc that the usc of this sec
undary flow column should be quite restricted. For one 
thing, no scparate entries should be made to the secondary 
/low column; rathel', it is limited to branches out of the 
main line via Compare and Branoh, Search, Separate, or 
Decision operations. In addition, if the secondary flow in
\,olves Over 6 operati6n symbols, nn exit shOUld be made 
to another page of the chaIt, where it is charted as a 
lllain line. 

Thcro should be only one operation symbol per line
either an entrYI main line, secondary Row, or exit symbol 
-so that the proper notation can be made in the other ' 
columns of t.he ohart. 

The three nanow columns which have no headings arc 
provided f01' inserting prepositions, conjunctions or verbs, 
For exnmple, "Inscrt on Record A Field X from Record 
B" 

PROCESS CHARTING-DISCUSSION 

There are a rew points of speeinl interest that should 
he disoussed briefly, about the usc of the forcgo ing sym.' 
bois. 

First, Lhe operation of "reading" is implied in all of the 
nbovc symbols, and is not called out as nn independent 
stcp. It is assumed that the pcr80n or machine doing th e 
pl'Ocessing mnst first read the infornlation from the docu
ments. 

Next, it should be re-emphasizcd that whenever Com
pute nnd Decision-Making opcmtiotls nrc encountered, 
the analyst should not initially spcnd much time in detail
ing the routines. The process ohalting simply pin points 
these computations and decisions, nnd gives some under
standing of what is involved. Aftel' thc initial data gather
ing phase, many of these operations wi II need to be ann
Iyzed in greater detail. 

Occasionally an analyst will come ncross a "loop" 01" 
eration, where the same series of steps must be performed 
on a number of items, before continuing with the proc
essing. An example of /l loop might be computing the 
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standard cost for each operation in making a part, 
before the standard cost of the finished part can be 
determined. Indicate such loops as simply as possible; 
e.g., "steps --- t hrough --- repeated for each item 
on the record," . . 

Also, in some possible loop operations (where there 
may be one or more items on the list), a totaling or sum
mary is performed a fterw ard if there were more t han one 
item on the list. Do not try to chart this out, using con
ditional transfers. Simply indicate the totaling operation 
right after the last operation of the loop, and indicr.te in 
thc Remarks column, that it is used if necessary. 

Occasionally a matching operation will be encountered, 
such as a group of time cards being matched against a 
payroll HIe. Tt may be of inte rest to know if there arc any 
time cards for which there are no payroll records, and if 
there are any payroll records for which there are no time 
c!ll'ds, as well as matching the payroll records and time 
cards for "omputing gross pay. Such situations as this 
may be charted by two Scarch operations in sequencc. In 
the cnsc above, se .... ch the payroll fi le by the time cards' 
employee numbers indicating I'Find 'J and lINo Find." 
Then search the time card "file" by the payroll re"ords' 
employee numbers inrlicating ICFind" and (lNo Find." 

The Hand" and lI ot·1I concepts shou ld be mentioned 
brieny. Sometimes two records must be brought together, 
so as to go through a series of p'·ocessing steps; record A 
and record B. If record A has been charted as the main 
li ne, then record L Can be brought in by connecting an 
"and" entry to the main line with a solid circle. See Fig
ure 4. 

Note that. thc /land" entry implics no merging, search-

" '" ~ 'H,d 
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ing or sequencing. There is no file; only individual records 
arc in volved. Two or more records may be brought to
gether, so liS to form a Il\l"gcr record. If record A is being 
chnrtered as the main line and B is located in a file, then 
13 shou ld first be obtained by a Sea,'ch opel'ntion. 

For the "or" situA.tion, record A Q1' rec(1 rd B (but not 
both to~eth cr) can go through the Rame seq llence of s<eps. 
If the two types of records are similflr 01' arc logically re
Inted, it is often desirab le to ~ Il(jw this by nn IInr" entl'Y 
and a second input line to nn o!,emtion box, suc!, as Fig
lire 5. Then, at the end of the common sequen~e of slepg, a 
Separate opcmtion may he used to split the two typcs of 
dO(,lIlTIents apart. (A Compare and Branch operation is 

, 1I10,'e correct logically, bllt the Separl\te operation is often 
cnsier to lise.) 

Sometimes, hOWCVC l', recol'ds A nnd B an.' so dissimilar 

that it would be confusing to use this "or" method. When 
charting the processing of record B, the analyst (when he 
comes to the .ame sequence of steps as hc used in chart
ing record A) can leave a blank line on his chart and in
sel't the note, "Use steps --- through --- from page 

" ---. 

FUTURE USAGE POSSlBlLlTlES 

We have tried to look ahcad and deduce the logical 
implications 01 the process analysis technique and have 
found that many ideas can be suggested. 

One idea is concerned with the usc of punched cards for 
analysis of individual operations and the preparation of 
8ummllries. For example, by defining the records and 
fields ca,·elully we could use one punched card for each 
line on the process chart. This is similar to work I·eported 
through the A merican Management Association by two 
Lehigh professors (4). This might be a convenient pro
cedure for reducing the clm'ical content required to draw 
the Bow charts. 

Anothcr possibility would be the evolution and devel
opment of higher level symbols to represent recurrent data 
processing elements. EXllmples of this might include ed it, 
trall.late, and verify. ·These should be parLieularly mean
illgful for summary charting and would also indicate com
puter sub-routines which should prove useful. 

While much of our present charting ,eems I·ecord ori
enlcd, Lhis is merely a space reduction convenience. The 
recol·d stallds for or represents the fields it contains, Since 
all operations arc performed on the fields themselves, it 
might be possiblc, with appropriate identification and cod
ing techni~ues, to define all functions in terms of the fields 
instcad of the recoI·ds. T his would be advantageous in 
lending toward nUllI"cdunrlant syslems. Reference (3) is 
nil extremely thought pl"Ovoking paper on one ".pect of 
this subject. 

~ince Information Proccss Analysis can be used to de
scribe any dnta processing OPCl'HliOll, it might be inter
esting to investigate the application of this language to 
computer programming. Because these charts are at a 
somewhat higher level than the charts now used, a signi
ficant saving in time and effort cou ld result. 

An·other unexpected area whi ch was uncovered was the 
strong similarity between physical processing and data 
pI·oceasing .ystems. This is described in (2), As an anal
ogy, we can rOllsidel' thl\t the pal't corresponds to record, 
and each Il0le, groove or surface is a fie ld inserted in the 
reco1'd. Pal'ts may be o.ssol'in.lcd together in a. 14 fil e" (stock 
room) which ran be searched for n particular part. Com
pare and Branch can be user! to represent inspection op
erations, Rnd merge would imply parts .accumulation to 
precede assembly Whi l, lhis simile cnn be overdrawn, . 
there nevertheless appenrs to he a sound founda tion for 
further study wit,h th" implication that physical process
ing systems are directly ana logolls to data processing sys
tems. 
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Since the process churling technique i. urgunizcJ 
Bl'ound a generalized set of rigorollsly defined symbols, it 
may help to solve another common problcm: the present 
inability to communicate solutions to various business 
systems problems. The Department of Defense has initi
ated n commendable program for the development of a 
Common Business Language-a computer programming 
system that uses English sentences which can be compiled 
into running programs for most machine types. But tbis 
Common Business Language will most likely be at a more 
detailed level than the language described in this paper, 
and may not bo as satisfactory for communications at a 
systems level. It seems to us that the progress of data 
processing as a science requires establishing such common 
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problem-oriented langunges so that we can more success
fully communicate with our fellow systems designers. 
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THE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS PROJECT 
AT GENERAL ELECTRIC 

General Electric's Services' organizations have attempted to design 
an advanced automatic system. one that would be able to respond more 
efficiently and more economically to incqming customers' orders. 

Certain general objectives were established in order to accomplish this 
task: 

1. The new system was to be economically practical and tech
nically feasible; it should be broadly applicable to many 
departments of General Electric. 

2. The system should be mulpi-functionally integrated and 
provide a close linkage between the office and factory. 

3. It was to be designed with bold innovation in order to break 
the historically accepted busines s systems patterns. 

They hoped through research to develop new concepts and tools for use 
in designing' such new systems. They hope d to develop new criteria for 
technically and economically sound approaches to automation that would 
help determine which particular new techniques should be used in speci
fic businesses. They wanted to provide a foundation for future progress 
through research and development. 

To pick an initial area for this exploration. they a nalyzed some of the 
current weaknesses of industrial systems. 

1. Typically. delivery cycles are quite long when compared to 
the product's cost. This is particularly true of manufacturing 
cycles in relation to the actual processing time . Work- in
process inventories are correspondingly excessive . 

2. 

3. 

Indirect labor costs are increasing steadily. 
even joke about the fact that they can't make 
the paper weighs as much as the product. 

Many factories 
a shipment until 

A third area is the high redundancy of information us e d in 
factory paperwork. For example. on a line of shafts used by 
a successful motor manufacturing department. it was found 
that SOme three hundr ed differ ent drawings had been prepared 
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over the course of two years to take care of each minor 
variation. On each of these drawings . there was some 
sixty to seventy fields of information. Of these fields . 
better than 80% were completely fixed. For every shaft 
only 20% were truly variable. 

With these and other significant problems in mind. they sought the 
areas of an industrial business system that would have the greatest 
impact in these areas of opportunity. This heart of the business pro 
cess was called the Main Line System. This Main Line System included 
requisition editing. product engineering and drafting. manufacturing and 
quality planning. cost determination. production control and purchasing 
plus the actual shop operations. 

Substantial amounts of money are involved in the Main Line System. 
Normally. 100% of the direct labor and 100% of the direct material is 
tied up in the Main Line System. At least 40% ' of the indirect manufac 
turing expenses are also in this area. All of the productive raw and 
in-process inventories are in this category as well as approximately 
80% of the plant and equipment inve stment. In total. this area probably 
accounts for 75 to 80% of product costs and a similar percentage of 
inve stment. 

To perform a research and development job on these multi-functional 
problems. a multi-functional team was organized representing the 
various business functions: Engineering. Accounting and Manufacturing. 
In this particular study. Marketing and Employee Relations were not 
included because the particular system defined did not require their ex
tensi ve contribution. 

In a decentralized company like General Electric. planning such a pro
gram is not uncomplicated. There are two types of problems that arise: 

1. The integration of staff planning people into a closely knit 
team is complicated by the fact that there is no component 
in the organization responsible for multi-functional systems 
work. Therefore. effective work requires mutual participa
tion of the functional services who have no common manager 
short of the Chairman of the Board. who is the Chief Executive 
Officer. Basic problems like leadership. budgets. relative 
functional roles. decision making. reporting. etc. were 
major problems which had to be overcome. 
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2. A second problem in a large decentralized company is 
developing concepts in a framework that will be both 
understandable and ,;:neaningful to the many operating 
components. Because they have such a variety of pro
ducts, processes and markets, that generality is elusive. 

They fel t that an ivory tower approach would not provide an effective 
atmosphere for integrating systems design work nOr would it parti
cularlyaid in selling any new concepts which were developed. What 
was needed was a real business -- a "living laboratory". This selec
ted operation had to be representative of the breadth of businesses in 
which General Electric engages. Also in picking a business, they 
wished to select one where the existing information was in sufficiently 
clear form to be readily usable since they felt that "you can't automate 
a mess " . They sought a well run business where they could concentrate 
on advanced development rather than having to devote time to cleaning 
up existing problems. 

They also felt that by carrying on their research in a particular busi
ness, the systems team would have its attention focused on specific, 
clearly defined problems rather than the mOre vague, imaginary diffi
culties. In this way, the creative contributions were concentrated on 
the areas most needing improvement. 

A business system has five elements: 

1. It has information resources including the various decision 
criteria which are cu rrently in the form of reference files. 

2. It must have decision makers capable of taking the trans 
action inputs and matching them with the information 
reSOurces to determine a course of action. 

3. It must have communications channels enabling it to 
transmit its decisions and in turn to receive feedback 
information concerning operating performance. 

4. It ITlust have a physical processor which actually trans
forITls ITlaterial through the use of men, machines, and 
energy in accordance with the instructions given it. 

5. The physical processor must have access to the physical 
reSOurces of men, machine-s,' materials and energy. 
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After the multi-functional organization was completed, a clear and 
specific design program was followed. The first stage was that of 
data gathering. This involved getting all the facts concerning present 
inputs and outputs, volume of devices, design variations, manufactur
ing facilities, historical performances. etc. This phase began in 
November 1958 and took approximately six months; it led directly into 
the second phase: problem analysis . During problem analysis. all the 
information gathered during the first phase was digested, reviewed and 
an effort made to determine clear cause and effect relationship 'b etween 
changing external conditions and changing internal performance. 

The third phase of the program was that of preliminary systems design. 
This achieved a first specification of what might be called the basic 
system. This lasted approximately one month and brought into play 
the design efforts of not just the general systems designers but all the 
specialists in the various areas. 

The fourth stage was that of detailed systems design. This r e fined the 
specifications in great detail. It clearly indicated those phases which 
needed to have their technological feasibility proven and those that had 
already been clearly demonstrated in previous work. 

The fifth phase was that of construction of a prototype to demonstrate 
application of the new ideas . It was a bread board model, and not yet 
an actual operating model. 

The sixth and final phase of the program waS that of testing. training 
and evaluating. The bread board model has been tested against, a 
variety of circumstances and found to be very satisfactory. The train
ing objective was carried out during 1959 along with initial evaluations 
of potential savings. 

While these are quite conventional steps, the important new concept 
was the application of the systems approach to business systems prob 
lems. With this systems approach, they treated the entire Main Line 
System as though it were a big black box with only one transaction input. 
the customer's order. and only a single basic output. the finished product. 
All that went on in between was subject to analysis and redesign. The 
systems approach WaS intended to design a new Main Line System and 
provide an opportunity to ignore present techniques and ignore all of the 
conventional organizational Or functional divisions of work and to rea lly 
concentrate, without inhibitions. on reconceiving the solution. 
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A review of the steps included in this Main Line System will give a 
clearer understanding of the particular scope of this project. 

The present Main Line System starts with a customer's order. This 
specifies what the customer wants in functional terms, such as size, 
color, rating and other product requirements. A typical order then 
goes through certain conventional steps. 

1. It is edited to eliminate ambiguities and to put the order 
into the proper, most usable, internal form. 

2 . Then this order is engineered and drafting prepares 
documents needed, namely blueprints, bills of material, 
etc. 

3. Based upon this design information, the manufacturing 
engineers then perform the operational planning On how 
to make the product and what the time allowance should 
be for the various labor and machine operations. 

4. In a similar manner, the quality control planning pro
cedures are determined, establiShing standards, methods 
and frequency of quality analysis. 

5. And then, using the existing records and files, cost in
formation is accumulated, compiled and analyzed. 

6. Production control then takes over to d e termine when the 
parts are needed as well as how many are to be purchased 
and made. Typically, this includes the functions of cus
tomer promising, scheduling and inventory control. 

7. Finally, instructions in the form of vouchers, purchase 
requests, etc., along with blueprints and other necessary 
papers are transmitted to the factory to direct the manu
facture of internally made components or to purchasing 
for outside mate rial procurement. 

In each of these steps, information is taken from the previous function, 
typically in the form of written documents, and used to produce t he 
next document or output with the aid of information reference files: 
material lists, blueprints, planning cards, quality records, cost cards, 
ctc. In short, the Main Line System converts the customer's order into 
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a finished product. Present systems are usually based on human-to
human communication with extensive file reference. The use of mech
anical aids is generally still limited. The shop area is often character
ized by job- shop type facilities, high buffer stocks between operations 
and long manufacturing cycle time s. 

The results of the work have indicated that a customer's order can now 
be automatically converted into parts of a specially designed product, 
performing all of the Main Line System's steps inside the computer. 
This automatically provides all of the factory's action documents: 
purchase orders, operator instructions, quality instructions, punched 
paper tapes to run numerically controlled machines, customer promises, 
bills of material, stock order recommendations, withdrawal notices, 
shipping papers, etc. 

As a result of this Project, many new techniques were developed to help 
the various General Electric departments design integrated, automatic 
systems. For example, new techniques have been develope d for decis
ion analysis. New techniques have been conceived for part and product 
representation and identification. New ideas have been formulated for 
computer programming. All of these concepts taken together have 
changed the . economic feasibility of installing int egrated, automated 
busine s s systems. 

They feel that there are many benefits from these concepts. In order to 
clarify them, the nature of each function in the computer and some of 
the resultant benefits will be covered . 

The determination of "What to Build" is the key role of enginee ring; 
the requisition engineering activities can now be computerized. The 
computer can translate a customer's wants into the specific details of 
the materials, parts and assemblies needed to satisfy those wants. 
In addition, this computerized process can avoid the necessity of having 
to create many of the documents and records with which we have become 
too familiar. Outstanding savings can be realized in the preparation of 
model lists, bills of material, blueprints. etc. 

Included in the benefits from this engineering advance should be sub
stantially reduced engineering time and cost through the elimination of 
many of the routine steps which humans now take. There should be 
less drafting expense through eliminating many of the tasks which draft
ing has historically performed. A clear, logical statement of the 
engineering scope of a product line should make it easier to obtain an 
optimal level of standardization. A properly designed computerized 
engineering system should be easier to change and be more flexible. 
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With knowledge of the product design details, manufacturing engineer
ing is then in a position to determine the best routing, work methods 
and time standards. Much of this work on "How to Build" the product 
can also be completely taken over by the computer. The possibility 
of automatically preparing accurate operational descriptions coupled 
with correct time standards for every job certainly has considerable 
appeal. 

Anothe r intriguing area is in the communication of the computer with 
numerically controlled machine tools. Three new features should have 
wide application: 

1. A single program tape controls an automatic machine 
for the entire day. 

2. Machined parts are automatically identified as an 
integral part of the program. 

3. Computers are used to automatically generate mac hine 
tool programs. 

"Tape-for-a-Day" Machine Tool Control. Typically, users of numeric
ally programmed machines have achieved repetitiveness in operations 
by cycling a loop of punched paper tape. Thus, if ten pieces are required, 
the operator glues the back-end of the tape to the front and allows the 
looped tape to run around ten times. In this system. the same objective 
is accomplished by providing ten machine tool control programs in a 
single length of tape. Further. the same length of tape also includes a 
program for all other pieces to be manufactured by the machine that day. 
Thus, one l ength of paper tape provides an integrated, sequenced control 
program for a numerically controlled machine tool for the entire day. 

Machined Parts Automatically Identified. Parts processed On numerically 
controlled equipment are sometimes identified in a secondary manual op
eration. This can be a voided by introducing an identification step in the 
machine tool program. For example, parts can be identified with shop 
identification numbers by spotting a shallow blind hold in a code matrix 
stamped on the part itself: 

1 lA 2 6 51 62 64 75 

identification 
hole ) • 
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A more suitable, generalized version of this code matrix idea would be: 

(hundreds) 

(tens) 

(units) 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Computer Generated Machine Tool Programs. The generation of numer
ical machine tool programs waS done On an electronic computer. This. 
of course. facilitate s developing the "tape -for -a-day". While electronic 
computers are not essential, mechanizing the production of punched paper 
tapes (or cards) to run automatic machines improves accuracy and re
duces cost . 

Among the other benefits is reduced planning time since the computer 
takes over a former manual job. There would also be reduced planning 
costs since computers can do this job for less money than humans and 
probably. most important. the best method, more accurate planning 
and consistent time standards should result because of the computer's 
ability to follow the exact instructions that it has been given. 

Quality Control: at what point to inspect or test, the quality evaluation 
method. appropriate time standards, frequency of evaluation, and 
criteria for acceptance or rejection. Here again it was found that a 
computer program can be prepared which will perform all of these tasks 
automatically. This would, in effect, determine how to evaluate the 
produc t and its components. Included in the benefits are fewer quality 
corrections through having the proper balance between quality failur e 
and quality appraisal costs. There should be fewer complaints through 
a careful analysis of customers' needs and product characteristics. 
There should also be lower quality costs through the integrated planning 
of quality control along with engineering design and manufacturing opera
tion planning. 

Cost accounting offers another opportunity. The objective was to deter 
mine planned product costs for quotation work or for cost standards to 
b e used for comparison with actual costs. They find again that cost standards 
can be automatically developed and that ·a computer properly programmed 
can also be used for establishing work-in-process inventory value. 
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Through this cost work, it should be possible to obtain better cost 
analyses by having all the facts at Our finger tips when they are needed. 
It would be far easier to maintain up-to-date costs because of the poten
tial simplicity in storing the cost information. There should be reduced 
cost determination expense through the use of a computer to replace 
human effort. 

The next area of production control is particularly intriguing. Each of 
the previous steps in the computer portion of the integrated Main Line 
System have all dealt with tangible product characteristics: what to 
build from engineering, how to build from operation planning, etc. 
In contrast, production control, the final element of the computer 
portion of the Main Line System, develops a fourth dimension by deter 
mining the time and sequence in which main line activities take place. 

Production control is interested in when things happen. It has the 
responsibility of actually carrying out at the right time the data proces 
sing and decision-making calculations necessary to support each function . 
Production cc.ntrol is concerned with the time inter-relationships of all 
customer orders. It is responsible for economically satisfying these 
customers' requirements considering the actual status of the shop. 

Production control provides the scheduled release of the factory's 
action documents: 

purchase requests 
punched tape for automatic machine programs 
operator instructions to make and assemble 
products 
quality instructions for inspecting and testing 
Shipping papers to deliver the customer's product 

In this integrated system, the computer should daily schedule shop 
operations, specify operation release dates and due dates, specify speci 
fic order quantities, review inventory stock levels and issue customer 
promises. These orders should not be released prematurely. One key 
element in computerized manufacturing control is frequent feedback 
coupled with frequent scheduling for close shop control; using today's 
performance to guide tomorrow's shop decisions. In the past, a major 
obstacle to such tight shop control has been the mass of detailed data 
which had to be gat:hered and interpreted before any meaningful results 
could be obtained. Manual and even punched card techniques often sagged 
under this burden; but electronic computers offer the high speed, low 
cost calculating ability necessary to cope with this problem. 
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The Integrated Main Line System has daily feedback of completions 
for shop control. This information will be digested by the computer 
each night and recognized in the releases to be prepared for the 
following day. The parts to be started the next day will depend upon 
the exact status of each of the areas of the shop; whether they be 
behind schedule or ahead of schedule, what their status is on rush 
jobs and related information. 

The result is a flexible system prepared to respond quickly and ac
curately to changes. Time delays in handling information are avoided 
and corrective actions can be initiated immediately throughout the 
Integrated Main Line System. 

Developing production control rules presents some special difficulties . 
For example, product performance can be proven in the laboratory, 
operation time standards can be checked by a stopwatch, but how can 
you pretest a rule for customer promising? G~neral Electric has 
been instrumental in applying simulation techniques to similar business 
problems involving many interdependent activities that change with 
time. The heart of shop simulation is a computer model which realis-
tic ally duplicates the behavior of the shop as it processes customer 
orders, making allowances for set-up and processing times, absenteeism, 
machine breakdowns, and the like. The specific computer model de
veloped for the Integrated Systems Project compressed four months of 
shop experience into a fifteen minute computer run. As a result, it Was 
possible totest how well various proposed sets of production control 
rules would meet due dates and planned cycle times without actually 
trying them in the shop. In addition, inventory levels, employment 
stability and man-machine utilization could also be evaluated and com
pared. 

Integrated production control offer s several benefits. For example, it 
now seems quite practical to obtain a shorter main line information 
cycle -- actually less than one day. Similarly, electronic computers 
can be expected to lower paperwork costs. Shorter cycles in the office 
and factory, as well as improved scheduling techniques, will permit 
substantially lower inventories. These improvements should lead to 
shorter customer promises, improved service and potentially higher 
sales. Somewhat unexpectedly, indications are that these gains can be 
achieved while improving employment stability -- and without a sacri
fice in promises kept and equipment utilization. 
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Of course, the only reason for all of this information is to procure 
the parts that are needed, on schedule, at optimum cost; and to direct 
the machines and operators in the factory td transform the raw mater
ials into the right finished parts 'at the right time. This leads directly 
to the concept of flexible factory automation. 

In the physical processing system, rather than visualizing automation 
as a long line of highly specialized machines and transfer devices, 
it may well be the important aspect of automation will be the ability of 
machines to switch from one task to another at little or no extra cost. 
The inherent flex'ibility of the individual machine Or group of machines 
will be a determining factor in the effectiveness and usefulness of these 
automatic systems concepts. With numerically controlled machines , 
such as al'e now available, the set-up cost is generally reduced to 
practically zero . Hence, flexible factory automation permits direct 
response to the external, customer oriented requirements and not such 
heavy consideration to the internal shop. 

This flexible factory autOlnation will lower direct labor costs per unit 
through replacing human activities, where desirable , by machine opera
tions. Machine accuracy and set-up flexibility will reduce both scrap 
and rework. Integrated planning and control with the right tempo will 
result in shorter manufacturing cycles. 

The fundamental concept in carrying out this project was the idea of 
vertical integration. Integration is currently a by-word, but most new 
work has been concerned with automating common activities like payroll, 
inventory control or requisition processing across many product lines or 
the whole business. This might be called horizontal integration. How
ever, true integration should probably follow lines of information flow; 
it should cut vertically through all functions in a product line. By having 
all thz information processes linked together inside a computer, it is 
unnecessary for each function to duplicate the other's files. For example, 
cost will nO longer have to maintain independent files of material lists , 
blueprints and planning records for every part and assembly; This 
elimination of file redundancy will be felt in many indirect labor activities. 

Further, vertical integratiol" of effort also has a major effec t on reducing 
the information and physical processing time cycle. Since all of the 
decision-making logic needed to completely process an order i s in the 
computer, it is reasonable to expect overnight data processing and, by 
having dynamic control of the whole physical process from purChasing 
through parts making and assembly, it is possible to reduce significantly 
the actual "make " cycle. This type of control should result in lower in
ventories, highe r promises kept and better indirect labor efficiency . 
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A seco01d principle is the need for discovering a logical structure. or 
pattern which formally displays and relates the various decisions 
such as those in product design, facilities operation and factory 
scheduling. In manufacturing planning, for example, by focusing 
attention on each variation in method or elemental time standard, 
cause and effect relations can be spotlighted to aid in making improve
ments. By organizing the multitude of detail into a clear, easy-to
understand framework, it shows what design characteristics control 
the various manufacturing process elements making clear the ' simplifi
cation and standardization opportunities. The use of logical decision 
patterns in a business should reduce direct labor and direct material 
through the powerful analytical insights they make possible. 

Anothe r basic concept waS to design the system with the computer in 
mind. Although computers and humans perform many of the same tasks, 
their relative efficiencies and economic advantages are quite different. 
To arbitrarily make the computer follow th,) same routines, the same 
steps, the same processes as humans is illogical. Rather, the basic 
system should be reconceived and redirected to obtain maximum per
formance from the electronic computing equipment. 

It waS also quite an insight to think about the system as being directed 
solely toward the ultimate user, ignoring all the intermediate functional 
outputs that have so commonly become identified with Our data process
ing system. The only purpose of having any operating outputs from a 
system is to cause someone to take action, to cause a buyer to purchas e 
materials, an operator to make parts, etc. The intermediate transfor 
mations and hence the intermediate outputs are not essential systems 
elements but are only a reflection of the particular data processing 
techniques currently in use. 

BG:gms 
3/30/60 
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T0: Messrs. John Backus, IBM 
Carl Byham, Southern Railway 
Les Calkins, U. S. Steel 
Ken Foster, Sylvania 

April IS, 1960 

Dave Nelson, Lockheed 
Sol Pollack, RAND 
Pete Sheridan, IBM 
John Smith, Aeronutronlcs 

Mal Smith, Sperry-Rand 
Jack Strong, North American Aviation 
Dick Utman, Ramo-Wooldridge 

In developing a systems engineering language It Is deslrab.le to Introduce 
a wide variety of technIques for problem description while restricting the form 
In which the description can be stated so as to have simplicity of learning and 
ease of communication. It Is with this underlying concept In mind that a proposed 
formulation of Data Element and Data Set has been prepared. I should also like 
to make It clear that the Ideas contained resulted from various suggestions and 
recommendations at the C0DASYL Systems Meeting of April 4 - 6, 1960, and 
that I am essentially serving only as a reporter and summllrlzer . 

Because of time problems I have only enclosed the write-up on Datil 
Elements (Section ~. A proposlIl on Data Sets (Section B) will follow In 
about 1 - 2 weeks. I have also enclosed (Exhibit 1) II copy of a table prepared 
by Perry Cr_ford of IBM In 0ctober, 1957. I believe thllt this table shows 
more general concepts of tabular systems descr.lptlon than does the 0rren Evans' 
work. I do not claim to know which formulation Is more useful, but I do believe 
It would be worthwhile to establish II basic structure for tabular presentation so 
that each partlculc;lr approach could be seen In terms of a. more general picture. 
To this end I plan to send some tentative notes concerning tabular formllt which 
may suggest various techniques to be explored In the description of datil transfor
mation. This will be Section C. 

cc: 0rren Evans 
Perry Crawford 

A~ 
Burton Grad 
Progrllmmlng Systems, IBM 



April 25, 1960 

TO: Messrs. John Backus, IBM Ken Foster, Sylvania 
Dave Nelson, Lockhead 
Sol POllack, RAND 
Pete Sheridan, IBM 

Carl Byham, Southern Railway 
Les Calkins, U. S. Steel 
Orren Evans, Hunt Foods 

John Smith, Aeronutronics 
Mal Smith, Sperry-Rand 
Jack Strong, North American Aviation 
Dick Utman, Ramo-Wooldridge 

This attached material is a follow-up to my notes of April 
15, 1960. Included are a few additional notes for Section A - Data Element. 
This is followed by an initial attempt to specify Data Set construction in 
Section B with a few examples and one possible form. After this comes a 
few preliminary comments on Data Transformation (Section C) which I will 
add to within the next two weeks. I am also planning to forward some 
considerations in regards to particular forms descriptive techniques. 
These may be required when the systems engineer has to specify a 
particular report or record format or a certain representation scheme 
or medium. 

I shall be looking forward to further comments and improvements 
when you've had a chance to critically review these very rough notes . 

• , 1 ..-- I 
'f . 1' ~ ' .--/ ...... (. ... L ... . .. 

, h 
, Burton Grad?' 

Programming Systems, IBM 
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11 July 1960 

To: CODASYL Systems Group 

In accordance with the assignments made at the San Francisco meeting, 
I should like to submit a proposal for a Data Transformation concept 
which would incorporate the Evans Table Technique. This is, of course, 
far from complete or even thoroughly thought-through, but it may pro
vide a basis for further discussion and recommendations . This has 
been numbered so as to be attached to the previous material which I 
forwarded prior to the San F r ancisco meeting. 

I have also attached a personal critique and recommendation on the 
Data Element - Data Set area. These notes are directed specifically 
to Sol Pollack, Dick Utman, and Kendall Wright who are working on 
this area. The comments noted have specifically resulted from cer-
tain criticisms and suggestions made by Gertrude McKay and Tom Glans, 
both from IBM, and recognizes the comments and thoughts expressed 
by Ken Foster and Sol Pollack. 

I ' m looking forward to our next meeting . 

BG/js 

Attachment 

Burton Gra 
IBM, Logical 
Systems Standards 
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Proposals for a Systems Engineering Language 

Section A. Data Element 

A Dota Element entry defines the structure and or content of a related serles of 
symbols. A Data Element name may refer to any series of symbols which has a unified 
meaning to the systems engineer In the context of the application system. 

A Data Element may be described by any combination of the methods noted below: 

(1) Pictorial: direct Indication of the possible range of symbols on a 
position by position basis. This might Include certain editing 
considerations. 

(2) Literal: dIrect Indication of the actual symbol for each position. 

(3) Elemental: Indirect Indication through specifying positions of other 
Data E I emen ts • 

(4) Conditional: indirect Indication through specifying the value of 
positions of other Data Elements. 

A Data Element then Is defined at the convenience of the systems engineer In the 
most useful way to him. There Is an unlimited hierarchy of Data Elements and there may 
be any degree of overlap and nesting. However It should be remembered that a change 
In one Data Element may have repercussions on other Data. Elements and therefore careful 
cross referencing (In the sense of where used Information) Is a necessity for accurate 
systems design. 

It Is suggested that a form like the one shown as figure 1 (next page) might prove 
quite useful. There are a series of examples shown on this form for which a brief 
explanation follows: 

(I) This Illustrates a straight pictorial representation (P under Type) of the data 
element called ACC0UNT-NUMBER. It Is seven positions long (Initial Position - Final 
Position designation or by actual symbol count) and each position can have a symbol 
from the range of symbols 0 through 9 (whl ch Is what Is meant by N). 

(2) Example 2 shows a literal description of a data element named PI. It Is seven 
positions long and the specific symbol for each position Is shown. 

I . I 
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(3) Another exomple of a literal Is given by the definition of FICA - LIMIT which Is 
only 6 positions long. It has the specific symbol values shown except that v Is used 
to represent an I'mplled point which does not actually occupy space In the data 
element. 

(4) The fourth example defines the data element ICC- NUMBER. It actually has a 
spilt definition. The first seven positions are each occupied by a symbol within 
the range of N (0 - 9). This Is a short hand scheme which avoids the necessity of 
repeating the N seven times. In addition, however, positions 8 - 10 consist of the 
literal symbols" - 46." This might Indicate a particular code used by the ICC for 
this company. Without repeating ICC- NUMBER on the 'second line we have Implied 
that the name is the same as the one In the line directly above. 

(5) CHECK-AM0UNT Is defined pictorially to show that there are 4 different symbol 
ranges possible in different positfons. For example, we might mean "$" to Indicate 
just that symbol ($) and no other; "b" might mean blank and 0 - 9; "." might Indicate 
only a point; and "N" could mean 0 - 9. CHECK-D0LLARS Is described In terms 
of CHECK-AM0UNT; this is an elemental description (E under Type). It Is defined 
to be a three position data element which Is the same as the second through fourth 
posltfon of the data element CHECK-AM0UNT. 

(6) This shows a short hand way of Indicating a synonym. PAY-AM0UNT Is Identified 
as being the same as CHECK-AM0UNT. Since the data element positions are not 
listed It Is assumed that they are equal and the descriptive data element (In this case 
CHECK-AM0UNT) will govern. The systems engineer may, for precision or as a 
cross-check, specify either or both of the lengths. 

(7) This example first indicates a straightforward Pictorial designation of three data 
elements. Then another data element DATE Is shown to be composed of these first three 
elements. The Inclusion of DAY and M0NTH is quite in following with the previous 
examples (position has been omitted since the entire data element Is being used), but 
the use of YEAR Is a little different. If the final position Is the same as the Initial 
position, we are defining a one position data element. 

(8) Example 8 shows the use of a conditional definition of a data element. MARITAL
STATUS Is a one position data element which can take on a value from 0 - 9. MARRIED 
is a data element which has a value of either true or false depending on the value of 
MARITAL-STATUS. If MARITAL-STATUS has the value I then MARRIED Is true, 
otherwise It is false. Simi larly for SINGLE and DIV0RCED. Repetition Is Implied 
for MARITAL-STATUS and for Initial and Final posltfon. We will have to establish 
a maximum number of literal positions for value. I would suggest that It be relatively 
small (around two or three positions). 

(9) There are two more data elements defined that we may want to use in later examples 
of data sets. MILEP0ST is a five position data element with an implied point between 
the fourth and fifth positions. CITY is a 20 position data element consisting of symbols 
chosen from the range: blank and A through Z. CHICAG0-C0DE is a data element 
which is true when the first three positions of CITY are "CHI". 

/ .J 
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There are certain observations we can now make about data elements. 

(a) No data element that Is not defined properly may be used In a Data Transformation. 
This, of course, does not preclude defining various general data elements like 
TEMP0RARY, C0NSTANT or INDEX. 

(b) Every data element must eventually (through the appropriate hierarchy) be defined ' 
In terms of a pictorial or literal for each position. 

(c) A data element may have a name or a value of any length up to the maximum 
number of positions definable. Continuation may be Indicated through Indenting by 
one space in the name and/or the reference column. 

(d) Since lengthy literals can be introduced it would be possible to consider the contents 
of an element as a list or table of values. It Is also possible to Introduce a list of values 
through giving each value a definite name. 

(e) By Itself, a data element cannot be subscripted or Indexed. It Is only through 
membership in a data set that multiple data elements can be directly considered. 

(f) The individual positions of a data element can be referenced In a Data Transformation 
through mentioning the data element name and the initial and final position. While 
the exact form of this reference has not been determined It might be something like this: 

ACC0UNT- NUMBER (3-5) 

(g) A data element Is defined independently of data set membership. Hence DATE 
might simply designate a 5 digit data element regardless of where It Is used or how 
many different sets It Is 'used In. If we wanted to deal with a 6 digit data element 
(Including two positions of YEAR) we would have to give it a different name like 
DATEF. 

(h) This proposal does not directly handle the difference between a floating-point and 
fixed point number. 0ne operatlonai solution would be to have special floatlng-'polnt 
operators to work with floating-point data elements and leave responsibility for proper 
operator selection to the systems engineer. Another solution would be define a floating
point number as really two separate data elements (the mantissa and the exponent) . A 
third solution would be to introduce a symbol (f) to mean an Implied floating-point 
separator; on that basis NNNNfNN would be a 6 position data element with an Implied 
floating-point separotor between the fourth and fifth position. The mantissa would be 
four positions long and the exponent 2 positions long. This problem obviously requires 
further study. 

(i) A question was raised concerning handling signs. If there is an implied sign associated 
with a data element it can be introduced by permitting the use of a symbol (like S) in 
the first pictorial position to represent that this data element may have elther a plus or 
minus value. For explicit signs a symbol code will be needed to represent the various 
possibilities and It should be placed in the proper actual position. 
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(j) Various kinds of special editing can be Indicated through symbol range representation . 
For Instance, if * was used to mean (blank, *, 0 - 9) and appropriate rules were defined 
then $ ***. NN could Indicate zero suppression with asterisk replacement . If D meant 
($, blank, 0 - 9) with proper rules DODD. NN could be used to Indicate a floating 
dollar sign. There would seem to be a basic question as to whether editing should 
be handled through data element definition or through special editing operators. 

(k) The handling of value ranges and value lists was also mentloned. I believe that 
this Is most pertinent In conI unction with conditionally defined data elements. For 
instance , MARRIED might mean that MARITAL - STATUS equaled lor 5 or 7. We 
could shaw this simply by repetitive definition of MARRIED for each assigned value of 
MARITAL - STATUS. A more difficult question is suppose DIV0RCED wos to be used 
if MARITAL - STATUS wos greater than or equal to 3 but less than 8. If we are to avoid 
stating each possible value In the range then we will have to Introduce a notation along 
with value to show greater than, equal or less than. I am not at all sure this Is desirable 
since from the systems engineer's standpoint I don't believe that we are generally 
concerned about the range of values once we have osslgned an adequate number of 
positions. I feel that any restriction on value range or value set should be introduced 
through the Data Transformation. 

B. Grad 
4/ 14/ 60 
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Cont'd Section A 

(1) A literally specified element has its precise value defined in the data 
element description. Because of this, a rule should probably be established 
that such an element cannot have its value modified by the Data Transformation. 
This will have to be explored further since it may be desirable to be able to 
set initial values for a variable in this way. If we adopt the suggested rule 
then we are limiting a literal element name to the representation of a constant 
only. Another question on literals is in regard to how we will indicate that the 
value represented is really to a base different from 10. For instance, if a 
data element named SWITCH-PATTERN was defined as 101100, we might 
not be able to operate with it properly unless the systems engineer identified 
it as being to the base 2. I believe that we should avoid indicating base 10 and 
only indicate base for numbers which are to other than 10. In other words, if 
a systems engineer is sophisticated enough to use non-10 base literals, we 
should permit him to do so. 

(m) A pictorial description defines an externally useful form for a variable; 
it does not specify the manner in which the value will be represented internally. 
The actual value will be assigned through the Data Transformation or by 
association through a Data Set with a particular input form. One problem which 
has been raised is whether it is necessary to explicitly state the class of 
value for a variable or whether it can be implied by the symbol classes chosen 
for each position and its usage in the Data Transformation. I would be inter
ested in any thoughts you may have as to the need for differentiating in the 
Data Element 'description among integers, fixed-point numbers, floating
point numbers, symbol strings, etc. This analysis might also consider the 
question raised by Ken Foster concerning the usage of the element - whether 
as classifying, quantitative, pictorial, etc. 

Another problem to be considered is that of data elements which may have 
variable length and symbol makeup. Suppose we have three different types of 
part identification numbers: NNNANNN, NNNNNNN-NNN, or NNNNNAA-ANN. 
It may be desirable to have only one element called lDENT-NUMBER. To 
show its construction we have to indicate a maximum or worst case like 
NNNBNBB-BNN where B indicates (0-9, A-Z). However, in any particular 
case the value of the element may not require this extended definition. 
Therefore, we might see if there is any simple way to show and use multiple 
formats for the same data element. In line with this we might consider 
the item description on a purchase order; except for specific forms re
strictions there is no inherent limit on the length of this data element. How 
then would we go about describing its construction? If we carefully think 
through the various kinds of data elements and how they might be used, 
we may find that we want to allow a somewhat Simpler data element description 
with some way of indicating to the programmer that this is really a variable 
length element and should be stored and processed accordingly. 
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(n) An elemental definition is a means of conveying synonyms not construction. 
Any name defined through other elements refers to the same values as the de
scriptive element. There is no shorthand for defining same construction 
except through subscripting a variable by Data Set membership. It's necessary 
that any element name used in a Data Set be defined in a Data Element de
scription. This cannot be done through the Data Set itself. This point is 
quite important in that certain Data Transformation operators will only work 
on data elements and cannot be used on Data Sets. Actually an elemental 
definition is simply the name of a particular extractive and/ or combinatorial 
function. 

(0) A conditionally defined data element is the name of a simple Boolean 
(or logical) function. We should be careful not to depend on too much scope 
in these elements since this type of information should probably be picked 
up in the Data Transformation. What we might permit is a simple definition 
of an element which allows it to take on only the values True and False. Then 
through the Data Transformation we can assign to this variable an appropriate code 
based on the value of some conditional expression. 

Burton Grad/bm 
4/27/60 
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SHIPPING SCHEDULE DETERMINATION 

CONDITIONS: 

Stockage Delivery Availability Further Conditions Action 

S DI or DN QA Ship at once 

QN Back order 

DD Not applicable OH-QR~QO Defer order without 
reserving 

Not applicable OH-QRP<QO Defer order wit hout 
and DD~DRO reserving 

Not applicable OH-QRP<QO Defer order without 
and DD<DRO reserving 

NS Dr orDN QA QA ~ 1/4 QO Ship at once 

QA<1/4 QO Defer order and 
reserve 

QN Suspend order and 
order replenishment 

> 
DD QA QA=QO Defer order and 

reserve 
DD~ Today + SLT Defer order and reserve 
and QA<QO 
DD<Today + SLT Defer order and reserve 
and QA<QO 

QN DD ~ Today + SLT Defer order 
DD <Today + SLT Defer order 
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Section B - Data Set 

A Data Set is defined by a series of entries each of which consists 
of the name of a Data Element or a Data Set and the nwnber of times this 
Element or Set is repeated within the Set. The Data Set will itself be 
given a name which can be used to make up other entries. There is an 
rd~ring of the entries through an entry reference number though the 

particular ordering is arbitrary. -, 

Every Data Set must eventually (through the steps in the hierarchy) 
be defined in terms of Data Elements. There are two degrees of freedom 
in every Data Set in that it may contain a number of different Elements as 
well as multiple repetitions of any Data Element. Each of these repetitions 
represents a potentially different value. 

To adequately convey the use of a Data Set Definition a few examples 
are shown in figure 2 (next page). They are explained below: 

(1) The Data Set INVENTORY-RECORD is defined by five different 
entries. The first entry ( 1 in Reference Position) is the 

/. , I 

Data Element IDENTIFICATION. There is but one IDENTIFICATION 
element per INVENTORY-RECORD. The same reasoning holds 
for the next three entries (2-4). Entry 5 however refers to a 
Data Element called MONTHLY-USAGE which will appear 12 
times. It is through repetition that subscripting can be introduced. 
If we refer to INVENTORY-RECORD MONTHLY-USAGE we 
need to indicate a subscript or index to denote which one. MONTHLY
USAGE (5) means the fifth appearance of this Qata Element. 

We can think of this representation as being a shorthand for 
designating a list of names. We could have defined MONTHLY
USAGE (1 ) etc. by a Data Element Definition and then indicated 
each of these as separate entries. However, it is obviously 
convenient to use an abbreviated method. 

(2) INVENTORY-FILE is a Data Set consisting of 500 repetitions 
of the Data Set INVENTORY-RECORD. We can then refer to 
INVENTORY-FILE INVENTORY-RECORD (20) to indicate the 
,20th such set. This implies that all element of the set INVENTORY
RECORD are also members of the set INVENTORY-FILE. 

INVENTORY-FILE INVENTORY-RECORD MONTHLY-USAGE 
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(20,5) would mean the fifth month of the twentieth inventory item, You 
will notice that this does not provide any explicit means for indicating 
precise order or format between elements . Order will \lave to be 
determined through the Data Transformation and format details 
through a special set of forms descriptive techniques. One possible 
forms descriptive technique is discussed in Section D. 

(3) SALES-REPORT is a Data Set described by six entries. The first 
five entries refer to Data Elements each of which may recur up to 
225 times but this is not a fixed value (the V stands for variable), 
Omission of the V implies that the repetition is fixed for some 
reasonable period, The exact use of the V will be at the discretion 
of the systems engineer and permits him to convey information to 
the "programmer" which may help in the preparation of a more 
efficient program, The sixth entry refers to another Data Set 
TOTAL-SALES which then happens to be designated next . 

(4) By proper sequencing of Data Set entries it is possible to achieve 
any relative reference layout for set hierarchy. For example 
SALES-REPORT entry 7 could be incorporated after the desc r iption 
of TOTAL-SALES. This could have been continued to any number 
of levels as long as care was exercised in using the proper set name 
with the entry, This also indicates that if an omission occurs it can 
be readily corrected simply by using the next entry number for the 
Data Set and then filling out the entry, This entry also shows reference 
to a Data Element which could be literally defined as a Data Elem ent , 

(5) This example shows how a synonym can be established fo r any Data 
Set name. OSR may now be used interchangeably with SALES-REPORT 
as indicated by I (for Identity) under Type. This can be a major 
convenience in abbreviating Data Transformation references, The 
only requirement is that a synonym have one and only one meaning 
just as any Data Set name. 
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With these examples as a foundation we can make some general 
observations about Data Sets: 

"",4 

(a) The specific values to be assigned to Data Elements will be 
determined through input form association or through the Data Transformation. 
This implies that every Data Element must be referred to in terms of set 
membership except where it is an absolutely unique element which will 
not ever have a different value as a function of Data Set membership. This 
indicates clearly the need for careful exploration of abbreviation schemes 
for set indication. It will be necessary to determine whether every step 
in the set hierarchy will have to be indicated or whether it will.. only be 
required to deSignate up to a unique set. Intuitively it seems that ~t would 
be adequate to specify only the top level set and the element name except 
where the same name appears more than once within the Data Set. However. 
I haven't really explored this at all. 

(b) At the present stage of development. a fixed format is needed for each 
Data Element as a member of a Data Set. There is no basic constraint from a 
set standpoint of permitting a Data Set to contain a variable length Data 
Element. Element to element order is not really defined by the Data Set 
description. It must be supplied by the Forms Description or the Data 
Transformation. Element to element order can be introduced through 
various Data Set operators used in the Data Transformation. Rearrangement 
of a Data Element requires either a special Data Element definition or the 
use of string manipulative operators in the Data Transformation. 

(c) A Data Element may belong to many Data Sets. We may want 
to use the same value for a particular Data Element in many Data Sets 
like CURRENT-DATE. In other cases we do not want to use the same 
value. It is probably desirable to identify set membership not simply as 
E but rather to denote a special type as F to indicate that this refers to the 
fixed value of the element named. Operationally this would mean that if 
Weassigned a new value to CURRENT-DATE. every set to which i t belonged 
by an F type relation would automatically be assigned that same value while 
those to which it belonged by an E type relation could not have the value 
changed except through a name qualified reference; e . g. TRANSACTION 
CURRENT-DATE. Your thoughts on this problem would be most helpful. 
A Data Element can be modified or used independently of any sets of which 
it is a member; however. its value as a set member will not be changed 
by such a change unless it has used an F type relationship. 

(d) A Data Set cannot be defined as incorporating part of another 
set except through directly using the subsets or elements wanted. The 
reference position (entry number) on the Data Set definition form does 
not imply an actual ordering of the elements or subsets; it is meaningful 
only in terms of orderliness, and addition and deletion of entries. 
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(e) If we wish to assign the same value to two elements which have 
the same name but belong to different sets (by an E relation), then the 
Data Transformation will have to provide for the assignment, e. g. 
TRANSACTION QUANTITY = ERROR QUANTITY. 

(f) We can now generalize on the concept of subscripting. Any 
element may be subscripted as a function of its membership in a particular 
set. SALES DISTRICT (25) and CREDIT DISTRICT (25) refer to different 
Data Elements. DISTRICT (25) has no defined meaning unless that Data 
Element appears in a Data Element definition. The mention of a particular 
Data Set name in conjunction with a particular Data Element implies all 
intermediate sets. INVENTORY-FILE MONTHLY-USAGE (20, 5) states 
that this reference is to the 5th repetition of the element USAGE in the 
implied subset INVENTORY-RECORD for the 20th repetition of that subset 
in the set INVENTORY-FILE. There are no fixed number of levels "in the 
Data Set hierarchy nor does each level require or permit subscripts. The 
subscript notation is such as to line up with an adjective-type hierarchy: 
highest-level, next-highest-Ievel . .. • , element. The first subscript 
refers to the particular next-highest-Ievel member in the highest-level 
set. The last subscript refers to the particular element in the lowest-level 
set. 

(g) Tables can be introduced through Data Set members hip , however, 
it would probably be done somewhat differently from the usual row-column 
method. Suppose we have a Data Element called RATE. It is the only 
element of a Data Set called JOB-CLASS. As such it is repeate d 10 
times, once for each experience class. JOB-CLASS is a mem ber of 
JOB-RATE-TABLE and is itself repeated 15 times, once for each different 
value of JOB-CLASS. The JOB-RATE-TABLE is a two-dimensional m atrix 
15 x 10. JOB-RATE-TABLE RATE (12, 8) would refer to the 8th RATE 
within the 12th JOB-CLASS. If we also wish to define EXPERIENCE-CLASS 
we may do so by indicating that RATE is a member of this set and is repeated 
15 times, once for each job-class. 

(h) Specialized lists of value names can be identified through Data Set 
and Data Element definition. For instance a Data Set called TEMPORARY 
might consist of 100 repetitions of the element TEMP which was a 20 position 
numeric element. We could therefore use TEMP (1), TEMP (10), etc. directly 
without further element definition. This also indicates the ability to use the 
element name by itself without denoting set membership if we are certain that 
the element will not be a member of any other set. This problem needs to 
be explored further since such specialized gimmicks could make a systems 
program difficult to modify. 

(i) It will be necessary to develop a means for assigning set-element 
names to input values and correspondingly to assign the values of set-element 
names to designated output forms positions. This whole area of specific 
association of names and input and,output values and forms is covered in 
some detail in Section D. I believe that it may well be the critical bridge 
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between the practicalities of real business operation and the concepts of 
logical systems design. In this regard it would be meaningless to associate 
an input value with a Data Set Elerrent which had been defined as a literal . 
In effect, this would be permitting the input data to change a constant. 
However, the assignment of a literal element to an output Data Set may 
often be desirable particularly in terms of headings or various fixed 
information. With a literal element of course it is never necessary to 
indicate Data Set membership in referring to that element in the Data 
Transformation. 

(j) There is an interesting analogy to be drawn between Data 
Element and Data Set definition and the use of blueprint and bills of 
material for product descriptions. I would like to discuss this separately, 
at a later time, since I feel it might be advantageous to clearly understand 
the similarities and differences between product description and information 
system description. 

BGrad/bm 
4/29/60 
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Addltonal Material for Sections A and B 

After having tried to use the Data Element and Data Set forms on a few sample problems 
It Is my belief that we need to make certain changes and thot we should recognize 
certain cases which ' were unfortunately overlooked on the first pass. Suggestions for correct
Ing these deficiencies are described below: 

(I) The purpose of both forms Is to name certain classes of "Informational oblects" 
and to associate form and/or value with these names. The malor reason for differ
entiating sets from elements was to Indicate that different functional operators might 
be used on sets (like Merge, Sort) than would be used on elements (+,-, <). 

Since the dividing line deflritlonally Is so vague I should like to recommend that 
an effort be made to combine the two forms and that the 1Ype_ of definition be ex
panded to Indicate whether the Item being defined Is an element or a set. Among 
the models which might be examined for good Ideas are FACT and the new Cam
mercial Translator Data Description (a copy Is enclosed). 

(2) Another malor problem which will be alleviated by this combination of forms 
Is the desire in many situations to define a Data Element only: terms of a parti
cular Data Set. This comes into play when we have a number of specialized ele
ments where It's a nuisance to have separate sheets to fill out or where It's con
venient to apply the same name to an element which has a variety of forms depend
ing on the particular set. For instance, Employee-name might be pictured as 2 
Initials and a 15 character last name in one place, lost name only In a second 
place, and full name in a third. 'M!ereas before we would have to give different 
names to each of these occurrences, now we can use the same name and lust 
provide a means of Indicating (as was discussed for Data Elements at the last meet
Ing) whether this Is a form definition or a value definition. In ather words a 
value definition says that this name represents a specific value (and the same value) 
for all Data Sets to which it belongs. The name can therefore be used at any 
time without set qualification. This does not mean that the value must be stated 
in the Data Description, but only that It Is defined as a unique name. Examples 
might be employee-number, shop-order, account-number. 

In contrast, a form definition states that this name represents a unique pictorial 
though the values will vary with different sets. Some examples are date, signature, 
form-number. For both of these cases we should have a code means of Indicating 
that this element name is supposed to represent a unique form or unique value and 
we should also have a short cut approach to avoid needless repetition. 

(3) It has also been suggested that we give a pictorial definition to each fixed
value (constant) element to avoid ambiguity and confusion. 

(4) Each element or set name must be identified as representing a particular value 
closs: Quantity, True-False, String. 

B. G./lsd 
7/19/60 
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Section C - Data Transformation 

From the system engineering viewpoint, we wish to describe the 
logic required to transform the input Data Elements into the output 
Data Elements and to present these values in appropriate reports, 
signals, or records . We are not concerned with the specific procedure 
adopted to carry out this transformation logic. 

Regardless of the form of expressing the Data Transformation 
logic, it is necessary to conceive of the fundamental purpose that this 
part of the systems description performs. Basically we have certain 
elements in which we are interested whose value can be obtained from 
the outside world. For example an employee's name can be obtained 
as an input . If all elements were of this nature then all that would 
be necessary would be to have a means of mapping inputs onto outputs. 
However, most information that we wish to examine on output requires 
definition in terms of speCial operators acting on various input and 
intermediate values. 

This leads to the conclusion that we have three ways of defining 
the value of an element in which we are interested: 

(1) As a literal value in the Data Element definition. 

(2) As an input value through the Data Set definition and Forms 
Description assignment. 

(3) As a "computed" value through the l?ata Transformation 
logic. 

Therefore we do not need to think about the operation of adding or 
subtracting or moving information but rather only of being able to use 
certain functions or operators which may be useful to US in defining 
element values . 

J. I 

It's my feeling that there are a relatively limited number of generally 
useful element and set operators but a much larger number of specialized 
macro-operators which will be useful to a particular class of business or 
application. For instance, we'll surely need the general arithmetic operators 
of Sum, Difference, Product, Quotient as well as logical operators like 
Inter.section, Smaller, Larger, Identity. In addition, generalized set 
o!Jeral.ors l.ike Order, Extract, Match, Merge will be needed. To illustrate 
,,;pecialized operators, certain applications will need mathematical functions 
like Sine, Power, Minimum; Specialized logical operators like Inclusion, 
J)uaJ lmpli cation may also be required. There will also be many specialized 
scI. operators like Deduction, Post, Explode. 
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Each operator will need to be precisely defined in terms of positional 
line-up, truncation, rounding, etc. It will also be necessary to indicate 
the classes of elements or sets to which the operator is pertinent. Similarly 
we will probably have to provide a straight forward way to allow a systems 
engineer to define any specialized macro-operators which he finds useful. 

There are certain other properties which we may be looking for in 
the language regardless of the particular form that is chosen such as the 
ability to use literals directly, the opportunity to use readable terms for 
element names, the capability of handling a variable level of user sophisti
cation, etc; nevertheless with these general comments out of the way we 
find ourselves right back against the format problem. 

It is apparently the feeling of the CODASYL Systems Committee that 
some sort of tabular presentation of the systems logic would be highly 
advantageous. Therefore it would seem to be reasonable to examine the 
structure of the Orren Evans tabular form and the Perry Crawford example 
to see if there are certain underlying principles which can help us obtain 
a better understanding of the concepts underlying tabular format. 

A portion of one of Orren Evans' sample tables is shown as Figure 
3 on the next page. 

If we represent a question (is, does) by "q" and an actiqn by "a" then we 
can structure the first rule in this table as follows: 

Rule No. 

001 [If] q1 [=] Y [and] q2 H y ~he~ Y ~orJ a1 ~d] Y 

~orJ a 2 

The words and symbols in square brackets, [ J ' are implied by 
the tabular form. In addition there are, of course, various rules con
cerning the placement of symbols and expressions within the table. For 
instance, we can think of the table as 'having five segments as shown below. 
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In seqment A only "q" type expressions (conditions ) can be shown. In 
segment B only "a" type statements (action) can be made. Segment C 
includes rule number, frequency and prior rule requirements. Segment 
D allows the entry of a Y, N or blank. Y serves to indicate that if the 
conditional expression in that column is true then this part of the rule is 
satisfied. An N shows that if the conditional expression is false then this 
part of the rule is satisfied. A blank denotes that the truth value of this 
conditional expression is not pertinent to the data rule. In segment E 
either a Y or a blank may be entered. Y indicates that the action in that 
column should be executed; a blank indicates that the action is not exe
cuted for that data rule. 

A properly formed test requires consideration of both the conditional 
expression and the appropriate table entry (Y, N or blank). Similarly, to 
determine the inclusion of an action we need to see if there is a "y" 
in the proper box. This means that a complete data rule requires knowledge 
of (and relationship between) the column heading and the intersection contents. 

With but minor changes, the Evans questions would be perfectly accept able 
COBOL conditional expressions; however the actions as stated do not 
as readily fall within the COBOL framework. 

In the Evans work the order of testing columns and the order of 
testing rules is not significant in determining the result that will be 
achieved. However in executing actions there may well be an implicit 
or explicit order involved. This is not to say that efficiency will not 
be affected by the order of testing, but rather that the logic will not be 
affected. 

In the Perry Crawford table (Exhibit sent previously) there are some 
interesting differences. Instead of ,simply noting a Y, N, or blank in the 
intersection he has inserted certain of the information which would normally 
appear in the column heading in an Evans table. He has also used an "or" 
between possible values within a Single intersection. He has, in the 
fourth column, made another major change; the whole question appears 
in the intersection and the column heading has no operational significance. 
Similarly in column five each action is defined in the intersection and 
the heading is meaningless . In column six the action is described in two 
segments: the heading and the intersection, with,in four cases, a 
mathematical expression (Today + SLT) appearing in the intersection. 

Between the two examples we find a variety of cases which permit any
thing from a meaningless column heading to a fully stated question (but 
,",t th (! answ(~ r) and a fUlly stated action (but not whether it is to be carried 
1)'111.). In an intcrsection we find everything from a simple y, n, or blank 
up to a cnmp] ete question (with implied inclusion) or a complete ac tion 
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(with implied execution). It is clear that full clarity requires the dual 
consideration of the appropriate column heading and the proper row 
intersection, Generally speaking we could describe a tabular technique 
that permitted any type of expression in either a column heading or a 
row intersection but the usefulness of this degree of freedom may well 
be questionable. Correspondingly we can define various simple structures 
which are well suited to various classes of problems. 

Among areas which require further exploration in regard to 
tabular format are things such as: 

(1) table to table transfers 

(2) row independence 

(3) heading format 

(4) intersection format 

(5) operator and relationship indicators 

(6) Two-state (Y and blank) versus three-state (Y, N and blank) 
logic for "truth t,ables ", 

I will try some real examples so as to gain a better understanding 
of the scope of the Evans table format and an indication of areas which 
can be improved. Any illustrations which have been worked out might 
prove helpful to our experimentation. 

BGrad/bm 
4/29/60 
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Cont'd Section C - Data Transformation 

I would like to propose a generalized concept for tabular representation. I believe 
that this form of description incorporates the Evans and Crawford work as special 
cases. 

(1) A Table is defined as a two dimensional form structured as follaws: 

CS In 
--- - - -----------+-----

Above the double line there appears various Conditions (CS); below the ,double line 
there are certain Actions (AS). A CS may only take on a True or False value though 

:;. b 

it may be composed of any number of expressions. Formation of a CS will be described 
later. An AS represents an action 'and as such it has no inherent val ue; it may be 
used for procedural control (I ike go to or do) or for val ue assignment. Formation of 
an AS will also be discussed later in this Section. 

(2) A Table should be Interpreted as noted below: 

if CSII is true and C5';11 is true and ••• ,CSm 1 is true 

then execute AS 11 and AS 21 and ••.. AS r 1 

if C~2 is true and ••• CS m2is true 

then execute AS12 and ••• ASr2 

if CSln is true and .• ,CSmn is true 

then execute AS In and ••• Atn 

Mathematically this can be stated: 

if { eSi; is true'} for i = 1 to m 

, 
then execute I.ASk i \- k = 1 ;'0 r 

.' 
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It should be noted that this formulation Is not directly equivalent to the McCarthy 
LISP work where the first "true" set of conditions determines the actions and precludes 
the execution of the other actions. k of this point there is no solution Implication 
other than that· success within a col umn depends on "true" an.swers for all Conditions 
in that column. 

(3) It is desirable to define various items which will be used in describing Conditions 
and Actions. Many of these definitions have been "borrowed" from the ALG0L - 58 
and ALG0L - 60 write-ups. 

The notation is quite straightforward: 

:: = means "Is defined as". 

I (vertical line) means "or". 

(a) There are three value classes which describe the values that a Data Element can 
assume: 

(1) Quantity 

(2) True-False 

(3) String 

(0.1) Quantity :: = NNN - NN.NNN - N 

N:: =0111213141 5 161718 19 

Examples: 357; 1010; 35.17; .826 

3.7 

Quantity is the classification used for all values which represent measurable phenomena 
or those which have numeric (e.g. quantitative) significance. For Instance an identi
fication number, though composed entirely of numbers, would not normally be a quantity. 
Codes, in general, though often numeric in nature, are not quantities In the strictest 
sense in that they are not usually interpretable in arithmetic terms or in conjunction 
with the usual arithmetic functional operators (+, -, *,/). 

A quantity will consist of the figures (0-9) together with point location (explicit or 
implicit), base notation and/or floating point designation. 

(0.2) True-False .. = B 

B .. = TI F 

Examples: T; F 
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We are using T and F to represent "true" and "false" in a two-valued logic system. 
0bviausly an y other symbols would be OS satisfactory (like 1,0, or Y,N), but for 
consistenc y the T, F notation will be maintained. 

(a.3) String :: = SSS S 

Examples: ARIZ; ABC + (259) 

As of now the set of symbols permitted in a string shauld be open-ended. 0bviousl y, 
for an )' given data processing machine there will be a limited number of different 
character codes which may be used in a single character position, however the symbol 
concept does not necessarily limit itself to single character representations. A symbol 
could consist of multiple characters. This ,emphasizes the inherent extendability and 
generality of strings and symbol manipulation. 

(b) There are three ways to represent a particular value: 

Literal 

Name 

Expression 

'(b. 1) A literal is a quantity value, true-false val,ue or string value which represents 
itself. We may speak of quantity value literals, t'rue-false value literals and string 
value literals. Literals will be shown inside sq uare brackets so that they will not be 
confused with values represented by names or expressions. Square brackets should be 
read as "the literal value ••• ". 

Examples: l3571 ; 110101 ; 135.171 ; L.826 ] 

[ T) ; [F) 

{Awl ; ( ABC + (259)J 

(b. 2) A name is itself a string which may be used to represent a value. When a 
string is used as a name it will never be shown inside square brackets,; e.g., ARI2 
means the value represented by the name ARI2. The value class represented by a 
name cannot be deduced from 'the string value of the name itself. It can only be 
determined from an appropriate data element definition. 

Examples: J0NES; 1357; TTTFF 

We may speak of quantity value names, true-false value names and string value 
names de pending not upon the nature of the symbol string used to construct the name 
but rather on the value class represented by that nqme. 
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(b. 3) Arl expression Is a properly formed string consisting of literals, name represented 
values, expression represented values ond functi.onal operators . The precise construction 
depends on the formation rules associated with the particular functional operators used. 
The functional operators w'ill determine the possible number of operands and their associ
ated value classes; they will also establish the value class represented by the expression. 
The three kinds of expression are identified by the value class of the defined result: 
quantity value expression, true-false value expression and string value expression. Arl 
expression cannot use a name or anoth'2r expression except as they may be consisdered 
to be literal strings; otherwise it must explicitly deal with their values. For consistency 
we will designate the value of an expression by not enclosing the expression In square 
brackets; a + b + c means the quantity value "Orthe quantity value expression a+ b + c . 
Since an expression may itself Include the value of an expression we have a recursive 
definition. 

Examples: a <.b; avb; 

[-32J + PAYAMT; (a +b)/c >[271 
a>L5} -: CT] 

Each functional operator must be well defined over its class of permissible values so 
that it may produce a consistent result value given co~sistent Input values. For the 
time - being all functions (a functional operator with Its associated operands) will re
sult in a single result value though It may have multiple arguments (operands). 

(c) A numeric string value literal and an integer quantity value literal 'cannot be 
differentiated by examination, therefore we will adopt the convention that the function
al operator wUh which they are used will determine their value class. Hence the ex
pression 0+ l131 would be interpreted as a quantity value expression and 13 as a 
quantity value literal because of the use of the arithmentic functional operator +. 
Similarly the expression Concatenate (a, lI3]) ' would be considered a string value 
expression and "" 13 a string value literal because of the use of the string functional 
operator, concatenate. 

A similar possible confusion exists between a string value literal T or F and a true-false 
value literal Tor F. Again, however, functional operator use should adequately ditlnguish 
these; e.g. 

FIRST SYMB0l (EMP- NAME) ;::: L T J 
is obviously referring to the string value literal, T, while 

is using the true-false value literal, T. 

Therefore it is not necessary to explicity denote the val ue class of a literal since it can 
be de termined through expression content. 
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(4) A Condition (CS) Is the true-false value af a name, the true-false value of an 
expression or a true-false literal .• 

CS :: = [True-False LITERAL] I NAME I EXPRESSI0N 

Any condition may be restated In any af the ways shown below: 

CS :: = cs ::[r] 

CS :: = [T]~CS 

CS :: = CA, R, CB where R represents any functional operator that defines 

,3 , (1 

a true-false value, CA and CB represent ony legitimate operands that may be associated 
with R. 

In header-trailer Tabular form this might be used In four ways: 

header trailer 

CS .. [Tl 

[TJ - CS 

CA, R 
, 

CB I 

I 
CA I R, CD 

If 

The precise manner in which the transformation logic shauld be shown depends only on 
the system engineer's convenience. 

The following sample table (Conditional portion only) shows many of the p05slble forms: 

Married [T] [ T] 
------ .. Jt--.----... - .... - .. -.. • • - •• -.~-- .. ,._ . ..... . . -- ...... . _ ..... . . _ .... ¥ 

> 

[TJ JUNI0R S0PH0M0RE 0R 

-··--[3600.-00J -Hf!f~~~-0LD AGE 

SENI0R 

TAX . DEDUCT < :.;. L 5 J -=. DEPENDENTS-I<' 
_._,, __ . __ ... __ ..... __ _ ", .... _ .. _____ .. __ .. _ ...... ____ .9.OQ ...... _ 

I < MIN (A,B) j. SQRT (B) 
, I 

B + C 

(a) Some of the functional operators which use quontity value operands and develop a 
quantity value result ore +, -, *, / , **, SIN, MIN, MAX, ABS. (b) Some of the true
false value functional operators ore: 1\ (and), V (Inclusive or), .... , (not). (c) Some of 
the string value functional operators may be: concatenate, extroct, code, etc. 
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(d) There are relational functional operators which deal with '1uantity value operands: 
.e~~, =,~, > J.;t . 0ther relational functional operators deal with true-false value operands: 
::; .:t.::> (imp/ies), etc. There may also be a well developed group of relational operators 
for string value operands, but this will re'luire the development of a symbol hierarchy. 
==.¥ do not depend on this hierarchy but ~/> do depend on it. All relational functional 
operators result in a true-false value result. 

(e) Because of the header-troiler type construction it is necessary to define a third logical 
state (beside True and False). For Instance suppose a particular CS Is used for the header 
and in the third trailer column it doesn't matter whether this CS Is True or False. We 
could show this by writing : .. TJ 0R [F) , but this seems somewhat lengthy. Another 
alternative would be to leave the box blank, but this might lead to errors of omission. 
It therefore seems desirable to predefine a special function name to represent a generalized 
operand which will always result in the value [ T) regardless of the functional operator 
or other operands. For symmetry we could also define a function name . to represent a 
generalized operand which will always result in the value [F] regardless of the functional 
operator or other operands. 

This concept of a universal truth function and a universal false function should be ex
plored much further to determine if a universal value set and a null value set can be 
be consistently defined so as to permit the proper use . of all of the various functional 
operators (R) which might be used between a t:A and CB. 

(5) An Action (AS) does not have a value since it simply designates carrying out the 
instruction of a procedural operation. There appear to be four major types of procedural 
operators: 

Assignment 

Procedure Control 

Communication 

Definition 

(a) The Assignment operator associates a particular value with a nome. Using assign .... 
as to mean "is assigned the value of" we con show: 

assign N as Lliteral J I name I expression 

The assignment establishes a value as of that point in the procedure. Further procedural 
operators may modify or change this value assignment. 

The following examples show a few possible forms of Assign actions: 

assign N UMI3ER-0F-DEPENDENTS as [7] 

assign SALARY as GR0SS-PAY 

assiQn DEDUCTl0NS as L600J * EXEMPTl0NS 
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assign SENI0R as YEARS> (3) 

assign ANSWER as SQUARE-R00T ( [2] * U/I) 

The value class of the name must match the value class of the literal, name or ex
pression generating the value. Assignment has the Implication of execution. 

(b) A Procedure Control operator Involves the next Instruction (or Table) to be carried 
out. The basic. operator Is G0 T0 which designates next following (succeeding). There 
Is some qu~tlon concerning the use of 00 where It could be stated that we are merely 
using a complex assign operator. However I for now, we can certainly think of 00 In 
the sense of G0 T0 and C0ME BACK. 0ther Procedure Control operators are START 
and ST0P. The basic form Is: 

go to PR0CEDURE-NAME. 

(c) A Communication operator Involves fixing Information In a particular form or at 
a particular value for later use. Examples Include READ" WRITE, PUNCH, etc. 

read TRANSACTl0N - REC0RD 

write ERR0R - MESSAGE 

punch INSTRUCTI0N 

(d) The Define operator is , closely akin to Assign. The form Is: define NAME as VALUE. 
Value may be represented by a literal, a name or an expression, but It Is Inherently 
non-executable. This Is a substitutive operator; the nane may be replaced by the value 
term wherever Its value is being used. Examples are: 

define EXEMPTl0N as (600) 

define C0DE as EMPL0YEE- NUMBER 

define AGE-GR0UP, as (AGE': f20J j / [5J 

Define Is one major aspect of the open-endedness of the sYst~ms language that we are 
developing. In spite of the many compiling difficulties that may be encountered In 
using a Define operator it permits the introduction of short-cuts and changes at the Data 
Transformation level without having ,to modify the Data Description. It would seem 
logical therefore to extend the use of Define to Include the Possibility of making a 
formal element or set definition Including value,class, form, etc. This should certainly 
I;>e investigated further to determine its reasonableness and usefulness . 
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(e) As In the Conditional portion of the Table It Is also desirable In the Action portion 
to provide for a header-trailer type of construction. The following statements are 
aimed at accomplishing this: 

AS::= AS, f: where € represents "Execute" 

<null) ::=n.wheren...represents "Not Execute" 

for Assign and Define Actions, AS::= AN,R,AV 

where AN represenb the name, R the Assign or De'flne operator and AV 
the value term. 

for Procedure Control Actions, AS::= AP, P 

where AP represents the procedure-name and P the Procedure Control operatOr. 

for Communication Actions, AS::= AT, C 

where AT l'~presenb the set name and C the Communication operator. 

0n this basis the following forms ore possible In head_troller constructlon. 

header trailer -AS C; 
C AS 

AS /'V 
AN,R AV 
AN R AV -----. 
AV,R AN 
AV R,AN 
~ P 

P AP 
_ _ AT __ 

----~---c AT 

(f) I believe that ...vHF! , tf,ese fq,.mats It Is possible to show that any Action In on Evans 
table can be represented adequately, as can any Action from a Crawford Table. Therefore, 
further study and evaluation should probably be In terms of what Is most effective from 
a systems engineering viewpoint rather than with a "It can't be handled" attitude. 

Burton Grad/lsd 
7/12/60 



THE "EXPL0SI0N" 0PERAT0R 
AS USED IN PR0DUCTl0N C0NTR0L 
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The structure of one basic production control activity can be developed fairly 

readily . This Is the function commonly known os "Explosion" . The Explosion 

operator converts a time - demand for a particular commodity Into a time - demand 

for a set of resources. Commonly this operator Is associated with determining the 

parts and materials needed to support an end product . However, It would be just 

as valid to include the determination of machine and labor loads since this is 

simply the same operator applied to a different set of resources. 

This paper wi /I try to define a general formulation of the deterministic case of 

explosion. It will be done in the context of a specific parts determination example, 

but would be directly analogous for labor or machine requirements. The particular 

formulation may very well not be optimal for anyone machine, however , It is a 

convenient way of describing the over-all logic . 

It is necessary to define certain terms: 

I. A commodity Is any object desired by a customer. Each commodity 

hos ossoc i ated wi th I t an i den ti fi er • Commodities Include products, reports, service, 

etc. 

2. A resource is any object used to satisfy a demand for a commodity. 

This may be a tool, jig, fixture, materiol, assembly, machine tool, labor, money, etc. 

I. The ideas expressed here were developed with the aid of Mr. A. Bernstein of Moth 13, 

Applicotion, IBM. 
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3. The unit of measure by which we describe the omount of a commodity 

or resource required may be pieces, pounds, gollons, minutes, dollars, etc . 

4. The quantity ossociated with a particular cammodity will always be 

in terms af a unit of measure. This unit of measure may be implied if it is obvious 

from context or consistent throughout a class of problems (e.g. $in Accounting reports). 

5. Demand for a quantity of a commodity will only be meaningful if it 

has a "due" date (or required dote) associated with it. This in no way constrains or 

describes the profit or loss which will result from not meeting the date. This' simply 

establishes a point of reference without which a production control problem has little 

meaning . This does not preclude the possibility of implicitly defining the due dote 

through the context of the problem. 

6. ·The usage quantity of a resource means the amount of that resource 

(in the appropriate unit of measure for the resource) required per unit of the demand 

commodity (in its appropriate unit of measure). For instance, the usage quantity of 

a porticular kind of point for a porticular model of automobile may be expressed as 

5 (gallons}/(one car), where the two units of measure may well be implied by the 

problem context. 

7. Finally, the setback time for a resource can be defined graphically 

as shown below: 
2.3 

I 

-1 
IS" 

I I I I 
~J , 'VI r~ ·S _4- -:3 - 2 ~ I 0 
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Commodity A has a due date of O. Resource 15 must be available 1 time 

period before this due date, hence the setback time for Resource 15 In Commodity 

A Is 1 time period. Resource 1 must be available 2 time periods prior to the com-

pletion 'of commodity A, hence its setback time is 2 time periods . Similarly the 

setback time for Resource 23 in Commodity A Is also 2 time periods . 

WIth these definitions it is now possible to describe the operands associated with 

the Explosion operator: 

1. There is a Commodity Demand List (D) which has the following 

structlKe: 

Commodity Demand Due 
Identifier Quantity Date 

A 5 11 
A 7 12 
A 2 15 
A 1 16 
B 4 13 

The order of the elements of this list should not be Implied by the porticular order 

used In this example. 

2. There is a Resource Usage List (U) which looks as follows : 

Commodity Resource Usage Setback 
Identifier Identifier Quanti! Time 

A 1 2 2 
A 15 6 1 
A 23 3 2 
B 1 4 1 
B 12 1 4 
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Again, the order of this list should not be implied by the way the example is 

written. 

3. The result of using, the Explosion operator on the Commodity Demand 

Ust and the Resource Usage List Is to produce a Resource Demand LIst (R) with the 

individual entries having specialized meaning. Each row In the U LIst Is examined 

and Its commodity identifier compared for each row In the D LIst. Whenever the 

Commodity Identifiers match, a new row Is created In the RUst, with the elements 

structured as follows: 

R Resource Identifier = U Resource Identifier 

R Demand Quantity =(D Demand Qty)X (U Usage Quantity) 

R Due Date =(D Due Date - U Setback Time 

{ 

This Is an example of the Resource Demand List: 

Resource Demand Due 
Identifier Quantity Date 

I 10 9 
15 30 " 23 15 9 
I 14 10 ~t 

15 42 " 23 21 10 
I 4 13 

15 12 14 
23 6 13 

1 2 14 
15 6 15 
23 3 14 

1 16 12 
12 4 9 

The particular sequence of solution or examination is of no impor tance to the nature 

of the operator as long as every poss ible resource demand is dete rmined. 
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It is possible therefore to state that 

D (X) U ~ R or (X) (D,U) ~ R 

'Nhere D, U, and R represent the respective Lists and (X) represents the Explosion 

operator. 

This description of the Explode operator permits a fully recursive definition for 

a multiple level process. We only need to make the following statement: 

Any resource may be considered as a commodity at a subsequent 

explosion level. 

0n this basis the R List is completely equivalent to the D List and can be 

treated as a D List for a subsequent use of the Explosion operator. 

As can be seen, this approach does not explicitly recognize a~y of the common 

efficiency problems associated with performing on expl05ion procedure. We are 

being quite careful to distinguish between the operator which defines the transfor

mation of certain objects. Particular ways of achieving this transformationJgiven 

different parameters for the Lists and given a specific machine) can be described 

separately. 
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TRANSFORMATION LOGIC 

The following report proposes a structure for detailed analysis 
and formulation of the Transformation Logic used in applying Tabular 
Form to a precise systeIns language. It suggests Inajor study topics 
and then divides the Table construction area into a series of specific 
subjects. Each of these subjects then has possible solutions described. 
certain probleIns stated and indicates the related portions of previous 
reports. It is our hope that this framework will provide a basis for 
intensive future work and for relating our work with that of the Language 
Structures COInmittee. 

We feel that there are three major study topics for work in 
Tabular techniques: 

I Table Construction and Data Description 
11 Applications 

III Language Implementation 

At the present we are not particularly concerned with Language 
Implementation (III). but have been concentrating on Table Construction (I) 
so that appropriate Applications Studies (II) may be carried out. 

In subdividing the Table Construction part of the first topic we 
believe there are three key subjects: 

A. Inside - Box Considerations 
B. Within - Column Logic 
C. General Table Consideration" 

We will discuss each of these subjects in turn indicating specific 
area" of work. approp date solutions. etc. 

Subj ect (A) Inside - Box Considerations: 

(1) Operators: 

We have identified certain general element operators: 

(a) quantitative (+. -. *. I. power. absolute. sine. square 
root. etc.). These operators may require 1. 2 or more 
quantitative factors as input and result in a quantitative 
value. 
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(b) true-false (Andalso (1\), Andor (V). Or ('It). Not (-) ). 
These operiltors may require 1 or 2 true-false factors 
as input and result in a true-false value. 

(c) string (Concatenate, Insert, Replace. Substring. etc.). 
These operators may require 1. 2 or more string factors 
as input and result in a string value. 

(d) mixed (Tran.form, Convert, Count. etc.) 
These operator. typically require either 1 string factor 
or else I quantita.tive factor a. input and then result 
in one quantitative factor or ehe one Btring factor ... 
the oppo.ite of what waB available to start. 

(e) multiple (not yet explored) 
TheBe operators would use single or multiple input 
factors to establish multiple result values. 

There are also a. number of Relational Element Operators: 

(f) special (Exist, Defined, Non-existent, Undefined). 
These operators establish whether a particular element 
has an established value or whether the value assigned 
has defined meaning in terms of the Data Element 
Description. The input is typically a .ingle factor 
and the result i. a true-false value. 

(g) quantitative relational (Less than, Greater than, Equal, 
and their negative.), These operators require 2 
quantitative factor. as input and result in a true-false 
value. 

(i) at ring relational (Identical, Not Identical, Lower, Higher) . 
These operator. require 2 string factor. as input and 
result in a true-false value. 

There are Set mAnipulative operator.: 

(j) general (arrange, extract, join, etc.). 
These operator. require I, 2 or more sets as input and 
result in a new .et. 

(k) complex (explode, update, post, etc.). 
These operators change values of elements as well as 
change set membership. 1 or more sets and/ or elements 
are required aa input a. either a set or an element may 
re sutt. 
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(1) S.t rela~ (I:qaln.l.nt. Identical. Sub •• t and th.ir 
.... Uy •• ). TU •• o,.r.ton r.quir. 2 .et. a. input • 
• DAI r •• lIlt ia • true-fal •• value. Specifically th.y will 
... miII. th ••• two •• t. for id.tatical value.. id.ntical 
orel.r, .1.m.Gt 1l&In •• 1mUarity, etc. It may be 
•• c •••• ry to Iliff.r.atlat. th. operator. for lIllordered •• tI 
from tho •• for orel.r.el .et •• Thi. point r.quir .. furth.r .tudy. 

Tb.r. ar. otla.r op.rato ... which may be of pa'rticular 
aiplflcaac.: 

(m) CbaIll' value 01' •• t memb.raMp (Auiln. Copy. 
Communicate. !lec.ive. Tran.mit. etc). 
The.e provide for tb. 'pecific •• aoclatioft o( a parti
cular value with _ ".mellt _ •• It may b. pouibl. 
to chanl' the value 01' .lee it may be rellarded a. a 
"p.rmanent" value a.dllnment. 

(a) DefiDitioa (D.fia.) 
TIli. operator provid •• for a .ub.titution of .ome other 
f.ctor for an .1.m.llt or •• t name whenever it i. 
r.f.rr.d to. 

(0) Sequ.nce control (Goto. Interrupt. Stop. p.rform. Come 
from. Prior rul •• Start. etc). 
The.e ar. inher.nUy "proceelural" 'operatore which do 
not th.m •• lve. chanl' data e1.ment valu ••••• t m.mber
.hip. or •• tabU.1a coDAlitionallollc; how.ver. th.ir 
importanc. Ue. in th.lr abUity to break up a hillhl y 
compl •• d •• crlptiotl iaeo an uad.rttan4abl. Iroup of· 
.impl.r d •• crlptioll • • They proviele a conveDi.m way to 
.ubdlvlde .y.tem 10pc _d a .horthanel for lnelieatinl 
conditioftal repetitioll or oreler of action ... cution. 

The operatora in each category will be .ultably extenel.d and 
arranllement. will be maele eo that new or epeclalbeel operator. may be 
defined in term. of the badc operatora predefin.d by the Langualle 
Specificatlon. It b expected that each operator el.finition in the lanllnalle 
.pecification will explic:iUy el.note the repre.entation of the operator 
(warde. eymbo1e. abbreviatione). the tyPe and number of input factore 
requireel anel/or permitt.d. The type of re.ult will be indicated and aleo 
any parameteriaation allowed. In oth.r worel. each operator will have a 
full elefinition .h.et with .ultabl. exempl .. of Itl u.e. 

(Z) Factora: 

We have ielentifieel four value ela •••• which fActorr value can a.lllume. 

\ 



(a) qll&ntitative -- arithmetically manipulatable value. 
relardle .. of number baae. radix poiDt or Iraphic •. 
(See B. Orad. July ll. Section C. PI; 7). 

(b) true-labe -- 'boolean ... alllea. 
(See B. Orad. July ll. SecUoa C. PI. 7 and 8). 

(c) atriDl -- any ordered ayDlbol. other Claan true-lahe 
or qll&ntitative. If a quantitative .ymbol (e. I. 1. 7) 
i. uaed iD a atrin, it haa a dillereDt meaniD, from that 
lame eym'bol lIaed iD a quaDtity. (See B. Grad. July ll. 
Section C. PI. 8). 

(d) eet -- a collection of value a nch of which may be of 
any of the three typu. A aet doea not of itaelf have a 
value ill. the .. n.e that it cannot be directly manipulated 
by qll&ntitative. true-fabe or .triD, operatora. The values 
of the .et element. may be aa.ociated with element names 
but do not have to be. There ie a reference order for 
a .. t though thi. haa nothinl to do with actual phy.ical 
.equence. 

There are three badc waye of referrin, to a particular value: by a 
Literal. Name or Expreui.on. The meaning and u .. of theee term. 18 
de.cribed in B. Orad. July ll •• ect. C. pag .. 8 and 9. The definition. 
given may be extended to incorporate Set Literale. Set Name. and also 
Set Expreuion •. Literale muet be ea.Uy differentiated from Names or 
Expres.ion •. Thi. needs further exploration. 

Rule. for the formation of Expre.aton. u.inl veriolll operator • 
• hould be .tated under the appropriate value type cate,ory. In addition 
each of the value type definition. and rul" for uain, Literal. and forming 
Nam ... hould be more clearly spelled out. Furthermore the Set-Element 
Oeecriptlon .hould provide a convenient mean. for .. tabU.hinl value 
type and abo .pecific value to be a .. ociated with a particular Name. The 
development of thie Oe.cription Sheet .hould .lIpply eUective definition. 
for many of the term. u.ed uDder Factor •. 

There are other type. of Factora which need to be con.ldered. For 
in.tance we may find it convenient to name or otherwi.e identify tables, 
rowe, column •• partlcular condition. or particular action •• The abUity 
to name .ubroutinee or function., equipment., or varioue a •• ociated 
phyalcal objecta (e. I. machine toole, peraonnel. locationa) may have a 
etronl impact On the communicabUlty of any .y.teml l&nluale. The 
comment. in ALOOL-60 in reference to Labell and the COBOL, Com
mercial Tranllator, FACT and Flowmatlc dilcuaelone of name. may 
prove of value to u •. Certainly we mu.t explore eet namee. name quaU
fication of element. aDd even the pouibUity of uaiD, jargon name •. 
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For example ia it po .. ible that ... e can communicate at the jargon 
l evel with data proce .. in, machine. -- can a machine' (intuitively) 
under.tand the difference between a "report" and a"gl'aph"? 

(3) Conditione : 

Certain Boxe. will only be able to accept Condition. a. their content. 
Theae will be called Condition Boxee. A Condition is defined ae a proper
ly con.tructed croup of operator. and factore which can be determined 
to be either eatidied or un.atianed, i. e •• who.e condition value can be 
determined. The comment. in COBOL. AprU 1960 page V-2 (except for 
the la.t paragraph) are appropriate. Evaluating a Condition does not 
change the value of any factor involved in .uch an evaluation. 

A Condition Box conaiata of three thing.: Condition Operator •• 
Facto rs, and Condition syntax or .tructure. 

There a.re only certain Condition Operator •. We identify parti
cularly the varloue relational operator., (f, g, h. i, 1). 

'One Facto r i. worthy of epecial mention; this ia the Condition Name 
which represent. a Conditional Expre •• ion. Thia Name i. u.ed a. though 
the Expression were substituted for the Name. The Name repre.entat1on 
it8elf cannot be described in a Condition Box; it must be done with a Define 
Operator either in a Define BoX;. or in the Data Description. 

The internal structure of a Condition Box permits a lI:reat deal of 
experimentation. It may. however, be desirable initially to limit the 
variations in the interest of simplicity and clarity. It will certainly be 
possible later on to add further sophiatication. to the Condition Box . 
Structure. The following comments and examples are intended to pro
vide only a fundamental structure. 

An evaluated Condition wUl be either satisfied or unsati.iied. If 
a particular C ondition Box statement is met or i8 "Not Pertinent.""to a 

I 
Decision Rule then the Condition Box ia .aid to be saU.iied. If the .tate-
ment is not met or if undefined values are related to defined value. then 
the Condition Box is said to be unaatidied. 

A Condition Box statement must always be totally satisfied or else 
it is un.atidied . A simple Condition i. one which con.ists of a single 
Condition Operator and the appropriate number of factors. Simple Con
ditions can only be compounded within a Box by the proper uae of connect
ives between legitimate simple Conditions. Implied repetition of any 
facto r or operator is not permitted within a Box. True-false factors do 
not rec eive special treatment within a Condition Box. 
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The entire issue of Connectives is quite up in the air. They are 
not the same as true - false operators . nor do they exhibit .the same pro
p e rties. However the English language equivalents for the true-false 
operators happen to be essentially the same as the primary Connectives 
which we would like to use. One a'olution would be to restrict the true-false 
operators to symbolic representation (e. g. 1\. V, etc.) and reserve the English 
words for Connectives; an alternative would be to use special punctuation 
symbols like comma. semi-colon, etc. to represent the Connectives and 
keep the English words for true-false operators. This will Obviously require 
further work before any firm proposal can be made. 

The various artifices suggested in B . Grad. July 11, Section C, 
page 10 should be ignored in terms of Inside-Box Condition construction. 
These problems will be discussed under General Table Considerations. 
Reference is made in this context to D. Nelson. August 17. 

Examples of valid Simple Conditions are: 

x = Y 

z. 1- ·2 : ~ 

PAY. CODE = 6 

MARRlED (e. g. MARlT AL. STATUS • 3) 

X~ (A I 4) 

3)2 

I:A andor X) ,. Y 

( (A/ X) f. 3 • PAY. CODE 

DATE = lZ3160 

" . "'AME not • GEORGE 

(MONTH concatenate DAY) higher than 0228 

\I WHITE"is subset of SNOW 

FILE. A is equivalent to FILE. C 
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('" ActioD8 : 

Action Box" . serve to ch~nge v~lues. There ~r .. apparently two 
major type. of special Action Opeu.tors: As s ian and Cornmu.nicat ... Assian 
is describ .. d in B. Grad, July 11, 'Section C, paae ll. It is executable and 
provides that a Name will retain the auian.ed value until it 18 changed by 
a neW Asdan. The sequence of As stan Boxes may b. pertin .. nt to the use 
of th .. values. Assisn alBo permits Actions of the form: 

A. sia" J as J .f. 1, where a Name is ,iven a value as a function of 
a previouely assigned valu .. for that same Name. Aseian provides for 
quantitative, tru .. -fal .... or string valu .. manipulation as w .. ll as th ..... tablish
ment of appropriate set valu .. s. 

The qu .. stion is raised as to wh .. ther there should be a special 
Assian operator for modifying factors inside a B ox. There are many proa 
and cons to this iasue which should be explored in depth befor .. making 
eV .. n a tentative decision. 

The second type of special Action Operator 18 Cornmllnicate. On .. 
solution to this is deecribed by Mal Smit h, July 1960 where h .. suggests 
the use of Receive and Tran8mit as the particular Operators in this class. 

Action Nam •• s would be used to represent functions or tables. It 
is probably desirable that we pe!"mit parameterization of Action Namea. 
This could alao be interpreted 110 as to permit a {unction which generates 
multiple values ra.ther than just one value. However. opening this loophole 
would automatically indicate resolution of the question as to whethBr a 
single Action Box can be used til establish the value of more than one factor 
Name. 

The construction of Actions aeems quite straightforward. The rules 
for using Action Operators are such that we consider that a value will be 
eatabUahed for a Name by evaluating an expre8aion. named function or 
other factor. BaBic quelltions have to do with whether to allow multiple 
value assignment within an Action Box. This alao leads to consideration of 
what connectives to UBe to indicate independent versua non-independent 
value assignments. For instance, we might specify that a s .. ries of Actions 
separated by a semi-colon muat be execut .. d in the order specified while 
those aeparated by periods may bs in any aequence. This entire issue of 
independence and dependence will boe discussed in the Between-Box portion 
of this paper. However, under the category of Action Boxes we need to resolve 
the question of permitting compound Action8. 
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Example. of valid Simple Action. are: 

auiln PAY. CODE a. 336611 

a .. iln WEEK. PAY •• HOURS. RATE 

auian MARRIED a. MARITAL. STATUS identical 1 

auian LINE. A •• SET. B 

receive PAY. DATA from TIME. CARD 

tranamit CHECK. INFO to PAY. CHECK 

(5) Definition.: 

Definition Boxes aerve to as sociate a Name with a yalue generating 
factor. The bade Oper<l.tor iaDEFINE which is not executable per ee. Rather 
it imputee a aubatitution. Whenever a Defined Name is used in an Action 
it will have the Definition .ub.tituted for it. Thia can alao be viewed .from 
tho ,tandpoint that a Defined N .. me will be evalua.ted in term. of the under
lying or "root" values each time it ill ueed. Suwose we have the followina 
Box".: 

define K as P t [7J 

assign R as K • R 

The Define Statement would indicate that K is not to be evalua.ted except 
when it is uled; and when it ie .valuated it is in terma of the then current 
value of P. In a Define .tatement the .ame Name cannot app.ar in both the 
"aubject" and "predicate". A definition i. perd.tent throughout a system 
de.cription, but the value is not. In contrast, an A.Bignment results in a 
parti c~ar value for a Name which can only be modified by another A •• ign
ment. Definitions can be nested .0 that P might in tU'l'n be defined in terms 
of Q, and so on. The point at which a definition .~ppeara i. of no importance • 

• It is always treated as though it occurred at the very belinninl. Definition. 
should occur only in Unconditional Table. aince otherwi •• there would be 
the po .. ibUity of their beinl overlooked in a particular .olution path. The 
problem of compoolnd define .tatemente do •• not .eem to arl •• except in 
conjunction .... ith multiple .ynonym •• 
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(6) Sequence Control: 

Th., final area of In,ide - BOlt disculsion i. concerned with eltprell
ing sequence co~trol. 'Thil may b., concerned with column I.,lection, Table 
I election, etc. Reference il made to M. K. Hawu letter Auau.t 16. 1960 
in which she speakl 01 Goto, Perform. Halt and Stop. In thil cIa .. Ihould 
also be considered Prior R~e. A Sequence Control ltatement do"s not 
change any values. but it is of critical aignilicance to the effective delcription 
of the logic of a Iy.tem. 

To support Sequence Control it i. necel.ary to be able to name 
certain control points in the transformation logic description. In Tabular 
form this ~equires identilying a Table Name (numeric. mnemonic or descrip
tive) or even a particular entry point in a Table; it allO may require explicit 
deSignation of individual Boxes (probably through a column-r.:)w numeric 
code) . 

The .iInplest Sequence Control Operator is Goto. which Itates 
unequivocally that logic control should next proceed to the designated named 
location. It can be used as a short-hand way .:)f indicating the repetition of 
certain Condltions. This saIne effect can be produced by the u.e of a Prior 
Rute designation. IInplicitly. this subsumes (or repeats) all previous condition. 
preceding that particular branch. This is a highly important convenience 
because without it we would have to go to very large. highly qualified Tablel; 
with this sequence control ability we ca.n break a complex logic into a 
series of sIna11er problems. It is of course e .. ential to the sYltems planner 
that he keep c;!freful track of all logical conditions indicated by the chain of 
Goto's or Prior Rules. This in itself can be a complex problem and may al.o 
require the use of Tab'J.lar forIn to Inaintain logical understanding and cont1'ol. 

Two otfer Sequence Contr,?l Operators are quite simple; these a1'e 
Halt and Stop. In the first case we provide for a planned interruption for 
Inanual intervention--maybe to add a new factor or make a non-formalized 
decision. This would provide for operational control al in a Man-Machine 
Simulation of a system. Stop concludes the process and indicate. that the 
transformation logic has been fully defined. 

The fO:lrth Sequence Control Operator is Perform. It i. I1led to 
represent the idea of "Goto and Retl1rn". There i. a seriol1. queltion a. to 
t)le need for this device in a systeIns planner'l Tra:uforfl1atioll Logie. 
Baaically it i8 a device for cascading levels of Table •• In other words. in 
a Box we can indicate by a PeriorIn .tatement that a whole let of Conditionl 
and Actions are to be carried out. Thi. then ia a convenience device designed 
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to avoid compl_ ela.bon.tion of a particular path within a certain Table or 
elle a meana for" repeatini" a atandard lubroutine in 'many Tablel. 
Theae are the two major concepts -- (1) an in - line part of the Tranafor
mation LOile which could hAve been connected by a Go~o the indicated 
lub-i\Lrea and then a Goto ~aclt to the main - line and (Z) a Bub-routine 
(parameterized or not) which could only be handled by the main - line Table 
havini pre.et a return instruction before uaing the Goto. There iI, how
ever, an alternative made Available by the combined use of the Define 
and Assign Operatora. The Subroutine can be Named and appropriately 
Defined. Then throuih a multiple Auign (with or without parameterizA
tion) the subroutine can be executed with provision built-in for loutoma.tic 
continuation of the main-line table. With this alternative there i. a 
reasonable likelihood that the Perform Operator will not be needed at all. 

(7) Summary 

Inside-Box Criteria require an understanding of the various types 
of boxes which the following have been identified: Condition, Action, 
Definition and Sequence Control. Each of these boxes may contain a luit
able statement consisting of appropriate Operators and Factora loa re
quired for that type of box. Operators are a means of transformini Factors: 
Set. and Elements. A Factor may consist of Literal, Name Or Expresaion. 
Careful consideration will have to be given to each of t~ese identified 
topics and adequate definitions of each specific item will be needed. 

Subject (B) Within-Column Considerations: 

Certainly one of the most potent reasonS for using a tabular form 
for recording transformation logic is the ability to relate one box to 
another visually; it permits almost automatic implication of certain 
"no;'e" words that are required in normal sentence conatrucHon. Fur
ther, the basic value of the table form comes from the ability to readily 
aa.ociate conditions with actiona and to compare alternative aeta of 
conditions or alternative courses of action. So whUe there are lome 
advances in the Inside-Box concepts mentioned under Section A, we begin 
to aee the baaic advantage. of table form as we examine Within-Column 
po .. lbilitiee . 

Essentially, the table form permits ready v;'ua.l aggregation of 
conditions or actions and visual relationship between iroups of condition a 
and group. of actions. In every exa mple seen to date the evaluation of a 
group of conditions (in a single row or column) directly indica.te. whether 
or not to carry out a group of action. (in that same row or column). 
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For convenienco, we wUl talk. about a decidoll rule being expreued in 
& column rather than a row, though of course the two io:o:m. are equiva
lent. To organb:e the further dhcu.eion on thh topic we will .ub-divide 
the subject &I follow.: (1) Among Condition Box ... ; (Z) Among Action 
Boxe.; (3) Between Condition. and Actione; (4) Among Conditione, Action., 
O.finitione and Sequence Control. 

(1) Among Condition Box ... 

Each Condition Box can be individually .. valuated and each wUl 
be .ati.Hed Or not .aU.ned a. a re.ult of thb evaluation. We can 
therefor. relate each box to the Whole and indicate whether the whole 
group of condition .. i •• atiefied. In the eimple.t ca •• we .peak of ind.
pendent, required Condition Boxe •. Ind .. pendent means that nO condi
tion i. a function of anoth .. r; more dmply, evaluating on .. condition 
has no .. ffect on any oth .. r condition. Required ref .. r. to th .. fact that 
.aUefacUon of all Condition. ie n .. c .... ary; thb can be thought of as 
"if C} and d.o C an·"\ al.o C ", where all three Condition. mu.t be 
.ati. ied to sati.fy the whole.) 

We can make this more complex by permitting other logical 
connectives b .. tween Conditions like "Andor", or "Or". We could allo 
develop "be.t Z out of )" or "at least 3 .atisfi .. d" rule •. In the .impl ... t 
cas .. (if .•. and also ... ) the conditions can be examined in any order 
without influencing whether the group of condition. wUl be .ati.fied. In 
more complex cases this is no longer true and th .. exact .equence of 
tuting could affect the decision. Although it is logically and technically 
poutble to handle these more complex caees it is recommended that 
initial consideration be given solely to independent, required Condition. 
and that only after this is clarified .hould we be concerned with more 
advanced approaches. There l.s a sound reason for this recommendation: 
The basic power of table form resh on visual relationship,,; Complex 
patterns are not visually ea.y to follow or conceive and hence may 
well destroy the original reason for going to tabular form. Because of 
the common need to handle "exclusive or" it should be noted that ita 
incorporation in the Inside-Box concept would provide for the necessary 
flexibUlty; e. g., (Inside a Condition Box) MARITAL ST ATUS is MARRIED 
or MARITAL STATUS i. HEAD. OF. FAMlLY. It may even be desirable 
to offer a .hort-hand notation for this one epecial ca.e if it occur. 
frequently enough; e.g., MARITAL. STATUS b MARRIED or is HEAD OR 
FAMILY. 
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(Z) Amon, ActtOil Boze. 

Implicit la handlin, a Irol1p of actions b the c._ective "and 
then". There mll.t often be • etated seqllence of action perfortDallce slac. 
it ia lUtely that • particular actlOll ... y affect the mile of • factor which 
is ueed in a allbeeq,ueDt &cttoa; The eimple.t caee ie achieved wh_ 
written nqunce (top to bottom) b maintaiaed. Given aay aeriee 
o! actions it ie clear that they can be written in propel' .eqlleace from 
top to bottom. Queetione about e:!!plicit .eqllence iadic&tion ariae 
because of attempt. lot redund&ney elimiDation or for row & •• oclation. 
Theae wUl be elieelle.ed under General Table COileideraUOIl •• 

The problems which ari.e amonl aetioas are coacerned Dot with 
indic&tion of implicit eequence, bllt rather with tho .. actioae which need 
not be done in order, but are auto ... Ucally .eqlleaced la a col_ 
approach. This aame objection ie valid for flow charte, narrattve 
languages and machl..ne-oriented 1angua,e •• The queation can be atated: 
how can we uae seqllential langll&ge and atW iDdicate that two 01' more 
items need not follow each other. No ao~ution is euggeated here though 
certain possibilities are explored briefly. We could have a rule that 
between action boxea there was no aequential relation except •• indicated 
by common use of a certain factor. in which case written sequace would 
hold. We would have to explore whether action to action (nece.sary) sequence 
can always be logically determined; i. e., the Deed for aeqllence, no what 
the proper sequence is. We should alao inve.t~ the uaefulne •• of 
explicit sequence indication. Another approach is to provide a precedence 
matrlx or precedence chart as shown by Baranldn's work. on Precedence 
Matr·~ces and Salveson's p:loper on Assembly Ll..ne Balancing. A third 
approach might be to u .. some special line weight or symbol to indicate 
that the preceding actiona muat be performed prior to carrying out the 
follOwing action(a). 

It ia reconunended at this time that we only d_l with table. with 
the following property: all actiona in a column are to be performed if 
any actions in that co1wnn are to be performed. 

On. other intere.ting idea i. the pouibUity of compactinl actiona 
by allowin, within an acUon boz a complete loop statement like a .. iln 
X as X J I for I from 1 to 10 by 1. This would aUow •• ummarization to be 
explicitly indicated within & sin.1e boa and wowd aYOid certain types of 
Goto and condition tedin,. 
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(3) Between Condition. and Action. 

In virtWllly all illu.trative table. the connection between condi
tion. and action. hal been 'imply. flif ••• then ••. fI. If the .tated condi
tion. are "ati.lied. then execute then action. 'pecified. Thi. may well 
be the .tandard and mo.t .i,nificant need for tables, bllt at lea.t one 
other logical po .. ibUity .hould b~ explored: flif ••• then do not do ... fl. 
Thi. would provide for editing and error correction since a. lona a. 
variou. condition. are .atisfied. no .pecial action need be taken. 

One recommendation 11 that pre.ent .tudie. concentrate on table. 
where satisfying the variou. condition. in column wUl alway. re.ult 
in that column '. actions being carried Ollt. We .hollld alao try to work 
with "cause and effect" relation.hip. or with functional relation.hip •. 
Reliance upon incidental or happenstance relation. i. highly'au.pect 
in that it may make table acceptance and maintenance Ilnnece88arUy 
difficlllt. 

A. far a8 deciding whether to execute a grollp of action •• the 
Among-Condition. control determine. if the Condition-column is 
satisfied. The knowledge of whether a Condition-column 11 sati'.lied 
determine. whether the corre.ponding action-column i. to be executed. 

An interesting development of Condi~ion.Action relations 
be obaerved through the following formula. 

can 

let N = Total number of conditione in a particular column 

and S - nllmber of BatiaHed conditions in that column after 
evaluation. 

then there seems to be 5 pouible situation. 

(1) if S = N then ... 

(2) if S ~ 1 then ... 

(3) if N - S ~ 1 then ... 

(4) if N - <: h .... = r ten ..• 

(5) if p.s; (N - S)~ r then ... for P# r 



Th •• e can be reformulated a. follo ... : 

General C ••• : 

if p ~ (N - 5) ~ r lor p ~ r ~ 0 

(1) p = r • 0 

O~N - S~O 

(z) p - 0 ; r : N - 1 

o~ N - S~ N - 1 

(3) P = 1 ; r : N 

l~N - S~N 

(4) p = r> 1 

(5)p~r ; O~p~N 

p~N - S~r 

What this reformulation mean. i. that for each table (or even for each 
column in a table, we could .pecify a "p" and an "r" and thia would 
full y describe the logic for carrying out the action. in that column. 

(4) Among Condition., Action., Definition. and Sequence Control. 

The ffrat point we might recognise ia the usefulne •• of an "un
conditional" colllJ1U1. Thh .ay. that the action., definition., etc. in that 
column are to be carried out alway •. Thb can be done in a one column 
Table (the "degenera,te" form) or by it. ".e a. the "la.t" column in 
a table (an "all othera" column) or in a table with multiple eet. of 
actions permitted it could be any column (a "mu.t" column). 
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In general Goto .hould occur after all other actions have been 
specified, hence it may be desirable to require Goto operations in the 
last row of a Table. Prior Rule operations .hould occur as the first row 
in a Table. The question of sequence control will be discussed more 
fully under Subject (C) General Ta ble Con.ideration •. We only want to 
note that a column will need to be able to diatinguish at least these 
basic relationships: must come directly from; must come from one of 
these; must previously have been considered (and of course the go to 
complemental. 

Burton Grad 
December 29. 1960 
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A Model of an Elementary Industrial Processing System 

by BURTON GRAD 
Programming Systems, IBM 
March 1, 1960 

The design of an industrial information processing system involves 
an ability to understand the structure of the physical system being 
controlled. This type of understanding is essential if reasonable and 
effective control rules are to be determined and applied. To this end 
it seems pertinent to be able to model or simulate the behavior of a 
particular proposed information processing system to see if it will 
perform in the way that you wish . However, to simulate the performance 
of an information processing system implies a terminology and format 
for expressing the control rules and describing the physical system being 
controlled. 

This paper will present a proposed terminology and format for 
such a representation and will illustrate the use of these ideas in the 
context of a simple example . As a clear corollary it would seem logical 
that a generalized simulation language structured in this way might prove 
highly beneficial to those charged with the information systems design. 

Suppose we try to describe a simple manufacturing business which 
has but one operation, one product model, a single source of supply 
and just one customer. A flow chart of the physical flow in such a business 
might appear as follows in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 

I SUPP-I---+f 
'LlER 
l __ -' 

\---.j0 PERr----l>/" 
AT ION 

I 
)---.j SHIP I---.jCUST-j 

OMERI 
,-__ I 
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The flow of material is from left to right . There are six Stations in the 
system with each of the different types of stations being represented by 
a different symbol: 

-0 

-0-

-c 

represents a material source 
external to the controlled system. 

represents an inventory of Ii 
product model or a material. 

represents a processing station 
which in some way transforms 
material. 

represents a customer who is 
essentially a product "sink" 
and is external to the controlled 
system. 

The status of the system, from a purely physical .standpoint, can be describe d 
at any point in time by defining the number of product or material units at 
each station within the controlled system. To aid in expressing this we 
have numbered the stations as shown on the next page in Fig. 2, and 
identified the "product" which, of course, changes identity after the 
"make" operation. 
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Fig. 2 
,-' 

I~VENt :SUPP-I lMAKE I &VEN~ ... . . J SHIP I . _.[CUST-I 
' LIER ~~ORY i TORY ; OMERI L.. •. ___ 

" / 
,~-- .. ' 

A .. I" Al 

We can speak of the Raw Inventory at the Inventory Stations and the 
Irrpro~ess Inventory at the Processing Stations. Hence, the values Ii. 
~A1 ' I AI ' IX1 are required to define the current status of the physical 
system. 

I~n means the Inventory at Station s of product model m. To introduce 
the time concept Iih is always defined at a particular point in time, repre
sented by t. Hence . rlh,!: would be the general format for describing the 
physical status of the business at the beginning of time interval t. 

The first step beyond this static representation is to introduce the 
fa ctors which will transform the system from its state at t .. 1 to its 
state at t = 2 . Essentially. we nee d a record of all movement between 
stations during time interval 1. 

t = I 2 3 

time inte rval = ~ t . 2"+- 3 
This can be done by defining a set of shipments to represent this movement. 
Using H to stand for shipments (S is used later for another factor). Hli 
means the shipment from Station 2 of product A during time interval 1. 

1 2 3 H4 5 He nce HA, l' HA• l' HAl. l' AI. I' HAl, I are needed to completely 
ite mize all physical events which take place during time interval 1. The 
genera l form is H~ t . 

• 

)/ 
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On this basis we can define 

• 2 
I A, 1 + 2 

H A, 1 

To generalize this relationship we need to introduce the succeed-precede 
concept . 

4 

Station 1 is said to precede Station 2 if its output passes to that station 
either directly or indirectly. In our simple business, Station 1 precedes 
Station 2 and Station 3. Succeed is the opposite of precede . In other words 
Station 3 succeeds Station 2 and Station 1. These relationships are summar
ized in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 ---_._.'--- .. _--_._-
Station no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 

Precede (-) 2 +1 0 -1 -2 ~ 3 -4 

Succeed (+) 3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 - 3 

Relationships 4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 

5 f +4 +3 +2 +1 0 -1 
\ 

6 I +5 +4 +3 +2 +1 0 • , 
.-. . --_._.-' -_._---

The number in the intersection indicates the relationship between the two 
stations . For example the first row indicates that Station 1 precedes 
Station 2 by 1 stage. 

s'-1 
H~ t would be interpreted to mean the shipments of model m during 

time lliterval t from a station 1 stage before (preceding) Station s . 

The Inventory equation would then have the following form: 

IS .. IS + Hs :- 1 
m,t+1 m,t m,t 
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This is satisfactory except for the case of transforming a material into 
a product model which still needs to be explained. This can be shown by a 
"Gozinto"Table like Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 

Gozinto Table 

._-_ .. -
Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 

- .... --- - - ---- .---- --
"Gozinto" Material - (g) A A A Al Al Al 

-----. .. - - .- ~ .-- ------ ----
Output Product - (m) A A I Al Al Al Al 

. --~-..... --.. _. __ ._-
In the Gozinto Table,m is identified as the "output" model at the station 
under consideration. The Gozinto material (g) may be the same model 
or it may be a different input material. For example, at station 3 the 
model identity is Al but the "Gozinto" material identity is A. Therefore 
the general equation should be: 

= IS + 
m, t 

Hs : l 
m:g, t 

Where m: g means the "Gozinto" material g for model m at succeeding station 
s . To illustrate 

= + 3 
HAl,l 

This fully defines a manner for computing the physical state of a system 
given the initial state (Is t) and the shipments between stations during the 
time interval (Rib t). m, , 

These values, however, have certain built-in constraints . For example 
the amount shi.pped from a station can obviously not exceed the inventory at 
that station at the beginning of the time interval, assuming that any receipts 
during the period would not be in time to be operated on. We might express 
the first part of this constraint by stating that: 

5 
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This establishes the limitation of initial inventory available but it does not 
give recognition to the possibility of immediate access to more input 
material. This can be done by defining the cycle time required to provide 
a shipment from a station. 

C S • Cycle time at Station s for model m. 
m 

If s is an inventory station then C~ can be 0, 80 that the next Station 
(s:+1) may receive additional input material in time to be of direct use 
during that period. This implies a negligible information cycle time 
which is the time it takes to communicate a material requirement to 
the preceding station (s: -1) . So we might repeat the constraint in this 
way: 

IS + I s :- 1 
m,t m:g,t 

So far we have just described the operation of a phySical system with 
no thought of product demands, decision rules or even an explicit 
recognition of the role of information proceSSing. Let's modify the 
original flow chart to bring into play certain of the8e features a8 in Fig. 
5: 

Fig. 5 

Physical flow 

1 

, __ 
Product 

2 3 4 5 6 

,----*{ I ,0 ·I.---JHI-----l 
~1~~----A--------~·~I·~-------A1 ·1 ---

Information flow 

6 
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This "phantom" information system has certain obvious properties. The in
fOl'l1lation flow is essentially the reverse of the physical product flow. There 
is a one to one mapping of stations on decision elements . There are only two 
types of decision elements: Order and Schedule. A Processing Station and a 
Source become Schedule decision elements; the other two become Order 
clements. For the sake of clarity, we will use the same station code numbers 
to identify the decision elements as were used for the physical stations them
selves . The meaning will be obvious from the context. 

The first decision element is that of Order. This function is concerned 
with determining the quantity desired from the preceding station. Without 
getting involved in the structure of a particular rule, we can see that Rih: g, t 
(the order quantity from station s for the gozinto material g for model m 
ordered during time interval t) will depend on present inventory status, 
current orders and unfilled requests from the succeeding stations, forecast 
of future requirements, preceding station cycle time, etc . Each station has 
the opportunity of placing an order on any directly preceding station (s: -1) 
during the preparatory phase of a time interval. 

To examine the meaning of the second decision element, Schedule, it 
will be helpful to review the sequence of events in the system. 

At the very beginning of a time interval (t) we know the inventory status 
of each station is (Is t)' Then an order is received by Station 5 from 
Station 6 (R~U t).. !nation 5 reviews its own inventory and that of Station 
4 to determme'the maximum quantity of the requested model which it can 
process. For Simplicity, let's assume that the cycle for shipping is just 
one time interval so ell " 1. We can also assume that there is a trivially 
simple scheduling rule: 

S5 
A1, t " (min 

6 
R Al, .t' 

where S5 represents the scheduled quantity at Station 5 for period t and 
min starihk for minimum of. 

This rule implies no consideration of unfilled orders about which more 
later. For now we can imagine the customer reordff'ing any unfilled re
quirements at the beginning of the next time interval (t+1) . We can also 
simplify the equations by precluding a ProceSSing Station from having inven
tory not assigned to specific orders. On this basis IiI t " 0; there is no 
available inventory. For instance, under this restrictioh there would not 

7 

even be any actual inventory remaining at the beginning of the next period unless 
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With this approach the general scheduling equation could be reduced to: 

SS 
m, t 

1:1 min 

We can also assume that: 

{ 
Rs:+I 

m, t 
IS: -1 ( 

) m:g, t f 

H s • S6 f C 6 1 or m •. m, t m, t 

This simply means that shipments at the end of a period will always 
equal the quantity scheduled at the beginning of a period if the cycle time 
is one time interval. We have a deterministic, perfectly performing 
facility. 

So Station 5 decides to make S5 t based on orders received and the 
prior station's inventory status. 11: of course, needs immediate delivery 
of the gozinto material if it is to make shipment by the end of the time 
interval. The quantity needed at Station 5 (R~1, t) is ordered from the 
preceding inventory Station 4 . 

Station 4 supplies the material right away (H4 ) and then makes its 
own ordering decision. Here again let's envisidh111t trivially simple 
ordering rule: 

R S 

m,t 
s .. 0 and CS

m
:+1 

where for the case of Cm 

H S '" SS:+1 
m:g, t m, t 

• 1 

In later papers we will try to eliminate these highly restrictive 'tssumptions, 
but for the sake of explanation and understanding, I believe these simple 
rules are most desirable. 

4 
Station 4 will tr.ansmit itg order (R A1, t) to Station 3 which will schedule 

the requlred quanhty. If C A1 '" 2 this would mean that Station 4 would 
not receive delivery until the end of the t + 1st period. In other words, weU 
have to make sure that Station 4 has a properly determined safety stock to 
be able to cover its expected needs at the beginning of period t + 1. 

But Station 3 may not even be able to supply the entire order for Station 4 
since it is itself restricted by the inventory at Station 2. Conversely it may 
have some material half-way through the process that it started during 
period t-1. We have made the statement that no quantities are scheduled 
on order speculati~n so we can assume that any Si1, t-l would have been 

in response to an R A1, t-l 

8 
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If we define SS t to mean the quantity to be started at the beginning m, 
of interval t then we can say (assuming perfect performance): 

H~, Hc-l .. S~, t where c • C s 
m 

The ql antity shipped at the end of the time interval t + C - 1 will equal the 
quantity started at the beginning of t. If c .. 1 then this degenerates into: 

• SS as for Station 5 
m, t 

If C
3
A1 = 2, then H~l, t + 1 = S~l, t 

We can then say that: 

R 3 "S3 
A, tAl, t 

~ min 

This order request (R!, t) is immediately transmitted to the preceding 

inventory Station 2 which responds by delivering the required material: 

H 2 .. R3 
A, t A, t 

This brings out a key aspect of the definition. An inventory station does no 
processing and therefore requires no time. Where there is a function to be 
performed it is necessary to distinguish between the inventory station and 
a processing station. 

2 Ne;2i,Station 2 goes through its ordering procedure: we could think of 
RA, t " HA, t with appropriate provision having been made for safety stock 
to c ushion the demand variance over the lead time interval. 

Let's now introduce the idea of an information lag. Suppose the order 
from Station 2 takes 1 time interval to arrive at Station 1 and suppose 
Station 1 will take 2 time periods to process the material and 1 time period 
to transport it to Station 2. If we simply add these factors together (1+2+1) 
we obtain a lead time of 4 time periods. 

We need to represent separately the ideas of information cycle, proces
sing cycle, transportation cycle and lead time since each is used in a some
what special way in describing an operating system. This can be done by 
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adding a second subscript to the C~ term making it: 

s 
C m i .. Information Cycle , 

C S 
• Processing Cycle m, p 

c s .. Transportation Cycle m, r 

s 
Cd. Lead Time m, 

In the example described, 

1 .. 1 CA . 
, 1 

C
1 

• 2 
A, P 

C 1 "1 
A, r 

cl, d • 4 

This enables us to think of S1, t+1 being in response to R!, t and Hl, t+2 

resulting from Si. t+I. 

10 

Because of the transportation cycle, we should now differentiate between 
a shipment and a receipt so it is useful to define a receipt as an Arrival 
A~: g, t· In this case Ai, t+3 should reflect HA, t+2' The generalized for

mulas would now appear for the deterministic case as: 

s f (Rs:+1 ) S m: g, t+c (1). m: g, t , 

where c(i) .. C~:g, i 

H~, t+c (p)-1 .. ~, t 

where c(p) .. C~, P 

s'+1 
Ani: g, t+c (r) " H

S 
m : g, t 

where c(r) • c::,:g, r 
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AS • f (Rs l 
m:g, t+c(d)-1 m:g, t 

where c (d) • C~: g, d 

c(d) • c(i) + c(p) + c(r) 

Station 1 may have its own problems in terms of raw materials inven
tory, scheduling capacity, and so on, but we will treat the supplier, for now, 
as though it were an infinite, deterministic source so that: 

S1 • R2 
A, t+l A, t (to take into account the information lag) 

and 

A2 .. R2 
A, t+3 A, t 

Diagrammatically the pre paration period would appear as shown in 
Fig . 6. 

Fig. 6 Station 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

R6 
55 5 

~S"--t-I ...;R"'-11 4 ~ 
,H I R . 3 3 3 

,S I R A 
' H2 '~ I 
, I ~ 
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/<'-- -- TIME INTERVAL 1 ------

Where S1 refe r s to scheduling the order placed by Station 2 during the prev
ious time interval. 

At the othe r end of the time interval, the termination period, there is no 
m e aningful sequence of shipments and arrivals, but there is an order of 
calculation. Each non- inventory station ships the quantity it had scheduled 
to complete by the end of that time interval . Each station next computes its 
arrivals based on shipments and transportation cycle . Then each inventory 
station calculates the inventory status which it will have at the beginning of 
the next time interval. The three portIons of a time' interval are shown in 
Fig. 7. 
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preparation execution termination 
--_ ... --_ .. _-._._--,-_._--

Time interval t 

During the execution period each station carries out its assigned task. 

One information concept still needed is the unfilled order logic. Let 
U~ t stand for the unfilled orders at station s for model m at the begirming , 
of time interval t. So, 

U5 
AI,2 

U5 
AI, I 

_ H5 
AI, I 

+ R6 
AI, I 

In effect, the unfilled orders are an "inventory" of open orders to which the 
"receipts" are the orders from the succeeding station and the "withdrawals" 
are the shipments to that station. We can consider the unfilled orders being 
calculated during the termination period of a time interval after the ship
ments have been made and arrivals computed. 

To illustrate further, since we have considered that each processing 
station transmits an order Rih. g t .. SS t' and each inventory station makes 

• J m, 
immediate shipment, an inventory station could calculate its unfilled orders 
during the preparation period of the time interval. This can be quite signi
cant in that an inventory station's ordering rules can, in this way, be made 
a direct function of unfilled orders. 

The concept of unfilled orders brings in another factor: the ordering 
station's acceptance of a delivery delay. For this discussion we will simpli
fy by assuming full willingness to accept any delivery delay for the order 
placed, though such delays may have their influence upon future orders. 

Unfilled orders are calculated as viewed by the supplying station. The 
converse would be for the ordering station to keep track of its unfilled requests . 

v s " m:g, t+l VS 
m:g, t + RS 

m:g,t 

which is directly analogous to the unfilled orders approach. Unfilled requests 
must be calculated after determining shipments and arrivals . As a rule, 
inventory will be used to satisfy unfilled requests first/at the beginning of 
the next time interval; any remaining inventory will then be applied to new 
ord ers received. 

12 
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The un.filled oeder equation can be generalized further if we withdraw 
lI ll' implied assumption that the information cycle time is zero , This re
quil'cs defining another factor, orders received, 

OS are the orders received at station s for product m during the 
111, t 

preparation period of time interval t. 

OS ,. 
m, t+c(O 

R s :+ 1 
m,t 

where c (i) again means C S .; we can now restate the unfilled order formula: m,l 

U~,t+ l .. U~, t + o s - H s m, t m, t 

We can also consider the unfilled orders which have ~yet been scheduled. 
This would be: 

Summary 

To review the development in this paper, a set of terms has been 
established which describes the changes that occur during a time interval 
from both a phySical and an information viewpoint. These systems change 
factors include : 

~,t 
AS 

m,t 

~,t 
S~ t , 

O~, t 

,. Shipments from Station s 

Arrivals at Station s 

Orders placed by Station s 

Amount Scheduled at Station s 

Orders Received by Station s 

H;', t , A~\ t and O;n, t result from the operation of the system and, though 
influenced by the various decisions, are not themselves decision elements. 
The other two are decision elements except R~ t for s :+1 non-existent 
(e. g . a eus t.omer station). ' 

13 
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Secondly, there are certain systems "constants": 

C&, i 

~,p 

~,r 

• Information Cycle Time 

ProceSSing Cycle Time 

Transportation Cycle Time 

14 

Third, there are terms which enable us to express both the physical 
and information status of a system at the beginning of a time interval. These 
systems status variables are: 

~,t 

~t , 

v/b, t 

" Inventory at Station s 

" Unfilled Orders (received by Station s) 

.. Open Requests (placed by Station s) 

There are also 3 key relationship concepts which have been expressed: 

(1) Precedence 

(2) Gozinto 

(3) Time interval breakdown into preparation, execution, 
termination 

A variety of techniques are being developed to overcome the simplifi
cations in this model. They will be discussed in later papers. Included will 
be consideration of: 

(1) Assembly structure including multiple supply and 
multiple destination stations . 

(2) Alternate routing 

(3) Non-stock inventory stations 

(4) Quality variance including spoilage 

(5) Non-infinite sources, multiple suppliers for the same 
product. 
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(6) Variable cycle and lead time 

(7) Order aggregration 

(8) Multiple period scheduling intervals 

(9) Various scheduling rules including consideration 
of capacity limitations, employment stability 

(10) Various ordering rules 

(11) Safety stock considerations 

(12) Variable processing times including setups 

(13) Transportation stations 

(14) Effect of various dispatching rules 

(15) Stochastic production and supply rates 

This paper just illustrates the initial work in an area which 
requires extensive further research and development. 

15 
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Tables Signal Better Communication Sidelof4 

Talk Given by Burton Grad, Manager IBM Systems Engineering Development 

The pilot is preparing to land his single engine plane at the airport; It is late at night and his fuel supp ly is low . He ca lls to the radio tower and asks 
(or landing instructions. All he hears in retUnl is a babble In a foreign language which he canlt understand. 

The executive has spent the last hour of his day dictating an Important speech; the next morning he comes In and wants to review the material. His 
secretary is out ill. The other girls in the office all read Gregg, not Pitman. 

A design engineer has carefu lly prepared a number of comp lex Boolean equations to exp lain the operation of a new computer circuit. He shows these 
to the manufacturing engineer to give an indication of what needs to be constructed. The manufacturing engineer says, "I don It understand &olean 
nlgebra. II 

We could go 011 and on ciling exan-p les like these of events and occurences where lack of a common language for communication causes difficu lties 
ranging all the way from the most trivial to the deadly. Systems Engineering faces communlcalion barriers as serious as those o( any profession. The 
systems engineer today does not have a language to communi cate with management; he does not have a language to communicate with computer pro-

;lillmers; he does not have a language to communicate with functional specialists; he does not even have a l anguage to communicate with other sys-
temS engineers. ~ 

Programmers who have learned one computer at the machine language level canlt understand the programming of another machine at the machine lan
guage level without spending the lime necessary to learn the second machine's specia l codes and Inslruclions. For this reason (among others) there 
has been Intensive effort to develop common languages l ike FORTRAN, Commerc ial Trans lator and COBOL which wi ll be app licable to a number of 
machines. But the communication between programmer and machine is merely a small part of the lotal problem. 

For Systems Engineering It is vital to develop tools and technhlues to permit a manager to slate his decision cri teria and decis ion rules . We must 
find a common language so systems engineers can communicate with product engi neers, accountants, and manu facturing planners, to find out their 
decision rules and decision logic; that is critical to determine the characteristics of the system that is go ing to be modelled or controlled, A method 
must be found for two-way communica tion with computer programmers to be sure that the Intended decision ru les are in fact be ing executed . A tech
nique is needed to aid the systems engineer in establishing complete decision ru les and In predetermining that these ru les will accomplish lhe In
tended {jo<lls. 

III the past, this problem has not been as severe. Because of the limited size of huslness systems problems, we cou ld depend on the prog rammer to 
understand the particular probleills well enough to be sure the logic was correct and to check the problem out thoroughly. HowevN, as the sys tems 
we arc trying to Solve become lareJcr and more complex, this eXI)cdient is no longer satisfactory. Systems eng ineers must take on the responsibility 
for dcsigning the decision logic and for insuring that it Is being executed l)rOperly. To do this systems engineers must have a profess ional language 
which will serve for effective Intercomnllrnication. 

What has caUSed the communication void? What has caused this conlllllUlication moat surrounding the systems engineer? There are at least three 
major factors Illvolveel: 

1~ The inability to clearl y and concisely express dec ision 1000jic ilIld decision rules for describing bUSiness systems. 

2· TIre inability to show calise-e ffect relationship between conditions and actlol1s. 

3~ The inability to gum3ntee or even aid In achievlllgiogical completeness in establishing decision ru les . 

Today, we have available a number of techniques which have been applied to solving the cOllllmlllication problem: we 've tried to use narrative, flow 
charts and evell logical equations. But none of these has filled the bi l l, Each has major drawbacks; the fai lure of these known techniques has led 
to conSideration of another alternative: decis ion tables. 

Decision Tables 

Decision tilbles are il formal method for describing decision logic in a two-di mensional display. The layout ~lcarly showS the cause and effect re la-
1I011£hip between conditions and act ions; i t eXplicItly re lates .decis ion allernatives. 

Decision tables usc a format which Is familiar to liS from analytical, financial, arid stalis tical tables. S ince the days of the Babylonians, [leop le have 
u~ed ta'bles as a means of of'Cjanizl ng in formation where lhe re lationsh ips were cOlilplex or the amoun t of data great. These data tallies appear to be 
superior to many other forms of Information organization because: 

1- They provide clarity and conc iseness thrOIKJh data classification. 

2- They clearly show relationship of dependent to independent variables. 

3- They explicitly Indicate 0111lssioos. 

DeciSion tables use tabular format to represent dynamic situations. Where we have used flow charts, narrative, or logica l equations to describe 
deciSion logic, or an operOlUng procedure, we now find it possible to use decision tables for these same jobs. The argument In favor of tables Is 
their re lative convenience ilnd effectiveness, not that they can describe systems that cannol also be described in other ways. 

Tabular form has been used by programmers since the ear liest days of COml)ulers. The Illos t common uSe of t1lbles has been to re late some function to 
an argument. Given the vallie of one factor, the table provides the va l ue of another dependent factor. For example, a table might re late capita ls to 
slates (Figure 1) . Given the state name, determine the Ililme of the capital. 

In thi s example State appears above the double line and Capita l be lowj each different state name 
is in a column and phySical ly below it , the narne of the corresponding capita l . I f the State Is Ala
bama, then the Capital is Montgomery; if the State is Alaska, then the Capital is Juneau. 

An extens ion of this concept is seer1 In Figure 2 in the use of a matri x to disiliay the va lue of a parUcular factor as a function of mult iple variables . 
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Insurance premium rales are shown as a function of health and ilge. In the example, If hea lth is 
excellent and age is between 25 and 35, then the rate is $1.27. However, if hea lth Is poor and 
age between 55 and 65, then the rate is $8.73. Unfortunately, the visua l effectiveness of a 
matrix Is reduced when the number of independent variab les exceeds two or the number of dependent 
variables is greater than one. 

S'ecause of the natural benefits from using tables, It seems that there shou ld be some way to generali ze tabu lar form so that any number of Independent 
and dependent variab les might be shown with clear visual correspondence. Figure 3 (on the next page) shows a table wI th four independent and three 
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dependent factors where cl arity. Interrelationship and comprehensiveness have been maintained . 

In this example, the decis ion tab le indicates insurance premium rale, policy limit, and type of 
policy as a function of health , age, section of country, and sex. If the applicant is In excellent 
health, between 25 and 35 years of age , from the East, and Is a malc, his rale is $1.27, the 
Insurance limit Is $200 ,000, and he may be Issued policy type A, B, or C. All of the alterna~ 
lives arc clear ly set forth, one by Me, across the table. 

To obtain a better understallulng of a decision tab le, letls look at Its rw.damental elements as shown In Fiyure 4. 

c-IIIIII COI<lIU .. - '". 
'-- ....... - "'. 

The double lines serve ilS demarcation: CONDITI ONS are shown above the horizontal double lines, 
ACTIONS below. The STUB Is to the lert of the verti ca l double line, ENTRIES to the rig ht. A 
condition states a rel ationship . An action states a command. 

If all the conditions in a co lunln arc salls fled then the actions In that column are executed . Each 
such vertical combination of conditions and actions is called a RULE. In the same column with 
the entr ies for each rule, there may be spec iali zeu data rclallng to that rule; this is called the RULE 
HEADER. Similarly, each table may have certain specia li zed Information which Is called the 
TABLE HEADER. 

Consider another sample table which contains all the same elements I but has some different properties. This tab le is Figure 5. 
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The first rule wou ld be read: If credit limit is OK, then approve order. The second rule wou ld be 
read: If cred it limit Is not OK-and pay experience is favorable, then approve order. In this LIM
ITED ~TRY tab le, the entlrcco.ldltion or action must be wriUeiiTn the stub . The condition entry 
is limited to Indi cating whether the correspondillg condi tion should be asserted, negated or ignored; 
the action entry Indicates If the acti on stub should be executed or Ignored . 

This is in contrast, as yOLi may note, to the table shown in Figure 3, wh ich is ca lled an EXTENDED 
ENTRY table. In this Cilse the individual condition or ac lion information extends from the stub Into 
the corresponding entries. In any givel1 table, we can, of course, mix extended and limited entry 
form, whichever is more cOl1vcl1ienl for 01 POII'l iclilar cotHJi ti on or action. 

To this point samp le decis ion tab les and their elements have been discussed to describe concept nnd structure . Now the app lication and use of deci
sion tab les will be presented. A number of experiments conducted over t i le past four years have used decision tab les on a va riety of problems; these 
will be reviewed briefly . 

While I was project leader for General Electric's Integrated Systems Project, the potentia l application of tables 10 a wi de var iety of problems was 
exp lored including its use for product design, operation planning, cost determination, factory scheduling , etc. The results certa inl y revealed the 
opportunity of USing deciSion tables as a major new tool to clarify communication among different technical speCialists as well a; bclwe1.·n thes(' ; J...c
cialists and computer progranillers. It was s~ illl u l a.ti ng to watch a manufactllring engineer suddenly grasp prodllct design decision loc;ic aueilin jl" :!lt 
out where res tra ints had been introduced by the product eng ineer that were of lill ie value to anybody. Throuqh this kind of examlnati(\ll . '>i91,; cant 
improvements might be made in the total product. 

At Sutherland Company, a consulting firm in Peoria, Ill inois, management decision rules have becn studied wi th various customers ilild expressed in 
tabular form. These deciSion tabl es have been applied to Air Force logistics "!lei various commerci al situatlolls such as accollnts rece ivable, accounl " 
payable, etc. From all reports, this work has permitted a more effective and comprehensive statement of the current decision logic and provided more 
meaningful and understandable communication between sys tems men and I)rogr<lmmcrs. 

An area o( experimentation al ready (ami I ia.r to many of YOll is the work done ill Hunt Foods and Industries by M .. . O. y, Evans, who is now with IBM. 
Mr. Evan's work was directed toward communication ilmong different sys tems men, and from systems men to programmers , conce rning the comp lex 
decision rules Involved in stQck contrQI, sa leS analySiS, etc. The results dcmotlstratf' that thi s approach was an effective form1\1 way l o statc very 
complex log ic without requiri ng knowledge of Boolean algcbra or any othcr precise mathematlca l technique. 

IBM has been working with se veral of its customers investigating polential appli caliol1s of deciSion tab les to il wide var i e ~y of prohlems. Froll1th~!;t! 
experiments, It seems clear that decisi 'ln tables are frequentl y eas ler to prepare than comp<lrab le progralllll1inq methods, and tl lal they are 3n effcc:li ve 
aid to systems analysis. In these experiments, communi catloll between systems engineer and programmer has been substanti ally improved; comlllllll l· 
cati on between sys tems engineer and management has also benefitted from the common descrlplion of dec iSion rul es . 

To convey how tables can be developed, let's follow the process through the siynificant problem of fil e ma intenance . Tile block diagram in Fifjur.., 
b Indicates the essentia l clements or the prob lem solution. 

A detai l file and a master file are the two inputs. The updated master fil e and an error fil e ilrc the 
principal outputs. Within the computer, three basic areas are assigned: master , dctil il, and rlPW 

master. The IJurpose of the update log ic is to modify the incoming master fil e by the detail infor
mation to produce an updated master rile containing any additions and challges and from which de
leted records have been eliminated. 

Figure 7 (on the foll ow ing P<lge) is one of two tab les prepared to perform this job. 

Rule 1 states the stilrting condi tion. At the start, one mas ter record and one detai l record me read into the correspondi ng mernol·y areas. At this 
po i lit. sequence control returns to the beginning of the table. 

Rule 2 and all the following ones are nOw pertinent. Rul e 2 spec ifically handles the end of j ob conditions, i.e., end of detai l and elld of master . 
In this C(lse, control is tran sferred to End, a clOSing routine to provide for sent inel s, tape marks, etc. 
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Rule.3 describes the situiltion when the end of detail has ucen reached, but not the end 
of master. Since there can I>e no rurther changes, additions, or deletions to the original 
master, the actions arc to write the updated master from the master area, read another 
master, and then return to the beginning of the l able. 

In Rule 41 the end of m<'lster has been found, but not the end of detail; the remain ing de
tails shou ld only be additions. Therefore, the Information in the detail area Is moved to 
the new master area, the add ition switch Is set Oil, a new detail record is read, and con
trol transferred to the Change Table. 

Ru les 5, b, and 7 are concerned wilh caSes where neither the detail nor the master file 
has ended The identirication number in the detail area Is conlpared to the Identification 
number III the master area. Rule 5 considers the event when the delail is less than the 
master; In this case the detail shoul d be an addillon in order to follow the same logic of 
Ru le 4. In Ru le 6 the detail is grealer lhan the m.asteri consequently the same logic as 
Ru le 3 al>pl les. Ru le 7 coverS the case where master and detai l (Ire equal. The Infor
mation In the master area Is moved to the new master area, and control is transferred to 
the Change Table. 

The f inal rule, Rule 8, is the ELSE Situation. When this occurS something has gone 
wrong, since all legiti mate possibilities have already been examined. An error routine 
is carri ed out; then another uetail record is read. Ru le 8 will take care of cases In-
volv ing sequence errors in Lhe master file and certain tYI)CS of sequence errors In the 
detilll fil e (If the ollt-of-sequence detail Is not an additionl. It will also take care of any 
non-matching detail which is not an addilion. 

The table can be rearranged to aid programming efficiency: columns with higher frequency of success should be moved to the left and those with lower 
frequency to the right. Rules 1 and 2 would be way over to the right since they occur only once in each program. Depending upon the particular data, 
Rule b (the column where the detail Is greater than the master) will probably be the most frequent case alld should be the first one conSidered. One 
re commended order is: 6,7,5,3, 4,1,2,8 . 

Another concept for improving program efficiency Is to rearr;;tnge the conditions to present the Illost discriminating condition at the top and the least 
discriminating at the bottom. For e..c.ample, the start condition, which is shown first l probably should be last since thi s only distinguishes one case 
out of all the thousands l hat will occur. A Similar statement can be made about end or detail and end of master. It seems evidt'!nt that the comparis.Jn 
of detail to master would be the most discriminating criteria aud therefore placed first In the tilble. 

The Case for Tabular Form 

Look once more at Figure 7 and compare its statement of the update decision 10!Jic with that in the (ollowlng narrative. Which is clearer and more 
concise, which shows cause-e ffect relationships better, which aids more In determin ing logical comp leteness. 

Mr. T. F. KavOlnagh speaking at the 1960 Eastern Joint Computer Conference had this to say; lithe decision ... table is a rundamentallanguage 
concept. •. broadly app licable to many classes of Information processing and decision making prob lems .. . tables force a step-by-s tep analysis of 
lhe decision .•• are easily understood by hum<'lns regardless of their functional background <they arc) simple and straightforward (enough) thal. •. 
specialists can write tab les ... with very litt le training ... tabl es are easy to mainta in (and) errors (lre reported at the source language level ." 

Mr . O. Y. Evans stales of his work on tabular lechniques : "The tabular apprOilch ... ;;lids ... in Visuilllz ing the numerouS re lationships and alterna~ 
lives ... (and) permits data rules to be re(ldily reviewed for omissions and Inconsistencies ... (in addition itl provides fl exibi lity in changing <lny pl)r-
lion of the analysis. It 

The CODASYL Sys tems Group, part of The OevelOI)menl Commillee of the COlllerellce on D!lt<l System Languages, has been looking into thE; use of 
decision tables. In a recent release the following statement was made: "lrlVesligAtion . . . indicates that the systems ana lYSiS method discussed 
above (decision tables) willl>rovide a prec ise and orclerlYlllethocl of clocllrllentillg the analysis indepelldellt or the processing method . It wi ll offer the 
analyst an aid in visua l izing the relationsh ips and alternatives of the problem, will pI'ovide fl exibI lity In chal1g illY any portion of the ana lys is, and 
wil l establish a framework for the complete definition of the systems problem. The CODASYL Systems Group will continu!:! to dt'!velop and experi
ment with these concepts." 

To further Indicate the potentlal results from use of tabu lar form, the following statements paraphrase various user opinions: Clarity and conciseness 
-- DeciSion tabl es are easylo prepare, read, and teach to others; experience shows that non ~prograillmers can learn to prepare satisfactory tables In 
less than a day. The amount of writing, or number or words, lines and symbols used In describlnu complex decisions, is reduced by 25-501}'_ as 
compared to now charting. For ct'!rtain specifiC cases, prob lem statement al~d programmll1g time comoined have been reduced significan tl y. 

Meaningful Relationships -- Table structure serves to improve systems logic by alignil1g alternatives side by sIde. It also sharpens cause and effect 
understanding, so relationships which are accidental or Incidental become clearer . Furthermore, actions based on similar or re lated conditions are 
apt to be drawn into the same table, making it casler to appreciate and conSider interdependent factors. 

Completeness -- Tabular (orm allows effective visual or deck debugging both by the analyst and the revieWer. There are fewer errors to start willi 
since the analyst tends to catch his own mistakesi moreoever, the reviewer will typicall y detect a high percentage of the remain ing errors by visual 
examinat ion . Finally, experience shows that with th is foundation and suitable test prob lem construction, It Is easy to ra"ld ly detect the ba lance of 
the errors during machine debugg Ing. 

The evldent.e quoted on the advantages of decision tab l e~ for systems analys is and computer programming Is based on actual study projects. Some of 
these studies even tested dec iSion tables on various data processing machines. There are many current studies which are C)(I)erimenting with a 
variety of tabular forms. 

A Plan for ACtiOl1 

Wi th aU its potential advantages, it is apparent that tabu lar form has not yet achieved full growth and stature; there are major technical and applica~ 
tion areas still unprobed, awai l lng only the touch of creativity to make practical breakthroughs. While current table methodology does not yet pro~ 
vide a drawbridge to cross the communications moat surrounding systems eng ineers, it appears to offer the greatest chance (or a Significant advance. 

To bring these possibilities to frultiM requires experimental (.\!velopmenl. Tabular rorm will have to be tried and used on a wide variety of applica
lions to provide p~actical evaluation and determine deSirable characteristics. A long with this rleld pre-testil1g, there will be a need for effcctlve 
technical developments to e)(plore new table concepts and structures. 
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There are many areas which need experi mental and technical development: 

1 , Table structure 
-- mulliple successes per table 
-- interSpersing condit ions and actions 
-- explicit control of sequence of actions 

2. Re lat ions among tab les 
-- prior rul e concepts 
-- use of library functions 
-- use of open and closed subroutines 

3. Language cons Iderations 
-- statement construction 
-- macro or jargon operators 
-- machine Independence 

4. Associated data description 
-- defining factors and expressions for man-lowman and m;;ln-to-maclline use 
-- conditioned definitlons 
-- inpuVoutpul format 
-- preassigned values and cons tants 

5, Implementation consIderations 
-- comp il ing vs, Interpreting 
- - sequen ti al vs, random access to tables 
-- possi bility of made-la-order processors 
-- ab il ity to introduce specialized operators and table structures 

Side 4 of 4 

The explosive innovations In compuler hardware have not been matched by cor~es pondl09 deve lopments in sys tems communication, But we are on the 
threshold of a major breakthrough, we are on the verge of a significant advance. Il's up to you and it 's up to us to show equal creativity In so ftware 
to that shown in hardware: To uSe tabu lar form to develop a clear, concise I meaningful I comprehens ive Systems Eng ineeri ng language. 
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Tabular form has shown promise 01 being an eFFective 
way to organize and present decision logic lor systems 
analysis and computer programming. Experience to date 
clearly indicates the need lor lurther e)(ploration and de 
velopment 01 tabular lorm to determine its range of appli
cation and assess its luture potential. This report has the 
dual purpose 01 sketching the historical background on 
the developmen, 01 tabular lorm, and indicating its pos
sible advantages. 

TABULAR 
FORM 
IN 
DECISION LOGIC 
by BURTON GRAD, IBM Corporation, 

Thomas J. Watson Research Center, 

Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 

Glancing around the office, I can see three young 
women busily engaged in the various duties of n 
typical work day. Let me tell you about them. 

Blond Marilyn is a chatterbox. Penelope and Theresa en
joy going to the movies. Marilyn is married, but the other 
two are single. Penelope has an attractive figure, while 
Marilyn is somewhat on the plump side. Theresa's quiet 
moods contrast to Penelope's happy ones. but they both 
seem to enjoy Hfe in native Manhattan. 'Marilyn has dimples; 
Theresa may be recognized by her amber eyes and red 
hair. Unlike the others, Marilyn prefers Shakespeare and 
country living in Chappaqua. 

Without looking back, can you recall all of Penelope's 
characteristics? Do you have a clear image of each girl 
and know what data is missing or where fhere are inconsis
tencies? To help answer these questions, let's rearrange the 
information. Displayed in tabular form , it would appear as 
in Figure 1: 

Name Marilyn Penelope Theresa 

Marital Status Married Single Single 

Hair Color Blond Red 
Figure Plump Attractive 

Enjoys Movies Yes Yes 
Prefers 

Shakespeare Yes No No 
Residence Chappaqua Manhattan Manhattan 

Features Dimples Amber Eyes 
Characteristics Chatterbox Happy Quiet 

Figure 1 

From this illustration, some of the advantages of tables over 
narrative style for comparative data display can be readily 
appreciated: Conciseness and clarity is achieved by classify
ing data; Completeness is insured by revealing areas where 
information is miSSing; Meaningful relationships are recog
nized quickly and easily with the two dimensional structure. 

While recognizing lhese advantages mrmy will point out 
that tables are merely a systematic way to present static 
data, Do ~hey have a worthwhile function in a more dy
namic <situation-that of decision making? Would tables be 
valuable in systems analysis and computer programming? 
Before we explore some preliminary answers to these ques
tions, let's look at a brief history of tables. 

universality of table. 
Tables, whether statistical, financial, or analytical, have 
gained widespread recognition; they ·seem to be a natural 
form for expressing relntionships among variable factors 
where there are many possible patterns for arranging the 
significant information. This fact is substantiated by the pro
fusion of examples in everyday life: 

The ubiquitous government reports with ponderous 
breakdowns of the GNP or a simple recap on 
whooping crane birth rates and population. 
The multiplicity of financial repol'ts showing the 
status nnd growth of businesses. 
The economic forecasts of things to come ranging 
from hula-hoop prodUCtion to manned satellites in 
the burgeoning 60's and beyond, t 
The daily scratch sheet, the box scores of runs, hits 
and errors for the lates t baseball games, and ·the 
'highs, lows, 'and clOSi ng prices for stocks - all in the 
local newspaper. 

And the list grows. 

( 
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application to computers 
Since the early days of computer development, program
mers have used analytical tables to convert argumen ts into 
precise functional values; they have also employed matrix 
structure and notation to handle common information with 
relatively complex structure. In the past few years, how
ever, there has been substantial interest in probing the po
tential applications of tabular form for recording the deci
sion logic itself. This exploratory work in developing deci
sion tables has involved consideration of man-to-machine as 
weH as man-to-man communication. 

In systems analysis and computer programming, decision 
tables, like conventional data tables, retain a two-dimen
sional structure to portray significant relationships. The 
form, however, is COnsiderably more elaborate to show 
multiple conditions and actions interlocked through posi
tion. Within a decision table any language from a business 
jargon to the most machine-oriented may be utilized to ex
press the decision logic. 

There are other well-known methods to describe a busi
ness system: narrative, Bow charts, and logical equations. 

arrative form, unfortunately, is often wordy, requiring 
prepositions, conjunctions, and other superfluous elements 
for readability; there is a certain lack of form and physical 
relation which may I.ead to inaccuracy and inconsistency if 
the mer is not extremely careful Flow charts require lines 
and connectors to show relationships; when these become 
too numerous, the logic may 'be difficult to follow and the 
layout may demand excessive space. 'Logical equations are 
symbolic and abstract as, for example, Boolean algebra ap
plied to computer programmiog. The main limitations are 
the need for special skills and background to algebraicalJy 
describe decision rules and the attendan t difficul ty in com
municating equations in a business environment. Shortcom
ings in these well-known methods bave eDcouraged systems 
ailaIysts to take a harder look at other alternatives. 

Tabular form for decision logic SeerllS likely to satisfy this 
search siore it compensates for many of the limitations of 
the other forms by providing compact expression of decision 
rules, visually effective display of meaningful relationships, 
and straightforward indication of logical correspondence. ~ 
The significant difference between tabular form and other 

STUB 

Age 

CONDITIONS 
Hea lth 

Sedion of Country 

-
~ 

Rate/IOOO 
ACTIONS 

Policy Limit 

STUB 
Figure 3 

methods is not in the notational scheme used but rather 
in the physical layout for recording the system~ desCription 
or programs. 

Let's now examine the use of decision tables. It is not 
intended to suggest that this form is superior to existing 
languages where they are appropriate 'for a specialized class 
of problems, e.g., FORTRAN for algebraic calculations, re
port generators for preparing output documents. Rather 
the feeling is that no method today is well-designed fo; 
systems men to use for describing complex logical decisions; 
therefore, decision tables may well fill a current void in a 
total systems analysis and programming package. 

extended entry tables 
One type of decision table is called EXTE1\'DED ENTRY. 
Figure 2 illustrates a simple application: 

Figure 2 

The first decision rule (columns 1 and 2) can be para
phrased: If age is greater than or equal to 25 and less than 
35, and health is excellent, and section of country is East, 
then rate per thousand is 1.57 and policy limit is 200,000. 
The underlined words are implied by the table layout. The 
other rules are alternatives to this one, so that logically, it 
does not matter which rule is examined first; only one rule 
can be satisfied in a single pass through this decision table. 

As in most disciplines, a vocabulary is needed to describe 
the special properties and characteristics of decision tables. 
Fortunately, a glossary of terms for tabular form is already 

ENTRY 

Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 30 

> 25 >25 
< 35 < 35 

> 65 

Excellent Excellent Poor 

East We.t We.t 

------------.:~E 

" 
1.57 1.72 5.92 

200,000 200,000 20,000 

ENTRY 

in existence from the statistical and financial fields; these 
supply an appropriate starting point. 

Using the information from the insurance example {Fig
ure 3), the decision table is shown in an exploded view, 
Figure 3 to show recommended titles: (see preceding page). 

The double lines serve as demarcation: CONDITIONS 
are shown above the horizontal double line, ACTIONS be
low; the STUB is to the left of the vertical double line, EN
TRIES are to the right. Each vertical combination of con
ditions and actions is called a R LE. By adding to the 
elements shown a title section at the top of the table which 
is called a TABLE HEADER, and a RULE HEADER 
over the entries, the essential nomenclature is complete. 

Umlted entry tables 
LIMITED ENTRY tables offer a different approach to 
stating the decision logic. This type of table is shown in 
Figure 4: 

Credi~ Pay S,pecial RettJrn 
limit Experience is Cleara nce Approve Order 

is OK Favorable is Obtained O rder to Sales 

Rule 1 Y Y 

Rule 2 N Y Y 

Rule 3 N N Y Y 

Rule 4 N N N Y 

Figure 4 

The first rule (rows 1 and 2) is read: If credit limit is 
OK then approve order. Again, the underlined words are 
implied by the form. In limited entry tables the entire con
dition or action must be written in the stub; the entry is 
"limited" to reversing a condition or ignoring a condition 
or action. In contrast, extended entry tables have a part of 
the condition or action "extended" directly into the entry. 
'While this decision table (Figure 4) is arranged quite differ
ently, the same table elements are present. Structurally, the 
table appears as in Figure 5: 

Condition Stub Action Stub 

Condition Entrie. Action Entries 

Figure 5 

Umited entry permits only a few values in an entry: 
y= yes 

=no 
Blank = not pertinent (e.g., condition or action need 

not be considered in the current rule) 

business applicat·ions 
Examples of successful applications of decision tables in 
business are as yet few in number, but some of the pioneer
ing work can be reviewed brieBy. 

Initial work on the use of tabular form for recording de
cision logic was performed by General Electric's Integrated 
Systems Project from the fall of 1957 through 1959; during 
that period, I was the project leader. Many individuals were 
involved in this development work which concentrated on 
the use of tabular form to express the logic of product de
sign, operation planning, cost determination, quality as
surance planning, etc. This project developed extended 
entry decision tables for man-to-machine communication. 

Mr. T. F. Kavanagh, in comm~nting on this work at the 
1960 Eastern Joint Computer Conference,(I) noted, "the de
cision . . . table is a fundamental language concept . . . 
broadly applicable to many classes of information processing 
and decision making problems; ... tables force a step-by
step analysis of the decision, . . . are easily understood by 
humans regardless of their functional background .. . (they 
are) simple and straightfonvard (enough) that . . . special-
ists can write tables ... with very little training; ... tables 
are easy to maintain (and) errors are reported at the source 
language level. n 

From late 1958 to the present time, Sutherland Com
pany, a consulting Ilrm in Peoria, Illinois, has been usiog 
tabular form for expressing what they call management de
cision rules. They have applied these techniques to a num
ber of their clients' problems (e.g., a logistics study for 
Norton Air Force Base) with quite satisfactory results. In 
particular, they have used decision tables to record the logic 
for payroll, order processing, sales analysis, general ledger 
accounts, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and cost 
accounting. T here has been no published material to date 
on the Sutherland work but available information indicates 
that limited entry decision tables are being used. 

In 1959, Hunt Foods and Industries began experimenting 
with tabular form for man-to-man communication in com
puter systems planning. ~faterial on this approach was the 
first to be released, in late 1959, describing how limited 
entry tables were used for systems analysis. E~"plorations 
were also carried out on complex relationships among in· 
dividual decision using prior rule and sub-routine tech
niques . Many business systems were documented with 
decision tables: stock-control, credit analysis, sales analysis, 
and traffic. 

In his report on the work at Hunt Foods, Mr. O . Y. 
Evans states, "The tabular approach . . . aids .. . in visual
izing the numerous relationships and alternatives ... (and) 
permits data rules to be readily reviewed for omissions and 
inconsistencies; . .. (in addition it) provides Bexibility in 
changing any portion of the analysis." 

Since early 1960, ffiM has been actively engaged in ex
ploring the value of tabular form both for systems analysis 
and for computer programming. The company has initiated 
joint projects \vith several customers to evaluate the effec
tiveness of various tabular fonns, to explore alternative 
methods of implementation, and to investigate opportuni
ties for incorporating these developments a5 an adjunct to 
existing languages . Since there are many different aspects 
of tabular form which still need to be examined, language 
implementing programs have Dot been prepared. These 
studies have developed and formalized mixed limited and 
extended entry tables, stubless tables, and unconditional 
decision tables. 

'The CODASYL Systems C roup, which is part of the De
velopment Committee of the Conference on D ata Systems 
Languages, has been looking into the application and use 
of decision tables since late 1959. Their particular goal has 
been th.e creation of a systems-oriented language which 
would enable systems analysts to communicate their basic 



decision logic either to computer programmers or to auto
matic program compilers. This organization contends that 
tabular form is one currently known technique which would 
aid in achieving effective mutual understanding of business 
decisions while maintaining machine independence. Their 
efforts have included research on generalizing tabular form 
to combine limited and extended entry format in a given 
table, as well as studies on more complex methods of 
sequence contro~ rule structure, and rule execution logic. 

an example 
To illustrate some of the possible advantages of decision 
tables, a composite tabular form is shown in Figure 6; 
these tables describe the logic of a file maintenance pro
cedure. There are two input files (Detail and Master), each 
sequenced by identification number. The principal output 
is a similarly sequenced Master file incorporating additious 
and changes and omitting deleted reoords. The logic is 
based on having three internal areas: (1) Detail, (2) Master, 
and (3) New Master. "Read" as used here means "obtain 
the next record in the referenced me." "Write" means "pro
duce an output Master record from the indicated source 
area." These are not detailed, precise tables for machine 
compilation, but rather the equivalent of a block diagram. 

va.lue of decision tables 
So far, decision tables have been discussed in the light of 
known applications and attributed values and advantages. 

TABLE 00 1 - Update 

I Rule No. 01 02 

Slarl Y N 
&d of Deta il N 

En dof Master N 

Detail <Master 
Detail an " Add ition" Y 

Do &ror Roulin e 
Move Master to New Master 
Move Dela il to New Master X 
Set Addition Switch OFF O N 
Write Master 

Read Moster X 
Read Detail X X 
GO TO TABLE 001 0 02 

TABLE 002 - Cha nge 

Rule No. 01 02 

Though many current developments are still in the realm 
of "oompany confidential," several projects have indicated 
results that enable us to discuss the value of tables in con
crete terms. 

Recalling the three benefits mentioned previnus1y, some 
studies claim that decision tables appear to be superior to 
other methods for representing complex decision logic in 
that they pmvide or encourage: 

clarity and conciseness 
completeness 
meaningful relationshi~ 

To indicate the potential results from use of tabular form, 
the following statements paraphrase various user opinions: 
Clarity and conciseness - Decision tables are easy to pre
pare, read, and teach to others; experience shows that non
programmers can learn to prepare satisfactory tables in 
less than a day. The amount of writing, or number of 
words, lines, and symbols used in describing complex de
cisions, is reduced by 2S-50% as compared to Bow chart
ing. For certain specific cases, problem statement and pro
gramming time combined have been reduced siguilicantly. 
Completeness - Tabular form allows effective visual o.r 
desk debugging both by the analyst and the reviewer. 
There are fewer errors to start with since the analvst tends 
to catch his own mistakes; moreover, the revie~ver will 
typically detect a high percentage of the remaining errors 

0 3 04 05 06 07 08 

N N , N N N ElSE 
N N Y Y N 
N Y N Y N 

=Master >Masler 
Y 

.> X 
X 

X 
OFF O N OFf OFF OFF OFF 

X X 
X X 

X X 
0 02 002 001 END 0 01 001 

03 04 05 06 07 

Detail < New Mosier > New Mosler >New Master =New Mosler = New Mas ter =New M aster ELSE 

Addition Switch ON Y N Y N 
D~la il a " Cha nge" Y 
Detail a " Delete" Y Y 

Write New Master X X 
Do Error Routine X X 
Do Change Ro utine X 
Do Delete Routine X X 
Read Master X X 
Read Deta il X X X X X 

GO TO TABLE 002 001 001 002 001 001 002 

Figure 6 

by visual examination. Finally, experience shows that with 
this foundation and suitable test problem constructio.n, it is 
easy to rapidly detect the balance of the 'lITors during 
machine debugging. 
Meaningful relationships - Table structure serves to im
prove systems logic by aligning alternatives side by side. 
It also sharpens cause and effect understanding, so relation
shi~ which are accidental or incidental become dearer. 
Furthermore, actions hased on similar or related conditions 
are apt to. be drawn into the same table, making it easier 
to appreciate and consider dependent factors. 

The evidence quoted on the advantages of decision 
tables for systems analysis and computer programming is 
based on actual study projects. Some of these studies even 
tested decision tables on various data processing machines. 
There are many current studies which are experimenting 
with a variety of tabular forms. 

future d irection 
With all its potential advantages, it is apparent that tabular 
form has not }'et achieved fnll growth and stature; there 
are major technical and application areas still unprobed, 
awaiting only the touch of creativity to make practical 
breakthroughs. Current table methodology, for example, 
does not yet provide an effective systems-oriented lan
guage. Unable, then, to describe the decision logic in a 
systems-orien ted language and untrained to an adequate 
degree in knowledge of equipment capabilities, the systems 
analyst often severely constrains the oomputer programmer. 

What then of the future? Would it be desirable to di
rectly incorporate tabular form into existing language proc
essors such as Autocoder, FORTRAN, Commercial Trans· 
lator, or COBOL, to describe complex decision proredures 
with decision tables? Would this approach significantly im
prove logical analysis? Would it simplify programming, de
bugging, and maintenance? 

Would it be advantageous to try to create a systems
oriented language using tabluar form as a primary ~ethod 
for describing deci ion logic? Should we carefully consider 
the relative advantages of using interpretive ra ther than 
compiler techniques for appl!'ing tabular systems-oriented r 
languages to oomputer ? 

We are witnessing a literal explosion in scientific tech
nology, not the least of which is the rate of innovation in 
computer hardware. Laboratory shop-talk treats subjects 
like thin magnetic libns, microminiaturization, and masers, 
as if they were accomplished facts; and before we realize 
it, they often are. Progress in language concepts, though, 
lags seriously behind hardware ad\'llnces. F ailure to keep 
pace can be attributed to several factors: inadequate effort, 
requirements for oompatability with existing systems, and 
lack of problem recoguition. Facing opportunities like 
automated product engineering and real-time control, we 
are handicapped by the limitations of current ways to de
scribe business systems. Tabular fonn, one signiRcant new 
tool for methods and systems people, may help to ac
celerate business langnage development and to advance 
systems tecbnology. 
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